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demise2 of humanity. This is not just something that Hollywood scriptwriters3 think about. Such things worry
computer-programming expert Jaan Tallinn, co-founder of
Skype, Huw Price, professor4 of philosophy at Cambridge,
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SYMBOLS

Each page-long article in the magazine has been
created to be used more or less independently
so that you can learn and practise even if
you only have five or ten minutes free.
At the same time, the symbols below allow you to
develop a theme you are interested in more extensively.
Teachers can use these symbols to instantly prepare
a class or classes around a common theme.

Exercise (at the end
of the magazine). Test
and consolidate what
you have learned.

THE EN

Speaking extension.
A question aimed at
provoking a group
discussion of the
topic in question.

Photo by GabboT

to bring about (bring-broughtbrought) – cause
2
demise – end, decline
3
scriptwriter – sb. who writes
the script (= text) of a movie
4
professor – (false friend) head
1

Downloadable audio
file (see also audio
scripts). There are
recommendations on
how best to use the
audio files on p. 87.

This arrow directs you
to other related articles
in the magazine.

p. 40

6, 22

p. 6

of department at a university,
senior academic
5
to set up (set-set-set) – create,
establish
6
to arise (arise-arose-arisen) –
emerge, occur

p.6

ABBREVIATIONS KEY
Listening extension
(Internet). Once you’ve
learned the basic
vocabulary of a topic,
why not listen to
further discussions?
4 | YES 17

These are the only
abbreviations you
have to know to use
this magazine:
sb. = somebody
sth. = something
swh. = somewhere
[U] = uncountable noun
[C] = countable noun

Some
will be
idea: f
robots
in our
gent b
octopu
experi
licate t
ity can
as dra
simply
obsole
from v
1925, “
but a w

speed
from t
9
naïve –
10
to tre
11
scena
thetic

7

8

phone antennas. There is little danger of the message
being garbled5 – as it is in the game of Chinese whispers6 – because it is so simple: “danger predator”.

FOOTNOTES

The superscript numbers in the text
refer to the footnotes at the bottom
or at the side of the same page. The
footnotes explain the difficult vocabulary as determined by our non-native
proofreaders. Like you, these proofreaders are learners so they are able
to identify the exact words you need
to know to understand the sentence.
Definitions are given in English, so that
you learn to think in English and these
definitions are then checked by the
non-native proofreaders to ensure that
you will understand them. Some words
are defined by pictures: we use these
visual stimuli when that is the best way
to fix an idea in your memory. Read
the definition or look at the illustration
and then re-read the sentence in question. By working with English-language
footnotes you will rapidly increase
your vocabulary and learn how English
words relate to each other, all of
which will have a dramatic impact on
your fluency and self-confidence1 .
Some readers find it useful to put
their finger next to the word in the
article that they are looking for in the
footnotes to make it easier to return
to the text afterwards. Either way, it
shouldn’t be difficult to find your place
because the footnotes are numbered
and the words are highlighted in bold.
Notice that the syllables and words that
should be stressed2 are underlined.
Red footnotes give extra cultural
(rather than linguistic) information,
or they refer you to other articles.

PHONEMIC
SYMBOLS
Here are the phonemic
symbols that we use
which might cause you
problems.

Consonants

Meanwhile9, a study from Anglia Rus
sity has found that African elephants plan
on cropland11 to coincide with the new m
raids are more frequent and more substa
the nights are darkest. This suggests that
stand that darkness lowers the risk of bei
farmers12. Or perhaps they know that hu
less and more lightly13 when there is a fu

MY NAME IS FLI

Dolphins have a signature whistle14 whi
identify themselves and to identify others
hear a familiar whistle they will repeat it b
acquaintance15, which they don’t do for
whistle. Moreover, a study from the Unive
cago has now found that dolphins remem
signature whistles14 after more than 20
gesting they have the best memory in the
Photo by Ikiwaner

NOT-SO-CARNIVOROUS
CROCS7

Research from the US Fish and Wildlife Service in
Charleston, South Carolina, has confirmed decades of
anecdotal reports: over half the existing crocodilian
species supplement their diet with fruit. It seems that
at least 13 of the 23 species of crocodiles and alligators in the world today eat fruit as well as meat.
warning (adj.) – alarm
to bang – beat, hit
to pick up – receive
4
to relay – resent
5
garbled – incoherent,
meaningless
6
Chinese whispers (UK English) – broken telephone (US
English)
7
croc – (colloquial) crocodile
8
full moon – when the complete
disc of the moon is visible
1

(associated with werewolves)
meanwhile – at the same time
raid – surprise attack
11
cropland – arable farms
12
farmer – agriculturalist
13
more lightly – less deeply
14
signature whistle – high-frequency sound that identifies
an individual
15
acquaintance – known individual, (in this case) friend

2

9

3

10

2

1

self-confidence – self-assurance (opposite of ‘self-doubt’, ‘hesitancy’)
to stress sth. – emphasize, underline

2

/ʧ/ as in church, watch
/ʃ/ as in wash, sure, action
/ʤ/ as in judge, gesture
/ʒ/ as in measure, vision
/j/ as in yes
/θ/ as in thick, path
/ð/ as in this, breathe
/ŋ/ as in sing

Pure Vowels

/æ/ as in cat
/ʌ/ as in cut
/ə/ as in occur, supply,
aroma
/ɜ:/ as in first, turn, earn
/ɔ:/ as in court, warn

Dipthongs

/iə/ as in ear, here
/eə/ as in air, there
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CURRENT
AFFAIRS

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION
7

Watch: a short BBC report about the Church of
Almighty God:
http://goo.gl/mCtfSE

10

Watch: a short video illustrating the research on
the coral trout with fake eels:
http://goo.gl/4R8MQd

11

Speak: do you agree that ‘home-grown’ Jihadists
are making rational decisions?

16

Speak: from what you know about the origins of
the First World War, would a fatal accident to Franz
Ferdinand in England have prevented the Great
War? What other chance events do you consider
decisive in history.

This section of the magazine offers short news
stories organized thematically:

7
8
9

10
11

12
13

News
- anecdotes from around the world.
Business Language News
- bizwords and buzzwords.
Language News
- Ebola or Ébola: etymology in the Heart of
Darkness
Science News
- amazing discoveries about animal behaviour
Psychological News
- the psychology of ‘home-grown’ Jihadists
Exercise 2
Internet: I’m a slug
- strange goings-on in cyberspace
Internet: MeetUp
- A route out of virtual reality			
Exercise 22

14

History: Franz Ferdinand in London
- an accident that could have changed our world
completely

17

Politics: identity
- who do you think you are?
Exercise 10
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Watch: this two-and-a-half-minute antidote to such
‘what if?’ thinking:
http://goo.gl/S44IT5
17

Speak: What defines your nation? How do you
identify yourself?
Watch: A short video on how Europe’s borders
have changed over 2000 years.
http://goo.gl/NTYvlR

News & Anecdotes
was lifted17 a decade ago. There are now over a million pet dogs in Beijing with all of the silly canine hotels,
hairdressers and saunas that go with modern Western pet-ownership. Shanghai had to impose a one-dog
policy18 in 2011 because pet pooches19 have become so
popular. Indeed20, nostalgic Communists, such as writers
in The People’s Daily, wax lyrical21 about the ‘golden age’
when dogs were only acceptable “lightly fried in sesame
oil”. Most stereotypes don’t stand up to22 analysis.

Taiping Rebellion (1850-64)

By Wu Youru

STEREOTYPES

I am increasingly sick and tired of stereotypes about
large1 groups of people. For instance2, there is the idea
that Muslims are intrinsically violent while Christians are
inherently meek3. Here’s a quick quiz. Question 1: who
said, “I come not to send peace, but a sword4”? Question
2: who said: “The ink5 of the scholar6 is worth more7
than the blood8 of the martyr”? Yes, that’s right Jesus
Christ (Matthew 10:23) and the Prophet Mohammed (in
that order). “It’s not what the founders say but what the
followers do” I hear you say. Well, Christians were responsible for the Taiping Rebellion (1850-64) which killed at
least 20 million people – more than World War One –
making it one of the bloodiest9 conflicts in human history. “Ah, but that was 150 years ago” you say. Well, ‘the
Church of Almighty10 God’ (a.k.a.11 Eastern Lightning) is
currently one of the biggest terrorist threats12 in China.
They have beaten and tortured a number of people to
death including women and children. “But that’s just13
some crazy sect; they are not mainstream14 Christians”,
you protest. Well, how do you think mainstream Muslims feel about ISIS, Boko Haram and the other crazy
Islamic groups?
While on the subject of stereotypes and the Chinese,
I’m also sick of hearing how nasty15 the Chinese are to
dogs. The Chinese had a carnivorous attitude to dogs
because Mao banned16 keeping them as pets. That ban
large – (false friend)
big, substantial
2
for instance – for
example
3
meek – docile,
peaceful
4
sword /sɔ:rd/ –
5
ink – writing fluid
6
scholar – (false friend)
intellectual, erudite person
1

2

p. 5

is worth more – has a greater
value
8
blood – red liquid in veins and
arteries

7

PAY DIFFERENTIAL

An interesting economic footnote to the war against ISIS:
according to The Times, Islamic State fighters get $400 a
month (tax free, with food and accommodation covered).
That’s about double the salary of other militant groups in
the area.

Photo by Mike Krüger

CYBERSPACE SAVES
CIVIC SPACE

According to the top policeman in Scotland, Stephen
House, the internet is responsible for a decrease of more
than 50% in vandalism and gang violence over the last
15 years.
bloodiest – most lethal
almighty – omnipotent
11
a.k.a. – also known as
12
threat – danger
13
just – (in this case) only
14
mainstream – conventional,
normal
15
nasty – cruel
16
to ban sth. – prohibit sth.
17
the ban was lifted – the

9

10

prohibition was ended
one-dog policy – law that limited the number of dogs each
person could have to one
19
pooch – mutt, dog
20
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
21
to wax lyrical – talk in an
enthusiastic and effusive way
22
to stand up to (stand-stoodstood) – resist
18
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Business Language News
companies are better at inventing diseases17 that match18
existing drugs10 than inventing drugs10 to match18 existing diseases17”. A new model, ‘ebolanomics’, proposes that
governments should offer prizes19 for the development of
really useful drugs, such as new antibiotics. Once a specific treatment had been developed and the prize paid
out20, the government in question could control its use.

SPELLING MATTERS21

Photo by Raysonho @ Open Grid Scheduler

CORPORATE INVERSION

Bizwords1 are constantly being coined2 but the emergence3 of a full-blown4 false friend is a less common
event. ‘Corporate inversion’ is just such a term. To Spanish and Catalan ears it sounds like a good thing. It isn’t.
‘Corporate inversion’ refers to a company merging 5 with
a smaller business in another country that has lower corporate tax6 and then moving their domicile to that tax
jurisdiction. For instance7, Burger King recently bought a
Canadian fast food chain called Tim Hortons and ‘moved’
to Canada so as to pay less tax in the USA. It is estimated
that corporate inversion could cost the US Treasury $20
billion over the next 10 years.

Rich Mortimer, head of talent at a British IT22 company,
recently wrote the following in The Independent: “This
summer I reviewed23 well over24 500 CVs from applicants25 for the 20 or so graduate positions our fast-growing technology company has on offer. Just over half of
those applicants were in the reject pile within26 a minute
of their submissions27 being opened. Spelling mistakes,
typographical errors, random 28 capitalization 29 and
eclectic font30 use accounted for31 the majority.” Spelling matters. We look at the 100 words that are most frequently misspelt in US business on pp. 65-67.

EBOLANOMICS

Another buzzword to appear recently is ‘ebolanomics’8 .
Everyone seems to agree that the current business model
for developing9 new drugs10 isn’t working11. At present
pharmaceutical companies focus on developing treatments that will be used over a period of time by rich
people in the developed world rather than12 on less profitable drugs against threats13 to the whole of humanity
(like Ebola). Indeed14, the enemies of Big Pharma15, such
as Nassim Nicholas Taleb claim16 that “Pharmaceutical
bizwords – business buzzwords,
newly popular business terms
2
to coin (a term) – invent (a
term)
3
emergence – appearance
4
full-blown – real, in every sense
5
to merge – fuse
6
corporate tax – fiscal imposition on companies’ profits
7
for instance – for example
8
coined by James Surowiecki
in The New Yorker
1
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to develop – produce, generate
drug – (in this case) pharmaceutical product
11
to work – (in this case) function
well
12
rather than – instead of, as
opposed to
13
threat – danger, menace
14
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
15
Big Pharma – the most
important pharmaceutical
companies

Photo by CDC Global

to claim – declare, say, state
disease – illness, pathology
18
to match – coincide with, be
appropriate for
19
prize – reward, compensation
20
to pay sth. out (pay-paid-paid) –
give sth. to the winner
21
to matter – be important
22
IT – information technology
23
to review – evaluate
24
well over – significantly more
than

9

16

10

17

applicant – candidate
within – (in this case) after only
27
submission – application,
letter proposing sb. as a
candidate
28
random – arbitrary
29
capitalization – use of capital
letters (= upper-case letters,
majuscules)
30
font – typeface, style of letters
31
to account for – explain
25

26

65-67

2

Language News

EBOLA OR ÉBOLA?:
ETYMOLOGY IN THE
HEART OF DARKNESS1

Recently conservative America was disdainful of President Obama because he pronounced ‘Ebola’ as /iˡbouli/
in a speech. These same commentators would probably
show the same contempt2 for the hundreds of millions of
French and Spanish speakers who pronounce the disease
/ˡebola/ and write it with an acute accent3 to boot4! Yet5
it has to be said that the ebolavirus was discovered by a
(French-speaking) team of Belgium and American doctors
in a part of Africa in which French is the lingua franca.
They chose to name the disease after6 a local river, written ‘Ébola’ in French, a tributary of the River Congo. The
researchers did not want to name the virus after the local
village (Yambuku) to avoid7 stigmatizing it. In fact, the
Ébola river wasn’t the closest river to Yambuku, but the
team didn’t have a very good map! Anyway, speakers of
French and Spanish therefore8 have a strong prima facie
case9 for pronouncing the disease /ˡebolə/.
However, it was agreed in the scientific community (by
the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses) that
the disease was to be written without the acute accent3
to make it easier to use the name on scientific databases
(Anglos don’t know how to type accents!). So, in theory
you should write (and say) ‘Ébola’ if you are talking about
a remote river in the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
but should write ‘Ebola’ if you are referring to the disease.
In French and Spanish ‘Ebola’ (without an acute accent3)
would be pronounced /eˡbolə/ – a similar pronunciation to
the Anglo one.
As a footnote we might be surprised that the Anglos
don’t say /ˡebələ/: English pronunciation is often driven10
by analogy, and the obvious analogy with ‘Ebola’ would
be ‘ebony’ /ˡebəni/. It is possible that this analogy was
avoided 11 because most Anglos think of the Stevie
Wonder song ‘Ebony12 and Ivory’ 13 when they hear the
Joseph Conrad’s novel,
Heart of Darkness (1899)
takes place in the region of
the Democratic Republic of
Congo where the River Ébola
is located. Conrad had travelled through the area.
2
contempt – disdain
3
acute accent – the ´ pronunciation mark
4
to boot – as well, too, also
5
yet – (in this case) however,
1

2

nevertheless
to name X after Y (UK English) – name X for Y (US English),
name X in honour of Y
7
to avoid – (in this case) so as
not to (+ infinitive)
8
therefore – for this reason
9
prima facie case – initial
argument
10
to drive (drive-drove-driven) –
(in this case) determine
11
to avoid – (in this case) not
6

Photo by CDC Global

name of the expensive black wood, and ethnically sensitive doctors didn’t want to associate the virus even more
closely to people of African descent14. In the Lingála language of northwestern DRC Ebola means ‘black river’. As
far as I can gauge15, each syllable is given a similar stress.
There is no etymological link between ‘Ebola’ and ‘ebony’
despite the connotation of ‘black’. ‘Ebony’ is found in the
Bible (Ezekiel 27.15) and comes from the Hebrew hobnim
via Greek ébanos. English changed the ending to -y
through analogy with ivory13, the two materials being frequently combined as piano keys16.
make
ebony – a heavy black
wood from a tropical tree
(Diospyros)
13
ivory /ˡaivəri/ – illegal hard
creamy-white substance that
comes from elephants’ tusks
14
descent – heritage, ancestry
15
to gauge /geidʒ/ – ascertain,
determine
16
piano keys –
12
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Science News | ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR

TROUT TEAM UP
WITH EELS

Trout1 have joined the select group of animals that
choose to work with other species. Coral trout (Plectropomus leopardus) are fast and hunt2 efficiently in
open water. However, their Achilles’ heel3 is that they
aren’t good at catching prey4 that is hidden 5 in reefs6.
Researchers from the University of Cambridge have
discovered that the trout employ moray eels7 to ferret
around8 in the crevices9 of coral to flush out10 quarry11.
The trout call on the eels for help when their prey4 hide12
in coral by flicking13 their tails14. What’s more, the trout
don’t solicit help from any eel but quickly learn which eels
are the most reliable15 collaborators.
However, defence systems can be equally sophisticated.

Photo by Leonard Low from Australia

Sea cucumbers (Holothuroidea) effectively liquefy their
bodies, pour themselves into 16 crevices 9 and then
re-solidify so that predators can’t pull them out!

PULLING THE WOOL
OVER OUR EYES17

A few years ago it was demonstrated that pet dogs quickly learn to
make ‘puppy eyes’ 18 to get out of19 being scolded20. Now it seems
that a giant panda, Ai Hin, faked21 her pregnancy in order to get
air conditioning and extra food, according to the Chengdu Giant
Panda Breeding Research Centre.

THE MOTHER INSTINCT

Mothers are programmed to react to the cries of infants – any
infants. Researchers at The University of Winnipeg have found
that mammalian infant cries are similar across species and will
activate maternal instincts across species. So, for instance22, wild
female mule deer23 (Odocoileus hemionus) on the Canadian prairies24 will react to the cries of fur-seal pups25, puppies, kittens and
human babies. The deer did not respond to non-infant noises such
as adult coyote barks26 or birdsong.
Photo by J Patrick Fischer

trout /traut/ – type of freshwater
fish
2
to hunt – catch prey
3
Achilles’ heel – weakness,
defect
4
prey – quarry11, animal that is
killed for food
5
to be hidden – (in this case)
have taken refuge
6
reef – accumulation of coral
7
moray eel
– (Muraenidae)
1
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to ferret around – hunt2
crevice – crack, fissure
10
to flush sth. out – force sth. to
leave
11
quarry – victim of a predator,
prey4
12
to hide (hide-hid-hidden) – take
refuge
13
to flick sth. – move sth. quickly
14
tail –
15
reliable – dependable, valid
16
to pour oneself into – enter as
a liquid
8

9

to pull the wool over sb’s
eyes – cause sb. to believe sth.
that is not true
18
puppy eyes – a vulnerable
facial expression
19
to get out of (get-got-got) –
escape from
17

to scold
– reprimand
21
to fake – simulate,
falsify
22
for instance – for
example
23
mule deer –
24
prairie – North American
grassland
25
fur-seal pup –
26
bark – explosive
noise made by
a dog
20

2
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Psychology

THE PSYCHOLOGY
OF JIHAD

W

hy do thousands of Western-educated young men
leave home to go and fight for Islamic State 1 (IS)?
The standard media answer is that they are indoctrinated and/or psychopathic. Neither of these conclusions is very helpful and both are clearly wrong in the vast
majority of cases. Would we also suggest that thousands
joined the International Brigades in the Spanish Civil War
because they were indoctrinated? Did Belgians, Spaniards and others join the Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union
because they were mad? Dismissing2 Jihadists as mentally deranged3 is reassuring4 but counterproductive.
Fortunately, science has begun to examine the motivations of the West’s ‘home-grown’ 5 IS fighters.

GLORIOUS WAR

Much like 6 the young men who ‘insanely’7 volunteered
for the trenches8 in 1914, Westerner jihadists tend to join
IS as groups of friends. Often one individual from a community is the first to go to Syria and his friends follow in
twos and threes. Evidence from King’s College London
suggests that 80-85% of foreign fighters are mobilized
with and by their peer group9. These are “young people
going on a glorious mission with their friends” according to Scott Atran of the National Centre for Scientific
Research, Paris.
“But IS are monsters – where’s the glory?” We focus
on the atrocities but there were plenty of these perpetrated by the volunteers to fight against Fascism in Spain
or against Communism in Russia. Atrocities are part of
war. All of us in the West are more cynical about the ‘official version’ of events offered by national media than ever
before. Western Sunnis are logically much more sensitized10 to the atrocities perpetrated against Sunnis by
also known as ISIS /ˈaisis/ or
ISIL /ˈaisəl/
2
to dismiss sb. – (in this case) not
give sb. serious consideration
3
mentally deranged – mad,
crazy
4
reassuring – comforting
5
home-grown – domestic
6
much like – in a similar way to
7
insanely – which was a crazy
1

6

thing to do
trench –
9
one’s peer group – one’s
friends
10
to be sensitized – be responsive to
11
these are hardly reported
in the West by the official
media
12
sensible – (false friend)

Abu Omar al-Shishani (born 1986) is a commander for the Islamic State in
Syria and former sergeant in the Georgian Army.

the Assad Regime in Syria and by Shiite militias in Iraq 11 .
Defending one’s ‘brothers and sisters’ from oppression is
as glorious for young Sunnis as it was for the volunteers
for the International Brigades.

A SENSIBLE12 DECISION

Young Western Sunnis from Portsmouth to Ceuta to Belgrade have a much higher unemployment rate than the
rest of the population. They tend to be bored and marginalized, so an opportunity to do something heroic and
exciting is naturally attractive. Once the decision to go
to Syria has been made, IS recruits13 most volunteers
because it is the most active group on the Internet (and
pays better14) 15 .
It is only by realizing16 that Western IS fighters are sane17
(if disaffected) that we will be able to stem the flow18.

8

– offer a better salary
see p. 7
16
to realize – (false friend) be
conscious
17
sane – (false friend) compos
mentis
18
to stem the flow – (in this
case) reduce the migration of
volunteers
15

rational, reasoned
to recruit – enlist
14
to pay better (pay-paid-paid)
13
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Internet

I’M A SLUG

by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com
@douglasjasch

F

acebook posts are mostly about
what we have been up to1, our
travels, our likes and dislikes
and pictures of our family, friends,
children and babies. Yet2 occasionally, a particular3 post will catch
our attention, either because it is
brilliant, or because it is strange.
Recently, when a good friend
posted on her social media, it was
A slug
a case of the latter4. There, posted
on her status was:
“I know nobody will read my status but sometimes,
when I’m bored, I get wrapped up5 in a sleeping bag6
and lather7 butter all over myself and slide around8
the kitchen floor pretending I’m9 a slug10 . Shout out to
my fellow11 slugs —
feeling super.”
Very strange I thought, and her other friends thought so
too, writing, “Looks like you’ve been hacked12”, and “The
kids13 have got your phone”. Fair enough14, I thought.
That is, until another friend posted the same message.
And then another and another and another! Had all of my
friends lost their minds15 with some new internet disease16, or was there more to this?
Like all good internet users, I went straight17 to Google
to find out18 what was happening. It didn’t take long to
find the answer.
The post is part of Breast19 -Cancer Awareness20
Month, which has occurred every October since 1995.
October has been designated by health groups and charities to both promote breast cancer awareness and to
to be up to – be doing
yet – (in this case) however
3
particular – (false friend)
specific
4
the latter – the last mentioned,
(in this case) something strange
5
to get wrapped up (get-gotgot) – cover oneself
6
sleeping bag –
7
to lather – (in this case) spread,
extend
1

2
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slide around – slither about,
move like a larva
9
pretending I’m – acting as if
I were
10
slug – see photo
11
my fellow – other
12
to be hacked – be attacked by
a hacker
8

Photo by Guillaume Brocker

remind people to have a plan to detect the disease16 in its
early stages21.
As part of this campaign, people are putting unusual
posts on their Facebook. They then PM22 the following message to everyone who responds with a comment or ‘like’:
“Dear fellow slug10 victim, I am sorry. I have lost at this
game and now so have you! You liked or commented
on my status, so you must now post the following message as your status to continue the game (unless you
have lost your sense of humour). “I know nobody will
read my status but sometimes, when I’m bored, I get
wrapped up5 in a sleeping bag6 and lather7 butter
all over myself and slide around8 the kitchen floor pretending I’m a slug10 .”
So next October, if you get a strange message like this,
your friends probably aren’t crazy, and you might also
like to consider getting involved23 and making a fool of
yourself24 for a good cause!
the kids – (in this case) your
children
14
fair enough – OK, that’s
reasonable
15
to lose one’s mind (lose-lostlost) – go mad
16
disease – illness
17
straight (adv.) – directly
18
to find out (find-found-found)
– discover
19
breast (adj.) – mammary
13

awareness – consciousness
stage – phase
22
to PM – send as a personal
message (which only the
recipient can read)
23
to get involved (get-got-got)
– participate
24
to make a fool of oneself
(make-made-made) – do sth.
that makes one seem stupid or
ridiculous
20
21

22

Internet

MEETUP

by Douglas Jasch
douglasjasch@douglasjasch.com // @douglasjasch

W

e all know that the best way to learn English is to
practice, practice, practice. Reading and listening
is essential. Now you can also ‘Meetup’ with likeminded people in your city and talk in English. All you
have to do is go to, or start a ‘Meetup’ group.

WHAT IS MEETUP?

Meetup is an online social networking website where
people create offline group meetings in cities and towns
all over the world. With Meetup you can start a group on
almost1 any topic2 you are interested in. Users enter their
post code, or their city, and then their topic of interest
which can include “practice English”, pets, politics, books,
movies or anything that catches your fancy3. The Meetup
website helps to arrange a time and place for the group
to meet.
“Spanish Speakers in Brisbane” is a group that I have
joined so that I can practice my Spanish once a fortnight4 all the way over here 5 in Australia. The groups
are free for participants, but cost between $12 and $19 per
month for the person who sets the meeting up6, depending on the payment plan.

Photo by Marina Carresi courtesy of La Nave Nodriza - www.lanavenodriza.com

Meetups are fun, so if you want to practice English
with others in your city, and at the same time make some
friends and have a coffee Meetup might just be the right
site for you.

COMMUNITIES COMING TOGETHER

Meetups now exist in 196 countries around the world and
have 13.4 million members in 125,247 groups. Meetup Inc.
is based in New York City and was set up6 following the
September 11 terrorist attacks on the World Trade Centre.
The sites co-founder Scott Heiferman explains that he set
up6 the site7 because he was impressed with the manner
New York City residents came together, strangers helping strangers8, in the aftermath of9 the plane attacks.
This inspired him to use the internet to make it easier for
people to connect with people in the community.
almost – practically, nearly
topic – (false friend) theme,
subject
3
to catch sb’s fancy (catchcaught-caught) – appeal to sb.,
be interesting for sb.
4
once a fortnight – on one
occasion every two weeks
5
all the way over here – (in this
1

2

22

case) such a long way from the
Spanish-speaking world
6
to set sth. up (set-set-set) –
create sth., establish sth.
7
(web)site – webpage
8
strangers helping strangers
– people who didn’t know each
other helped one another
9
in the aftermath of – after
YES 17 | 13

History

FRANZ FERDINAND
IN LONDON
by Colman Keane

A BOHEMIAN CINDERELLA

Sophie Chotek had never been regarded in Viennese
court circles1 as2 good enough to marry Franz Ferdinand.
Ever since 3 her morganatic union with the heir4 to the
Austro-Hungarian throne 5, her great marital happiness had
been tinged6 by sadness at the shabby7 treatment meted
out8 to her by the haughty9 Austro-Hungarian aristocracy.
The most class conscious10 of all the ruling houses11 in
Europe was made up of12 aristocrats who looked down their
noses at13 a lady who, albeit14 of noble birth, was simply not
their equal. Since her marriage in July 1900, in Schloss Reichstadt15 , a grim16 fortress17 in Northern Bohemia (Emperor
Franz Joseph refused to allow18 the couple to wed19 in
Vienna), their lives, although filled with much joy had been
marred20 by constant petty21 humiliations which had been
heaped upon22 Franz Ferdinand’s “cosmopolitan, intelligent
and vivacious Cinderella”23 . Viewed as an outsider, Sophie
was openly snubbed24 at the Viennese court, and most
European royalty, while not sharing25 the intransigent attitude of Franz Joseph and his family, felt unable to host26 the
couple as they did not wish to give offence to the ageing27,
Austro-Hungarian monarch.
court circles – the palace coterie,
royal household
2
to regard as – consider to be
3
ever since – from that time
onwards, after that
4
heir /eər/ – sb. who will inherit
5
throne – royal seat, (in this case)
monarchy, crown
6
to tinge /tinʤ/ – affect, colour
7
shabby – (in this case) contemptible, despicable, ignoble
8
to mete out – dispense
9
haughty /ˡhɔ:ti/ – arrogant,
pompous
10
class conscious – (in this case)
elitist
11
ruling house – royal family
12
to be made up of – be composed
of
13
to look down one’s nose
at – look down on, regard with
1
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contempt, have a disdainful
attitude to
14
albeit – even though
15
= “castle of the imperial city”
16
grim – sombre, uninviting
17
fortress – castle
18
to allow – permit
19
to wed – get married, marry
20
to mar – spoil, ruin, impair
21
petty – small-minded, shabby7
22
to heap sth. upon – direct sth. at
23
Greg King & Sue Woolmans,
The Assassination of the
Archduke, London, Macmillan,
2013.
24
to snub – insult, treat disdainfully
25
to share – (in this case) participate in
26
to host – invite
27
ageing – elderly, old

Emperor Franz Joseph

Sophie Chotek

Schloss Reichstadt

Photo by Ch Nabe

6

6

History

AN INVITATION TO THE
LONDON FLOWER SHOW

H

owever, in 1912, the Archduke, a keen1 gardener
whose passion for roses was almost as legendary as
his passion for architecture and hunting, was invited
to an enormous flower exhibition which was to be held2
by The Royal Horticultural Society in London. Not surprisingly, the green-fingered3 Archduke was anxious to
attend4 and rather5 to his surprise was given permission Welbeck Abbey
Photo by George Washington Wilson
to go to London with his wife provided6 they travelled
incognito as Count and Countess Artstetten. The couple
arrived in the British capital on 17th May and after driving entirely groundless16. The Queen took to17 the Duchess
to the Ritz Hotel put up7 “in a lovely suite overlooking8 and indeed18 found they had much in common. Franz FerGreen Park”9 . Although the visit was of a private nature dinand and King George got on like a house on fire19 and
and had been carefully planned by
the Archduke found the whole thing
the Austro-Hungarian ambassador
so gemütlich 20 . 21 While the couple
to London, inevitably the press got
were in London, the president of the
wind of10 the couple’s visit. NoneRoyal Horticultural Society, the 6th
11
theless , Franz Ferdinand and Sophie
Duke of Portland, invited Franz Ferdihad a splendid time and not only
nand and Sophie to stay at his beauenjoyed the beautiful Kew Gardens,
tiful country estate, Welbeck Abbey,
saw the fantastic Wallace Collection
in Nottinghamshire. So well did everyand visited Hampton Court, but were
thing go that the Archduke extended
also invited to lunch at Buckingham
an invitation to the Duke and his wife
Palace by King George V and Queen
to visit their twelfth-century family
Mary. Needless to say, both couhome Schloss Konopischt 22 , which
ples (despite the obvious language
by dint of23 extraordinary renovation
12
difficulties) thoroughly enjoyed
work was by far24 the most modern
themselves and Queen Mary realcastle in Europe. The Archduke was
ized 13 that whatever misgivings14
over the moon25 at the success26 of
15
she may have harboured about
his visit to Britain and left England “in
Franz Ferdinand and Sophie Chotek
Sophie Duchess of Hohenberg were
the rosiest of humours27 ”. 21
keen – enthusiastic
to hold (hold-held-held) –
organize, celebrate
3
green-fingered (UK English) –
adept at growing plants
4
to attend – go
5
rather – somewhat
6
provided – so long as, if (and
only if)
7
to put up (put-put-put) – stay
8
overlooking – looking onto,
with a view of
9
Baron von Margutti, The
1

2

6

6

Emperor Francis Joseph
and His Times, London,
Hutchinson, 1921.
10
to get wind of (get-got-got) –
find out about, discover
11
nonetheless – nevertheless,
even so
12
to thoroughly enjoy oneself –
enjoy oneself a lot
13
to realize – (false friend)
become conscious
14
misgivings – reservations,
apprehension

to harbour – have
groundless – baseless,
unjustified
17
to take to sb. (take-took-taken)
– like sb.
18
indeed – (emphatic ) in fact
19
to get (al)on(g) like a house
on fire (get-got-got) – have a
very friendly relationship
20
gemütlich – (German) cozy,
comfortable
21
Archduke Franz Ferdinand
and England. Lecture given
15

16

by Professor Francis Roy
Bridge 27th February, 2012.
22
the castle is 42km southeast
of Prague /pra:g/
23
by dint of – as a result of
24
by far – easily, undoubtedly
25
to be over the moon – be
elated, be very happy
26
success – (false friend) triumph
27
in the rosiest of moods – very
happy
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THE ARCHDUKE RETURNS

T

he following year the Archduke and his wife arrived
in London on Saturday 15th November 1913 and put
up1 at the Ritz Hotel for two nights. The same evening
the Austro-Hungarian Ambassador gave a glittering2 gala
dinner in their honour. The highlight3 of this first part of
their second visit to England was a visit to Windsor where
they were met by the mayor4, Prince Christian and King
George V. The couple were given the beautiful Tapestry5
Room suite in the Lancaster Tower. This sojourn6 was an
even more resounding7 success than their previous visit.
Franz Ferdinand and King George went shooting together
and although the weather was
inclement they still bagged 8 hundreds of ducks9 and pheasants10.
Queen Mary was particularly excited
at this second visit and noted some
months later that the Archduke “was
most enthusiastic over his visit to us
and to England”11 .

WHAT IF?

Their five-day visit to Windsor
over12, the Austro-Hungarian couple
set off for13 Worksop 14 where they
were greeted15 by large crowds16
who lined Bridge Street and leafy17
Sparken Hill (both decked out
in18 bunting19 and decorated with
flags and garlands of holly20) and
cheered the illustrious couple as
their motorcade 21 drove by. Over
to put up (put-put-put) – stay
glittering – (in this case)
sumptuous
3
highlight – high point, climax
4
mayor /meər/ – municipal leader
5
tapestry – textile picture
6
sojourn – visit,
stay
7
resounding
– enormous,
colossal
8
to bag – (in this
case) kill, shoot
9
duck –

pheasant /ˡfezənt/ –
Letter 5 July
1914 from
Queen Mary
to Augusta,
Grand
Duchess of
Mecklenberg-Strelitz.
12
over – (in this case) having
finished
13
to set off for (set-set-set) – start
off in the direction of
14
a town in Nottinghamshire
north of Sherwood Forest

Kaiser Wilhelm II and Franz Ferdinand

the following days they had the opportunity to visit three
exquisite stately homes, Chatsworth, Belvoir Castle and
Hardwick Hall and attended22 a service at Saint Mary’s
Roman Catholic Church in Worksop.
Not surprisingly, the Archduke, accompanied by the Duke of Portland, his
host23 at Welbeck Abbey, the duke’s
head steward24 and other gentlemen
went hunting 25 every day. It was
on one of these days while pheasant10 hunting that the Archduke had
a sudden26 brush with death27. The
Duke of Portland later recalled in his
memoirs that “one of the loaders28
fell down. This caused both barrels29
of the gun he was carrying to be discharged30” and the shot missed the
Archduke’s head by inches31.
If Franz Ferdinand had been killed
that day at Welbeck Abbey, there
would have been no Sarajevo, and the
First World War might somehow have
been averted32. We shall never know.
to greet – welcome
large crowd – multitude
17
leafy – verdant
18
to deck out in – adorn with
19
bunting – festive decorations
20
garland of holly –
21
motorcade –
procession of cars
22
to attend – (false
friend) go to
23
host – sb. who
entertains you as
their guest in their home
24
head steward – chief

1

10

15

2

11

16
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attendant, most senior servant
to go hunting (go-went-gone) –
kill animals as a sport
26
sudden – unexpected, abrupt
27
brush with death – situation in
which sb. is almost killed
28
loader – attendant who loads
(= puts bullets in) guns at a shoot
29
barrel – metal tube of a rifle/
shotgun
30
to be discharged – fire, go off
31
by inches – by a few
centimetres
32
to avert – avoid, prevent
25

6

6

Politics

IDENTITY
TURBANS & TARTANS

On the night of Scotland’s
referendum vote, the Yes
campaign was represented
on the BBC by Hardeep
Singh Kohli, a Sikh in a
kilt1. In one sense it was a
startling sight 2 , though
entirely in keeping with 3
the Scottish National Party’s non-racial conception of
Photo by Ліонкінг
A nationalist picnic in Eastern Ukraine
Scottishness. This is interesting in a country which is
96% ‘White’ (much ‘whiter’ than England). Scottishness is countries in Europe yet6, at the time of the 1789 revolunot about ancestry. At the same time, Scottishness isn’t tion, half of the French population couldn’t speak French.10
religious: Scotland is about a third Church of Scotland
(Presbyterian), 37% atheist and 19% Catholic with many
small religious denominations. Scotland has two national In contrast to the inclusive nebulous nationalism of the
languages Scots Gaelic (1%) and Scots4 (37%?), with the Scots, tribalism associates the ethnic group with a territory
second forming part of a continuum that ends in Standard and ultimately11 believes that all non-members must be
English with a Scottish accent. However, 63% of the popu- expelled. This is the reasoning behind an Islamic State. A
lation say they have “no skill5 in Scots4” and simply speak slightly12 more moderate version exists in Israel, Russia
English. Yet6, nearly7 half of the population voted to be and Hindu nationalism in India 13 : those who belong to
independent from the rest of Britain.
the majority religious/ethnic group are first-class citizens,
others are second-class citizens. Such concepts of ethnicity are especially destabilizing when the government sees
The nation state is a relatively recent invention. Until the itself as guarantor for members of the ethnic group who
late 18th Century you could travel across Europe without a live outside the designated territory: as the Russian state
passport. Over the last 250 years few national borders8 does in the Ukraine.
have stayed put9; even so, the nation is many people’s
Some social scientists are predicting the death of the
point of reference. Moderate nationalist, like those in Scot- nation state caught between the dual pressures of globalland, define the nation in territorial terms but the territory ization and regionalism. If they are right, a lot people are
is not static. People are considered compatriots because going to have to find a new identity for themselves.
they live in the same territory. Language is often mentioned in the national identity equation. However, linguistic
homogeneity is a product of the nation state not a reason
On the monologues audio files 5 to 8 four
for it. France is one of the most linguistically homogenous
Anglos reflect on their own identity.

TRIBAL NATIONALISM

NATIONALISM

kilt –
startling sight
– surprising thing
to see
3
in keeping with –
consistent with

Scots – a sister language to
English
5
skill – ability
6
yet – however, despite this
7
nearly – almost, just under
8
border – frontier

1

4

2

6

6

10

to stay put – remain in the same
place
10
they spoke Flemish, Breton,
German, etc.
11
ultimately – (false friend) in the
final analysis

9

12
13

slightly – marginally
listen to the debate 3 on the
audio files
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BUSINESS DOSSIER
19

What kind of worker are you? - a
quiz on types of employees

20
21

Statistics (and damned lies)
- how to lie with statistics
Exercise 16

22
23

Figure it out: dealing with numbers
- zero and fractions
Exercise 16

24
25
26

Describing trends: nouns and adjectives
- verbs and adverbs
- complex trends
Exercise 28

27
28
29

Quality: total quality management
- quality and empowerment
- achieving quality: the permanent revolution

30
31
32
33

Meetings: preparations
- listening at meetings
- etiquette at formal meetings
- the vocabulary of formal meetings
Exercise 17

34
35
36
37
38

Presentations: variety is the spice of life
- using business anecdotes
- visual aids: options
- choosing your visual aids
- practice makes perfect
Exercise 8

39
40
41

Socializing: Meeting and Greeting
- further interaction
- cultural differences

42
43
44

Negotiating: Preparation
- negotiating techniques
- cultural differences
Exercise 23

45
46
47

Business Telephoning: starting the conversation
- the purpose of the call
- troubleshooting
Exercise 13
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48
49

Sales and selling
- hard-selling techniques
Exercise 14

50
51

Promotion: moving up the ladder
- the Peter Principle
Exercise 34

52
53
54
55
56

Advertising and You
- the euphony of advertising
- advertising and compound nouns
- advertising quotes
- advertising and society: quotations
Exercises 4, 25

57

SUBSCRIPTION INFORMATION

58
59

Bizwords: new business jargon
- the worst cases
Exercise 33

60
61
62
63

Cubicle movies: the office and the box office
- philosophy, morality and working women
- films and the world financial crisis
- the office on the box: office comedy on TV

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION
19

Speak: what kinds of people do you
prefer to work with? Try to use terms
from the article in your answer.

24-26

Speak: describe (in English) the recent
trend in a key indicator in your work.

30

Watch: here is a breathless review of
Christian Bale’s film career to 2011:
http://goo.gl/gQh79A

58

Watch: here’s a short TED talk about a better,
healthier way of conducting meetings:
http://goo.gl/dC9ULm

Worker

What Kind of
Worker Are You?
Read through the statements1 and try
to match them to the definitions.

a. I try to do as little work as possible.
b. I am incredibly bored at work and I spend most of my
working day waiting for it to end.
c. My work involves manipulating numbers. I work with
statistics and spreadsheets2.
d. I always try to keep my boss happy.
e. I am middle-aged and am not interested or able to learn new
skills3.
f. I do all the boring menial4 jobs at work. I’m treated like a
servant.
g. I like working with other people as it is the best way to get
work done 5.
h. I’m enthusiastic about my work and volunteer for
assignments6.
i. I am addicted to work and my job dominates my life.
j. I am a highly7 successful8 executive.
k. I am completely inflexible about my job and I won’t let anyone
cut any corners9 at work.
l. I am a clerical10 worker.
m. I have to travel around by car, usually selling things to
customers. My car is my office.
n. I work with computers and enjoy it!
o. I am usually in the company but rarely found11 at my desk.
p. I arrive at work before the boss and don’t leave until s/he’s
left. I am at work more hours than are in my contract, though I
don’t necessarily get more work done.
q. I’m overqualified for my job. I could be working in a much
larger12 organization but I like being the most important
person in a relatively limited sphere.
statement – declarative phrase
spreadsheet – a grid (= matrix)
of financial information
3
skill – talent, ability
4
menial (adj.) – low-status,
non-specialized
5
to get sth. done (get-got-got) –
successfully finish sth.
6
assignment – task, job

highly – (in this case) very
successful – accomplished,
eminent
9
to cut corners (cut-cut-cut) –
do sth. in the easiest and fastest
way without paying attention to
the quality of the work
10
clerical – (false friend) administrative, office

1

7

2

8

18

1. You are a clock-watcher.
2. You are a corridor cruiser (colloquial/ negative).
3. You are a dogsbody (UK negative)
or a gofer (US negative).
4. You are a geek (colloquial).
5. You are a high-flyer (positive).
6. You are a jobsworth (negative/UK colloquial).
7. You are a number-cruncher (colloquial).
8. You are a pen-pusher.
9. You are a road warrior.
10. You are a skiver /ˡskaivər/ (colloquial),
a malingerer (formal). (UK English)
11. You are a team-player (positive).
12. You are a workaholic.
13. You are an eager13 beaver14 (positive).
14. You are dead wood (negative).
15. Your co-workers may know you as
a toady (UK English/negative). More
obscene words for a sycophant15 include
‘arse-licker’ (UK English), ‘brown-noser’
and ‘ass-kisser’ (both US English).
16. You’re a big fish in a small pond16.
17. You’re a ‘presenteeist’. 17
Answers on p. 86

to find (find-found-found)
– encounter
12
larger – (false friend) bigger
13
eager – keen, enthusiastic
14
beaver – (in this case)
hard-working
person, (literally)
15
sycophant – sb.
who acts in a
11

Photo by Emie Branson

Penpusher

servile way towards a superior
pond – small decorative body
of water in a garden, usually
containing fish
17
notice that the word for this
type of attitude or situation, ‘presenteeism’, is used
much more frequently than
‘presenteeist’
16
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Statistics

Lies, Damned
Lies and
Statistics
Everyone is entitled to1 his own
opinion; no one is entitled to his
own facts.


DANIEL PATRICK MOYNIHAN
Photo by Shankbone

The Figures Don’t Lie
Any argument in the world of work should be backed
up2 by hard facts3; quantitative data is seen to prove
an argument because ‘the figures4 don’t lie’. As Lewis
Carroll once wrote, “if you want to inspire confidence 5,
give plenty of statistics”. An argument without statistical backing6 will probably be taken as whimsy7 – mere
philosophizing.

Liars Figure10
At the same time there is a deep mistrust8 of statistical data. Back in 1895 British Liberal politician Leonard
Henry Courtney declared, “There are three kinds of lies:
lies, damned 9 lies and statistics”. A
similar sentiment is expressed by the
American proverb, “The figures don’t
lie but liars figure10”.

How to Lie with Statistics
One of the best-selling books on
statistics ever11 is called ‘How to Lie
with Statistics’12 . This short book is
amusing13 and easy to read. Here are a
few of the ways to massage figures14:
to be entitled to – have the
right to have
2
to back sth. up – support sth.,
accompany sth.
3
hard facts – (in this case) quantitative data
4
figures – (in this case) numbers,
statistics
5
confidence – trust, reliance
6
backing – support,
endorsement
7
whimsy – caprice
1
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mistrust – distrust, suspicion
damned – (intensifier) bloody,
hateful
10
liars figure – (in this case)
people who use statistics
manipulate them
11
the English version has sold
1.5 million copies
12
you can download it in PDF
from http://goo.gl/sR5yt0
13
amusing – funny, entertaining
14
to massage /ˡmæsa:ʒ/ figures
8

9

1. Just15 lie. A surprising number of statistics are simply
invented. Steven Wright humorously commented, “42.7%
of all statistics are made up16 on the spot17 ”. Notice
the precision: if he’d said 40% (or two-fifths) we might
be suspicious but 42.7% is so precise it ‘must’ be true.
Inventing statistics is so ubiquitous18 that there is a
whole fact-checking industry in the US media to try to
catch public figures19 who lie.
2. Dubious causality. The fact that two variables seem
to correlate does not prove that A causes B. B may cause
A or they may both be caused by another variable. In
the words of Fletcher Knebel, “It is now proved beyond
doubt20 that smoking is one of the leading21 causes of
statistics”.
3. Suspicious samples22 . Statistics may be based on a
sample that is too small or one that is non-random23. In
1936 a telephone poll24 suggested a crushing25 Republican electoral victory. However, when the results came
in FDR’s Democrats had won by a landslide26. Why the
discrepancy? Only very rich people owned27 telephones
back then28.
– manipulate statistics
just – (in this case) simply
16
to make sth. up (make-mademade) – invent sth.
17
on the spot – spontaneously
18
ubiquitous – generalized,
widespread
19
public figure – sb. who is well
known
20
beyond doubt – irrefutably
21
leading – primary, main
22
sample – small part of sth. that
15

is supposed to represent the
whole
23
non-random – not
representative
24
poll – questionnaire
25
crushing – massive
26
by a landslide – decisively
27
to own – have
28
back then – (in this case) in
1936

16

Statistics

Statistics:
Go Figure1
4. The anarchy of averages. Averages2 are often taken
as aggregated truth. They are not. Robert Adams points
out3, “There are roughly4 three million people in Wales.
It may be estimated that 100 of them have no legs, and
another 1000 of them have only one leg. The remaining5
2.998,900 persons have two legs. This makes a total in
Wales of 5,998,800 legs shared among6 all of the inhabitants7 – an average of 1.9996 legs each. Thus8, nearly9
everyone in Wales (99.96%) has more than the average
number of legs.” Of course the median number of legs per
person in Wales (and everywhere else) is two.
It should also be pointed out3 that averages can suggest
comfortable moderation where none exists. Bubby Bragan
once remarked, “Say you
were standing with one
foot in the oven10 and one
foot in an ice bucket11.
According to ‘the percentage people’, you should be
perfectly comfortable.”
5. Not the whole truth. There are often multiple studies
on a controversial issue12. Advocates13 and advertisers
will often cherry-pick14 the figures15 that are most favourable to their cause and ignore all unfavourable studies.
6. Loaded questionnaires. The way that questions are
asked obviously influences what people answer in questionnaires. If you ask the general public, “Do you prefer
real books or electronic books?” you will get a significantly different answer from the one to the question, “Do
you prefer the e-book or the dead-wood16 version?”
go figure! – (US English) this is
incredible, this makes no sense
2
average – mean, the sum of
values in a group divided by
their number
3
to point out – indicate
4
roughly – approximately
5
remaining – (in this case) other
6
to be shared among – distributed between
1

16

inhabitant –
resident, citizen
8
thus – therefore, so
9
nearly – almost,
practically
10
oven /ˡʌvən/ –
11
ice bucket –
12
issue – (in this case)
question

7

Welsh people: more than the average number of legs!

7. Tendentious Graphs. Statistics may be objectively
true but, by changing the scale on the y-axis in a graph or
bar chart17, variations in the data can appear to increase
or reduce significantly.

Rearranging18 Our Prejudices
Most of us believe intuitively and then look around for
proof of19 our beliefs. It’s a wonderful feeling when you
discover some evidence to support20 your beliefs. The
misuse21 of statistics is all the justification that many people
need to retreat back into their preconceived ideas. But there
is no need to withdraw22 into mediaevalism if everyone
takes responsibility for his or her statistical literacy. In the
end, we should always bear in mind23 Plato’s words, “A
good decision is based on knowledge, not numbers.” Unfortunately, “a great many people think they are thinking
when they are merely rearranging18 their prejudices.”24
advocate – campaigner,
propagandist
14
to cherry-pick – carefully
select
15
figures – (in this
case) statistics
16
dead-wood –
paper,
anti-environmental
17
bar chart –
13

to rearrange – reorganize
proof of – evidence for
20
to support – strengthen, back
up
21
misuse – manipulation
22
to withdraw (-draw/-drew/drawn) – retreat
23
to bear in mind (bear-boreborne) – take into consideration
24
philosopher William James

18

19
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Figures

Figure it Out:
Dealing with
Numbers

Increasingly, in this competitive world, businesses are
driven by the bottom-line1. Your decisions should be
backed up by2 quantitative data wherever possible.

Workplace Numeracy
You need to be able to analyse and explain financial
statements3 such as balance sheets4 and profit-andloss accounts 5 (P&L). You should feel comfortable
using a spreadsheet6 to work out7 budget forecasts8,
cash flows 9, sales forecasts10 and staffing projections11. If you start to use spreadsheets6 at home for
your household income12 and expenditure13, this will
make you more comfortable with this tool14 in your
professional life.

Things You Should Know
>> Remember that the abbreviation for mathematics is
‘math’ in the United States and ‘maths’ in the United
Kingdom. The US expression ‘Do the math’ means
‘figure it out’ 15.
>> Remember that English uses a point (‘.’) between
decimals and a comma (‘,’) between thousands
(e.g. 1,345,265.45). So, ‘2½’16 can be expressed as
‘two-point-five’.
>> Remember that when we use a number + noun as an
adjective, both are singular. For example, a girl who is
15 years old is a ‘fifteen-year-old girl’; a walk that lasts 10
minutes is a ‘ten-minute walk’.
>> The British say an ‘and’ between the hundreds and
the tens but the Americans don’t. So, 4,234,295 is
“four million, two hundred and thirty-four thousand,
two hundred and ninety five” in British English but
“four million, two hundred thirty-four thousand, two
hundred ninety-five” in US English.
>> Remember that 1500 can be said as “one thousand five
hundred” or “fifteen hundred”. The same is true of 1100,
1200, 1300, 1400, 1600, 1700, 1800 and 1900. Indeed17,
when they are dates they have to be pronounced ‘______
hundred’. However, larger18 numbers like ‘2100’ can
only be expressed as ‘two thousand one hundred’, even
if it is a date:
- By 2100 robots will be more intelligent than humans.
Photo by Stéfan

the bottom-line – essential
financial considerations
2
to be backed up by – be supported by, be confirmed by
3
statement – declaration, official
document
4
balance sheet – declaration of
the assets, liabilities, and capital
of a business at a specific point
in time, including the balance of
1
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income and expenditure over
the preceding period
5
account – financial record
6
spreadsheet – computer program for financial calculations
and plans
7
to work out – calculate, determine, figure out
8
budget forecast – plan for
future expenditure13

cash flow – movement of
money into and out of a
business
10
sales forecast – prediction of
what one is going to sell
11
staffing projection – plan of
how many employees you will
need
12
household income – family
earnings/revenue

9

expenditure – spending
tool – instrument, (in this case)
computer program
15
to figure it out – determine the
answer by thinking
16
‘two-and-a-half’
17
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
18
larger – (false friend) bigger
13

14
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Figures

Fractions
& Zeros
Nothing to Worry About
In the Ancient World, we are told, there was no concept
for ‘0’. By contrast, English has rather too many1!
>> zero /ziərou/: the name of the number. Zero is used for
temperatures (e.g. sub-zero temperatures); for ‘0’ before
a point in US English (e.g. zero point five).
>> ‘o’ /ou/: ‘0’ in telephone and reference numbers; for hotelroom and bus numbers; after the decimal point (e.g. “one
point o-five”). Notice that the TV series is written Hawaii
Five-0 but always pronounced /həˡwaii faiv ou/.
>> nought /nɔ:t/: the British English word for zero before a
decimal point (e.g. ‘nought point o-one’).
>> nil: zero in soccer2 and hockey (5-0 = ‘five-nil)
>> love /lʌv/: zero in tennis

Photo by Marina Carresi

>> nothing: zero in US team sports (5-0 = ‘five-nothing’)
>> zip: zero in US team sports (informal)
>> zilch: zero in US English (slang).

Fractions & Ordinal Numbers
Ordinal numbers (first, second, third, fourth, fifth...) are
used to order things and for dates3. They are abbreviated
by writing the number + the last two letters of the ordinal
number (e.g. 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 20th, 21st, 22nd and 23rd).
Only the fractions ½ (= a half), ¼ (= a quarter), and ¾
(= three-quarters) are complicated. In fact, ¼ is usually ‘a
fourth’ and ¾ is usually ‘three-fourths’ in US English. Otherwise4, they are the same as the ordinal numbers: 1/3 =
a third, 1/5 = a fifth, 4/9 = four-ninths5. Remember that the
‘l’ is silent in ‘half’ /ha:f/.

Money
Remember that the currency symbol6 is written before
the sum but is said after it: $20 (= “twenty dollars”), €4
(= “four euros”).
Remember that we don’t say the little bits of currency
(pence and cents) when we say the big bits (e.g. pounds
and dollars), so, £5.95 is “five pounds ninety-five pence”.

After the Point
We say the numbers separately after a point (e.g. 0.345 =
“(nought/zero) point three-four-five” – NEVER “(nought/
zero) point three-hundred and forty-five”). Telephone
numbers are also said digit by digit. The only exceptions
are doubled and tripled numbers (e.g. 5558311 = “triple-five eight three double-one”).
rather too many – (emphatic)
too many
2
soccer – football (as the word is

1

3, 16

3

understood outside the USA)
date – (in this case) day of the
month

otherwise – in other cases
ninth /nainθ/ – 9th
6
currency symbol – symbol for

4

a type of money (e.g. $, €, £, ¥)

5
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Trends

Describing
Trends: Nouns
and Adjectives
How to understand and describe
trends1.
Nouns
All of the following nouns are followed by the preposition
‘in’2 (e.g. ‘an improvement in’, ‘a dip3 in’, etc.):
ì
>> a big increase: boom
>> a moderate increase: increase, rise, improvement,
growth, strengthening.

>> a big decrease: slump, collapse.
>> a moderate decrease: decline, decrease, deterioration,
drop, fall.
>> a small decrease: dip3, weakening.

Photo by Banco Carregosa

>> a slow change: gradual, slow.
[constancy of change]
>> steady10, constant

Nouns vs. Verbs
Some nouns have different forms from verbs:
Verb

Noun

to contract

a contraction

to grow

growth [U]

to improve

an improvement

to recover

a recovery

Adjectives

to shrink

a shrinkage

Adjectives are used to qualify nouns. These adjectives
are especially common with moderate nouns (as such ‘an
increase’ or ‘a fall’):

to slow

These nouns are typically qualified with the adjectives
below:
- There’s been a slight4 dip3 in sales.

[size of change]
>> a large change: considerable, dramatic 5 , enormous,
huge6, significant, steep7, substantial, vast.
>> a small change: moderate, modest, slight4
>> a very small change: insignificant, negligible
[speed of change]
>> a fast change: abrupt, quick, rapid, sharp8, sudden9,
swift.
1

trend – tendency
when we are talking about
what has changed. When
we are talking about the
size of the change we use ‘of’
(e.g. an increase in price but

2
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an increase of 5% - or a 5%
increase)
3
dip – small drop, minor
decrease
4
slight – minor, small
5
note that in English

11

a slowdown

Others have the same form. The only thing that changes
is the stress:
Verb

Noun

to decrease

a decrease

to increase

an increase

However, most trend words use the same form and
the same stress for the noun and the verb (e.g. decline,
drop, fall).
‘dramatic’ can refer to positive as well as negative
changes
6
huge – enormous, very big
7
steep – sharp, pronounced,
precipitous

sharp – (in this case) dramatic,
pronounced
9
sudden – fast and unexpected
10
steady – constant
11
to shrink (shrink-shrankshrunk) – get smaller
8
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Trends

Describing
Trends: Verbs
& Adverbs
Verbs
 [transitive]
>> big increase: boost1
- Confidence2 in the dollar was boosted when US trade figures3 turned out to be4 better than forecasted5.
>> moderate: improve, increase, put up, push up, raise,
strengthen.
 [intransitive]
>> increase a lot: jump, leap6, rocket, shoot up7, soar /sɔ:r/,
surge, take off8
>> increase moderately: climb, firm up, go up [go-wentgone], grow [grow-grew-grown], improve, increase, rise
[rise-rose-risen], strengthen
>> increase a little: ease up, edge up
 [transitive]
>> reduce a lot: slash
>> reduce moderately: bring down, cut 9, reduce,
decrease, weaken, drop.
 [intransitive]
>> fall a lot: collapse, crash, nosedive /’nouzdaiv/, plummet, plunge, slump10:
- Mortgage lending11 slumped to its lowest level in sevenand-a-half years last month.
>> fall moderately: drop, go
down [go-went-gone], go
south (US English), decrease,
fall, decline, deteriorate,
shrink12, sink13, weaken.
Also, in some contexts:
contract.
>> small fall: dip, slip back
typically used in passive
structures
2
confidence – optimism, a
positive attitude about the
future
3
trade figures – statistics relating to commerce
4
turned out to be – were in the
end
1

18

28

76

to forecast – predict
to leap (leap-leapt-leapt) – jump,
increase suddenly
7
to shoot up (shoot-shot-shot) –
increase dramatically
8
to take off (take-took-taken) –
(in this case) increase, (in other
cases) ascend like an aeroplane
9
to cut (cut-cut-cut) – reduce

Photo by Own Oil Industry News

Finally, there is the appalling14 ‘go/move into negative
territory’ used by CNN reporters in nearly15 every other
sentence16.
è [transitive]: maintain... at the same level, keep... stable/
constant
è [intransitive]: remain17 buoyant/constant/stable/steady,
stabilize at
- Despite the poor forecasts18 , unemployment remained17
steady at around 9.8%.

Adverbs
Adverbs are used to qualify verbs. These adverbs are
especially common with moderate verbs (e.g. ‘to increase’
and ‘to fall):
[size of change]
>> big change: considerably dramatically, enormously,
hugely, significantly, substantially, vastly
>> small change: moderately, slightly
[speed of change]
>> fast change: abruptly, quickly, rapidly, sharply, suddenly, swiftly.
>> slow change: gradually, slowly
[constancy of change]
steadily, constantly
to slump – collapse
mortgage lending – bank
credit for buying homes
12
to shrink (shrink-shrankshrunk) – get smaller
13
to sink (sink-sank-sunk) –
descend, become submerged
14
appalling – horrendous,
excruciating

nearly – almost, practically
every other sentence –
alternate sentences
17
to remain – stay, continue
(to be)
18
forecast – prediction

5

10

15

6

11

16
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Trends

More Complex
Trends
îì Going Up After Being Low
The following verbs/verb phrases describe indicators
going up after an initial downward movement:
[intransitive]: recover, rally, regain ground, bounce back
- After initial gloom1 on the stock market, shares2 rallied
following the Chancellor’s3 promise of new infrastructure
investment4 .

ìî Going Down After Being High

slack5

Conversely, these verbs describe indicators going down
after an initial upward movement:
[intransitive]: drop back, fall back, slip back, slide back

sluggish6

Sales have been

stagnant7
steady8

More Complex Changes
>> to reach a plateau
= become constant after
increasing
>> to reach a peak
= arrive at a maximum level
>> to fluctuate wildly
= oscillate in an unpredictable
way
>> to gain momentum
= consolidate and accelerate

Lines

Prepositions
Notice that we say:
>> to increase from 5% to 10%.
>> to increase by 5% (e.g. to increase from 40% to 45% or
from 20 to 21)
>> to increase to 5% (e.g. to increase from 3% to 5%).

Peaks and troughs9 /trofs/
The following verb phrases describe reaching maximum
or minimum levels:

______________________________________________________ a solid line
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a broken line
......................................................................................................... a dotted line

Reach maximum:
>> Reach/hit a peak = reach/hit an all-time high = send
(sth.) to a new high/record levels

Graphs

Reach minimum:
>> Reach/hit rock bottom
= reach/hit an all-time low/a record low
- Government borrowing10 reached an all-time high in
October as the UK was forced to find £22bn to finance two
major banks. or
- The pound hit a record low against the euro yesterday.

The horizontal axis is called the ‘x axis’.
The vertical axis is called the ‘y axis’.

Inactivity
There are a number of ways of describing inactivity
using BE + an adjective:
gloom – despondency,
pessimism
2
shares – stocks, documents
that show that you participate in
the ownership of a company
3
Chancellor (of the

1
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Exchequer) – UK finance
minister
4
investment – spending money
on improving production and
efficiency
5
slack – slow, inactive, sluggish

sluggish – inactive, unresponsive, stagnant
7
stagnant – inactive, depressed
8
steady – stable, constant
9
note pronunciation: ‘trough’
rhymes with ‘off’ (in contrast
6

to ‘tough’ /tʌf/ and ‘through’
/θru:/)
10
borrowing – asking for loans/
credit

76
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Quality

Controlling
Quality
Every activity performed by your
company should be measured
against1 the question: “Does this
contribute to customer2 satisfaction”.

E

very organization should, at least in theory, look
to offer quality to its customers. However, wanting
is not necessarily having and many companies fail to
deliver3 on quality because of an incorrect focus or
because they don’t really understand what quality is.
Traditionally, quality just means that the product a
firm produces fulfils4 a minimum standard. This is the
type of quality measured by quality control. This concept
was revolutionized by the advent of Total Quality Management (TQM). According to TQM, quality involves the
entire business process, not just the final product.

What Is Quality?
You should not try to achieve 5 something until you
are absolutely sure what it is you are trying to achieve.
‘Quality’ sounds important but in fact it is a vague term.
The English word comes from the Latin qualitas, which
can be traced back to6 the Latin words for ‘who’ and ‘to’.
‘Who to?’ is the fundamental question. Quality must be
defined in terms of who the product or service is being
provided to: the level of quality is directly related to customer satisfaction. Time, money and effort spent developing7 aspects of a product or service that your customers don’t appreciate is simply a waste of resources8.
In a competitive market, satisfying customers’ current9 needs is often not enough. Business excellence is
the ability to anticipate customer requirements and continually to exceed customer expectations. As Henry Ford
against – (in this case) in relation to
2
customer – (short-term) client
3
to fail to deliver – do not
provide/offer
4
to fulfil – satisfy
5
to achieve – obtain, acquire, get
1

which can be traced back
to – its original etymology can
be found in
7
developing – in the development of
8
resources – time, money and
effort
6

Photo by Josh Tampico

said, “If I’d asked my customers what they wanted they
would have said a faster horse.”

Finding Out What Customers Want
It is all too easy – and very dangerous – to assume10
that you know what your customers want. One of the
most common failings in business is that of companies
who give their customers what they think they want
instead of11 what they really require. To find out12
what customers really need you have to go out and get
information from them. This means soliciting comments,
complaints13 and suggestions. It is vital that you listen to
this feedback14 instead of11 trying to justify why things
are the way they are. A defensive attitude will put the
customer off15 giving their opinion in future. Remember
the customers are not only those people who buy your
goods16 and services. You also have internal customers:
other people and departments in your organization who
make use of your services. Employees are the customers
of managers. If you are satisfying all these internal
customers you are contributing to the quality of the
company’s products or services.
current – present
to assume – (false friend)
suppose, take for granted
11
instead of – rather than, as
opposed to
12
to find out (find-found-found)
– discover

9

10

complaint – criticism,
objection
14
this feedback – these opinions
and reactions
15
to put sb. off (put-put-put) –
dissuade sb.
16
goods – products
13
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Quality

Empowerment
I

t is important to find a definition of quality for your
company which everyone understands and adheres
to – but this is not enough. Every person in the company must be dedicated to the objectives resulting from
this definition of quality. But this is only possible if there
are motivated employees who strive 1 for the company’s success2. You can only ensure that your company
is full of such people by giving something in return3.
No one contributes ideas or makes a special effort in an
organization where their opinion is not valued and their
efforts are not recognized. Even worse is the unfortunately frequent situation in which a manager takes the
credit for4 one of his/her collaborators’ ideas. On the
other hand, public praise 5 (for example, in front of other
employees or managers) of a collaborator’s contribution
is highly6 motivating.

Delegation
The logical extension of valuing employees’ opinions is
to delegate power and decision-making as far down the
company’s structure as possible. This will speed up7 the
response to customer needs and involve employees in8
the success2 of the company. Quality will be important to
your employee if the success9 or failure of his/her decision rests on10 its implementation11.
If employees are going to take decisions they will
need training. On-the-job12 training, which is both practical and relevant to employees, can be a key tool13
for increasing quality. It also demonstrates a commitment14 to the development15 of your human capital –
you believe in your workers. However, empowerment
also means that mistakes will be made. If you are asking
employees to take on16 new roles it is inevitable that
their inexperience will lead to17 errors. Nevertheless,
these mistakes can be viewed positively as learning
to strive (strive-strove-striven) –
work, make an effort
2
success – (in this case)
prosperity
3
to give sth. in return
(give-gave-given) – offering
compensation
4
to take the credit for – accept
people’s admiration for sth. that
sb. did
1
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praise – positive comments
highly – very
7
to speed up (speed-sped-sped)
– accelerate
8
to involve sb. in sth. – cause sb.
to participate in sth.
9
success – (false friend) positive
result
10
to rest on – (in this case)
depend on
5

6

Photo by NARA

opportunities. With the right approach, an error that is
properly18 corrected will lead to17 better processes in the
future than if the mistake had never been made. Remember that most customers don’t expect you never to make
mistakes: they expect you to solve19 them quickly and
efficiently and to learn from them. Indeed20, research
suggests that customers are more loyal to companies
which rectify their problems appropriately than to those
that never give cause for complaint21.
implementation – execution,
performance, realization
12
on-the-job – while working
13
key tool – essential instrument
14
commitment – dedication
15
development – enhancement,
improvement
16
to take on (take-took-taken) –
adopt, accept
17
to lead to (lead-led-led) – result in
11

properly – appropriately,
suitably
19
to solve – find a solution for,
correct
20
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
21
complaint – criticism,
objection
18

Quality

Achieving
Quality
I

t is possible to help achieve1 quality and customer
satisfaction by employing people who have useful
interpersonal skills2 such as friendliness, tolerance,
maturity and an outgoing3 attitude. However, it is vital
to realize4 that these attributes only flourish in the right
environment. Fear has no place in the modern business world. An employee who is afraid that s/he will be
shouted at, humiliated or sacked5 will do his/her best not
to stand out6. Such people do not contribute ideas and
do not transmit positive attitudes to customers.
Many large7 organizations post slogans on the walls
of the workplace to try to encourage8 employees. These
exhortations tend to be counterproductive. They suggest
that there is no manager available to offer leadership9
and that a poster was considered a cheap alternative.
They also have echoes of ‘Big Brother’10 . The same is true

Photo by Dugan Ashley

of numerical objectives and quotas. If a worker has to
produce 120 gizmos11 instead of12 100, the easiest way is
to reduce quality. If employees are expected to earn 20%
more for the company without reference to:
a). their specific job
b). the market they are working in
c). the trade cycle13, etc.
- some of them will do this with ease while others will
fail, not because of lack of effort14 or inappropriate
decisions but because everyone works under different
circumstances. More importantly, numerical goals15
encourage 16 employees to put priority on immediate
results rather than17 long-term benefits. As a result, the
development18 of enduring19 relationships with customers suffers. The banking industry has illustrated this
point beautifully over the last decade. A good manager
will view the employee’s contribution to quality on an
overall20 individual level, not as an ability to fulfil a
pre-defined objective.

Permanent Revolution

Photo by Cliff from Arlington, Virginia USA

to achieve – get, attain
skills – abilities, talents
3
outgoing – extrovert
4
to realize – (false friend) be
conscious
5
to sack sb. – fire sb. dismiss sb. ,
make sb. unemployed
6
to stand out (stand-stoodstood) – be noticeable, be conspicuous, excel
7
large – (false friend) big
1

2

to encourage – stimulate,
exhort
9
leadership – guidance,
supervision
10
‘Big Brother’ was the name
of the omnipresent State in
George Orwell’s novel ‘1984’
(1949). The expression is
associated with totalitarianism and intervening in
people’s intimacy
8

Finally, it is important to realize4 that instituting quality
is a dynamic process. You don’t just have a quality campaign and leave it there. Quality has to be incorporated
permanently into your business process, not least21
because customer requirements change.
gizmo – (colloquial) object,
gadget, mechanism, thing
12
instead of – rather than, as
opposed to
13
trade cycle – business cycle,
periodic expansion and
recession in the economy
14
lack of effort – not making an
effort, laziness
15
goal – objective
16
to encourage – incite, stimulate
11

rather than – instead of, as
opposed to
18
development – creation,
fostering
19
enduring – long-term,
permanent
20
overall – global, inclusive, total
21
not least – especially, notably
17
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Meetings

Meetings:
Preparation
B

eing effective in meetings is one of the most
important business skills1 you can acquire, not only
because it is where many important decisions are taken
but also because it is where others see you at work. In
many modern jobs it is difficult to quantify the productivity of employees, so bosses have to base their appraisal2
of your performance3 on their impressions of you in situations such as meetings.

Preparation & Delivery
Before any meeting, you are likely to4 have a clear idea
of the result that you want. The following steps5 should
help you to do this:
>> Go through in your mind what you want to say in the
meeting in English and make sure that you have the
opportunity to say it. It is better to express ideas in
short clear sentences. Analogies and
metaphors can make your ideas more
interesting and colourful.
>> Remember that repetition can be an
effective way of reinforcing what you
want to communicate. It is better to
use active (rather than 6 passive)
sentences.
>> It is useful to find someone in your
department you can trust7 and to practise with him/her before the meeting.
This ‘confidant’ can also tell you about
any annoying8 habits you have when
you speak, or any other obvious mistakes you make repeatedly when you
speak in English.
>> Paraphrase questions that people ask
you. This will give you time to think
skill – talent, ability
appraisal – evaluation
3
performance – effectiveness,
productivity
4
you are likely to – it is probable
that you will
5
steps – (in this case) series of
actions
1

2
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rather than – as opposed to,
instead of
7
to trust – depend on, rely
on
8
annoying – irritating
9
to avoid – circumvent, stop
10
to come up against (comecame-come) encounter
6

and avoid9 confusion if you didn’t fully understand the
question.
>> If you come up against10 ideas that you can’t express
in English, jot them down11. After the meeting look
them up12 in a good dictionary. Chances are13 that if
you needed to express them in one meeting, you’ll
need to use them in the future.
>> Be aware of14 how foreign colleagues express themselves verbally and non-verbally. Do they speak louder
or more quietly than you? Do they gesture? What
gestures do they use? You have to be conscious of
their behaviour15, not because it is more correct, but
because you want to convince them and the more
comfortable they are, the more likely you are to16 persuade them.
>> You may want to record part of a meeting on your
smartphone, so that you can check how well you communicate. However, you should tell your colleagues
that you are going to record part of the meeting and
why. If people realize17 that you have been recording
them without their consent, they may be very upset18,
even though your motives are innocent. Never use
anything you have recorded against anyone. Leave the
recording alone for a couple of days and then listen to
your English, your style and your intonation. Identify
your mistakes and try to improve on them next time.
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to jot sth. down – make a note
of sth., write sth. down quickly
12
to look sth. up – look for sth.
(in a reference book or on the
internet)
13
chances are – it is probable
14
to be aware of – be conscious
of
11

behaviour – conduct, (in this
case) mannerisms
16
the more likely you are to –
the greater the probability that
you will
17
to realize – (false friend)
become conscious
18
upset – angry and offended
15
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Meetings

Meetings:
Listening
P

erhaps the mistake that most
people make most often in meetings is to not listen efficiently. You
want to communicate your ideas in a
context. That context will depend on
what the people who you are talking
to think. The only way you can know
that is if you pay attention1 to what
they are communicating verbally
and nonverbally.
>> Listen to what the person is saying. It is all too easy to
assume2 you know what they are going to say and so
to interrupt or think about your response. You don’t
know what the person is going to say or, more importantly, how s/he is going to say it – you only think you
do. Letting the person say what they have to say without interruption will lead to3 fewer misunderstandings,
less offence, greater understanding and an atmosphere
of mutual respect. In short, it will mean that everyone
says what they have to say sooner and the meeting will
finish sooner. Remember that you will not effectively
convince anyone unless you create an atmosphere
in which people are listening to each other. You won’t
be able to do this unless you are listening patiently
to other people. Moreover, remember that interrupting is much ruder4 in the Anglosphere than in some
other cultures.
>> Never have a secondary conversation when somebody
else is speaking. Looking through papers, playing with
a smartphone or looking away from the speaker is also
likely to5 distract him/her. Moreover, you may miss something vital to your possibilities of convincing him/her.
>> If you have to disagree with someone, tell them first
what you have understood and what you agree with.
This will make them more receptive to criticism. Don’t
to pay attention to (pay-paidpaid) – concentrate on
2
to assume – (false friend)
imagine, suppose
3
to lead to (lead-led-led) – result
in, cause

1
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ruder – more offensive, more
impolite
5
is likely to – will probably
6
instead of – as opposed to,
rather than
7
to encourage – motivate, incite

4
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personalize: you are criticizing ideas, not people. If
you put somebody on the defensive, they won’t listen
to you.
>> Ask wh- questions (i.e. when, where, why and how)
instead of6 questions with a yes/no answer. Show
interest in people’s opinions, then they will be more
receptive to your suggestions.
>> Try to foment empathy. What makes that person see
things in that way? What are their motivations, motives
and fears?
>> Encourage7 people to keep speaking with verbal (e.g.
‘Uh-hm’, ‘I see’) and nonverbal signals (e.g. nodding8
and smiling). You will only be able to overcome9 other
people’s reservations if you know what they are. You
have to ensure that they express them.
>> Do not show extreme emotions. Anger is an invitation
to other people to stop listening. If other people express
themselves aggressively, encourage7 them to vent10
their anger. They will only listen to you once they have
calmed down – and the only way they are likely to11
calm down is by expressing themselves freely.
>> Volunteer to sit in on meetings in which native English
speakers are taking part. Study their verbal and nonverbal communication. Note down useful phrases
and gestures.
to nod – say ‘yes’ by moving
one’s head up and down
9
to overcome (-come/-came/come) – conquer, be victorious
over
10
to vent (anger) – express (anger)
8

11

they are likely to – it is probable that they will
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Formal
Meetings

The
Etiquette
of Formal
Meetings
Photo by Brussels Airport

Effective meetings should be called1 in the morning –
when most people are more alert – and should not go on
for2 more than an hour.
>> It goes without saying3 that at a formal meeting you
will be expected to dress formally. In the Anglosphere
both men and women should use sombre colours: e.g.
grey, dark blue. Men are safest4 with a white or light
blue shirt and a subdued 5 tie 6. Women have more
scope7 but a suit-dress is safest.
>> Be punctual. This is more important in English-speaking cultures than in other societies (and it’s more
important in a formal meeting than in an informal one).
If you do arrive8 late, don’t try to sneak in9 without
being noticed – you should apologize to the chairperson10 (and the person speaking at the time) and then
take a seat quickly.
>> If you cannot attend11 a formal meeting, you should
send a written apology12 to the chairperson who will
read out the names of absentees at the beginning of the
meeting.
>> Especially where Americans are involved13, meetings
should be short and to the point14.

The Chair
A formal meeting with more than half a dozen people
participating needs a chair. A man who chairs15 a
to call – (in this case) announce
to go on for (go-went-gone) –
last, continue for
3
it goes without saying – it
should be obvious
4
safest – (in this case) least
risky
5
subdued – not too colourful
6
tie –
1

2
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scope – range of possibilities,
variety of options
8
do arrive – (emphatic) arrive
9
to sneak /sni:k/ in – enter
furtively
10
chairperson – sb. who
presides over a meeting
11
to attend – (false friend)
go to

7

meeting can be called ‘a chair’, ‘a chairman’ or a ‘chairperson’. A woman is referred to as ‘a chair’, ‘a chairwoman’
or ‘a chairperson’. The chair’s role is to define clearly
the objectives of the meeting, to stop one person from
monopolizing the meeting, to get contributions from
everyone present and to draw conclusions16. It can also
be helpful for the chairperson to paraphrase and summarize17 what people have said for clarity and to help in
the process of decision-making.
In a formal meeting your intervention should be
arranged18 through the chair. You can do this by saying
“Could I just come in here....?” to him or her.
If there is a vote on which course of action19 to take,
and votes for and against are equal this is called a ‘deadlock’. In this situation, the chairperson will give his/her
casting vote20 to ‘break the deadlock’.
The chairperson will end a formal meeting by saying,
“I declare the meeting closed”.

Other Participants
It is still important to have a clear idea of what you want
to say. The chairperson should ensure that you have the
opportunity to say it – but if s/he doesn’t then you’ll just have
to ask for permission to speak. When you are not speaking,
listen! Try to offer solutions rather than21 criticism – and if
you do criticize, don’t personalize your complaints22.
written apology – letter or
email saying one is sorry
13
involved – participating
14
to the point – relevant
15
to chair – preside over, control
16
to draw conclusions (drawdrew-drawn) – come to/reach
conclusions
17
to summarize – synopsize
12

to arrange – organize, direct
course of action – strategy,
decision
20
casting vote – decisive vote
21
rather than – instead of, as
opposed to
22
complaint – criticism, dissatisfaction, objection

18

19

74
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Formal
Meetings

The
Vocabulary
of Formal
Meetings
Big decisions are taken at small
meetings; small decisions are
taken at big meetings.


CHINESE PROVERB

The Minutes

Collocation
There are a dozen different verbs which can be used with
the noun ‘meeting’:
>> call a meeting = announce that a meeting is going to
take place8
>> convene a meeting = announce that a meeting is going
to take place (formal)
>> set up a meeting = organize a meeting
>> hold a meeting = organize a meeting
>> attend a meeting = go to a meeting
>> conduct a meeting = direct and control a meeting
>> chair a meeting = direct and control a meeting
>> bring forward a meeting = inform people that a meeting will happen9 at an earlier time or date
>> postpone a meeting = inform people that a meeting
will happen at a later time or date
>> adjourn a meeting = stop a meeting for a short time
>> close a meeting = declare that a meeting has finished
(and minutes will no longer be taken).
>> cancel a meeting = inform people that a meeting will
not take place8.

The Agenda

Minutes are a written record of what has been said in a A typical agenda10 includes the following elements:
formal meeting. The person who takes the minutes is >> Reading of the minutes
called ‘the secretary’. Minutes should be brief1 and clear. >> Matters arising11
It is important that participants and others receive the >> Item12 1
minutes within2 days rather than3 weeks of a meet- >> Item 2
ing. If you receive the minutes of a meeting in English >> Item 3...
you have attended4 , it is useful to read them through >> AOB (Any Other business)
thoroughly5 to ensure that
you have understood exactly
what everyone has said (including that man with the strange
accent!) and what conclusions
were drawn6 . It is common for
the chairperson7 to say at the
beginning of the meeting, when
the minutes of the last meeting
are mentioned:
“Shall we take them as read?”
This means that s/he is suggesting that the participants decide
not to listen to the minutes
because they have read them
and they agree with them.
Photo by IMF
Board of Governors, International Monetary Fund
brief – concise, short
within – in, after only
3
rather than – instead of, as
opposed to
4
to attend – (false friend) be
present at
1

2

17

74

thoroughly – carefully and
completely
6
to draw a conclusion (drawdrew-drawn) – come to/reach a
conclusion
7
chairperson – sb. who presides
5

over a meeting
to take place (take-took-taken)
– occur, happen
9
to happen – occur
10
agenda – (false friend) list of
items12 to be debated
8

matters arising – questions
which have emerged as a result
of the minutes
12
item – (in this case) theme,
question, matter
11
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Presentations
P

resentations are another opportunity to show how
good you are at your job. All presentations involve1
selling: first you are selling your ideas, and secondly you
are selling yourself.

Who Are You Talking To?
Whether2 you are giving an informative presentation
or a persuasive one, it is important to think at all times
about who your audience are (i.e. are they mainly3
young or old? mainly men or women? mainly educated4
or less educated?). You should find out5 how much they
already know, how technical they are, and why they
have come to listen to you. If your audience is mixed you
must decide which segment of your audience you are
most interested in and direct your presentation at these
people while at the same time, excluding the rest as little
as possible.

Variety is the Spice of Life
Imagine, in your mind’s eye 6, a boring presentation.
What is the presenter doing wrong? S/he is almost certainly talking in a monotone voice. This is just7 one
example of lack of8 variety. Variety is your way of surprising and interesting your audience – your secret
weapon9 for holding10 their attention throughout11 your
presentation:
>> Change the tone of your voice. Project the main12
ideas that you want to communicate. A loud, clear
voice is always better for the main part of your speech,
however, a lowered (clear) voice can have an excellent
dramatic effect if you are communicating a ‘secret’ or
‘confidential information’ (e.g. “Between you and me...”).
If you are quoting from13 someone, change your tone.
If it is not going to cause offence, imitate their voice (‘As
Henry Ford once said, “You can have any color as long
as14 it’s black” [in an American accent].’).
to involve – imply, require
whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be
used before ‘or’)
3
mainly – mostly, primarily,
principally
4
educated – intellectual,
cultured
1

2
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to find out (find-found-found)
– discover
6
in one’s mind’s eye – in one’s
imagination
7
just – (in this case) only
8
lack of – absence of, deficient
9
weapon – (in this case)
strength, asset
5

Photo by Robert Scoble

>> Make dramatic statements15. These can capture your
audience’s attention. Later you can qualify and soften16
what you have said.
>> Ask rhetorical questions. Questions instinctively
make people think, especially if they are personalized
(“What would you do in this situation?”).
>> Ask questions which require an answer from the
audience. If people know they have to participate, they
will concentrate more.
>> Refer to recent events. Demonstrate to the audience
that this is a presentation tailored17 specifically to them.
It is not the same presentation that you’ve been making
around the country for the last year! Refer to the town or
the company where you are; mention local institutions
(or even the local football team).
Remember, above all18, that you are the entertainment –
you have to perform19. Use gestures to emphasize what
you are saying. Move about the podium (or even the
room) with purpose. Use eye contact with different members of the audience.
to hold (hold-held-held) – keep,
maintain
11
throughout – during all of
12
main – principal, primary, most
important
13
to quote from sb. – repeat sb’s
exact words
14
as long as – provided that, if
10

(and only if)
statement – declaration
16
to soften /sofən/ – (in this case)
moderate
17
to tailor – orient, adapt
18
above all – most importantly
19
perform – entertain, put on
a show
15

Presentations

Business
Anecdotes
A

nglos tend to start a presentation with a joke and
end with an anecdote. Jokes require a high level of
fluency and cultural knowledge. However, anyone can
learn a business anecdote that serves to liven up1 a presentation and make it memorable.
Here are a couple of illustrative anecdotes. If you want
to elaborate on 2 them, just plug the key words into3
Google.

Spotting4 an Opportunity
The Chinese word for ‘crisis’ also means ‘opportunity’,
so they say. In 1949 businessman Francis McNamara
took some clients out to lunch only to discover that he’d
left his wallet 5 in his office when the bill6 arrived. He
had to ring his wife who rushed to7
the restaurant with some cash8. The
embarrassing incident led McNamara
to 9 invent the first credit card: the
Diners /ˡdainərz/ Card. He used it for
the first time in New York the following February; an event known in
the credit-card industry as ‘the First
Supper’. Incredibly, for the first 11 years
the Diners Card was made of cardboard10, not plastic.
The year after the credit card was
invented, 330km away, Kemmons
Wilson was also having problems. He
was in a motel in Washington and he
had just discovered that his $6 room
was going to cost $16 because it was
standard practise to charge extra
for children; he had five. In 1952 he

invented the Holiday Inn, whose unique sales proposition was that kids could stay for free in their parents’
room. The chain11 sold for $2.2 billion in 1989.

Brotherly Discord
Adolf and Rudolf Dassler set up12 a footwear company in
Germany in 1924. The Berlin Olympics provided the Dassler brothers an opportunity to branch out13 into sportswear in 1936. However, the brothers were divided by
politics: First World War veteran Rudi was sympathetic
to14 the Nazis while Adi opposed Hitler. Things came
to a head15 in 1943 when Adi and his wife took refuge in
the same air-raid shelter16 as Rudi and his wife. Adolf
commented, “Here are the bastards again!” referring to
the Allied bombers but Rudolf thought the remark17 was
directed against himself and his wife. The rift18 never
healed19 and the company split20 in 1948. The result
was the creation of Puma, directed by Rudi, and Adidas,
directed by Adi Dassler. They are Europe’s two largest21
sportswear manufacturers, both based in the same small
Bavarian town.
You can find more information about the use of anecdotes in business at: www.anecdote.com
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to liven /ˡlaivən/ up – invigorate,
animate
2
to elaborate on sth. – add
details to sth.
3
to plug sth. into – enter sth.
into
4
to spot
– identify
5
wallet /ˡwolit/ –
1

8

bill –
to rush
to – hurry to,
come running
to
8
cash – money
9
to lead sb. to (lead-led-led) –
cause sb. to
10
cardboard – thick inflexible

6
7

A sculpture of Adi Dassler

paper
chain – series of hotels, shops,
etc.
12
to set sth. up (set-set-set) –
create, establish
13
to branch out – diversify
14
sympathetic to – (false friend)
pro, in favour of
15
things came to a head – the
11
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situation reached a crisis point
air-raid shelter – refuge from
bombs
17
remark – comment
18
rift – dispute
19
to heal – be resolved
20
to split (split-split-split) –
divide into two parts
21
largest – biggest
16
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Visual Aids:
Options
Your choices for visual aids include:

Old-School Visuals
>> Flipcharts1: These can be simple but effective visual
aids. Write and draw all the basic information onto the
pages first. Leave some crucial information for completion2 during the presentation. Use at least three
colours.
>> Blackboards/whiteboards: These can make your
presentation seem like a class (especially blackboards).
Try to turn your back on your audience as little as
possible.
>> Overhead projectors3 (OHP): The advantage of an
overhead is that you can add information to charts4,
etc. while you speak. Leave suggestive gaps and fill
them in 5 in another colour. You can plug your laptop
directly into6 modern OHPs.
>> Slides7: Can look a little dated8. Turning out the lights
is an invitation to sleep. Your slides and your commentary must be sufficiently interesting to mitigate this.

Modern Visuals
>> Videos: These will allow9 you to relax for a few
moments, but they must offer something more than
you or another person giving a recorded presentation. People have made the effort to come and see you
live10. Don’t let the video dominate the presentation.
1

flipchart –

completion /kəmˡpli:ʃən/ –
completing, finishing
3
overhead projector –
2
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chart – tabular, graphic or
diagrammatic information
5
to fill sth. in – complete sth.

4

Photo by Tomwsulcer

>> Computer visuals: PowerPoint and similar software
are excellent presentation tools11; they allow9 you to
program visual and sounds effects. However, computer
visuals can go wrong. Always have something to fall
back on12.
>> Interactive Whiteboards: These can combine all
the best features13 of other visual aids but again they
can go wrong and turn your presentation into a fiasco.
Make sure everything is connected and working properly14 before the start of your presentation.

Something to Take Home
Handouts15 can be a great way of reinforcing what you
are going to say and have said. They are something tangible that the audience can take away16. However, a
handout which simply says the same thing as your presentation can be counterproductive. The audience may
think, “Why have you made me come and listen to you,
when you could have just17 emailed this to me?” A handout should contain paraphrases of the main18 ideas and
supplementary material not mentioned in the presentation. You may want to give the audience the handout at
the end of the presentation to avoid19 people rustling20
papers and reading during your talk.
to plug sth. into – connect
sth. to
7
slide – transparent photograph
for projection
8
dated – old-fashioned, not
modern
9
to allow – permit, enable
10
live /laiv/ (adv.) – not on a
recording
11
tools – instruments, software
12
to fall back on (fall-fell-fallen) –
use in an emergency
6

feature – (in this case) aspect
properly – correctly
15
handout – written information
distributed at a meeting or
presentation
16
to take sth. away (take-tooktaken) – take home
17
just – (in this case) simply
18
main – most important
19
to avoid – not have, stop
20
to rustle – make a noise like
dry foliage
13

14

Presentations

Visual
Aids
Choosing Your Visual Aids
Remember that visual aids should
complement your presentation,
not be it. All visual aids can go
wrong in some way and if you
depend too much on them, then
your presentation could turn out
to be1 a disaster.
Whichever visual aids you
choose to use, make sure they are:
clear, appropriate, varied, accurate2 and attractive. Physically check that all visuals are
meaningful3 from the sides and the back of the room. It
is important that you do not use the same words on visuals as in your talk. For example, if the chart4 says, “Production 3rd Quarter 2014”, you can say, “Output5 from July
to September”. This variety reinforces the ideas because
you are repeating concepts not words; it makes your
main6 ideas ‘three-dimensional’.
Remember that we live in a ‘three-minute culture’ –
television has trained us to concentrate for three-minute
periods. Don’t refer to any one visual aid for more than
180 seconds. You should also bear in mind7 that we are
used to8 reading modern icons; if you are referring to a
country, use a flag; if you are referring to a company, use
the logo, etc.

to turn out to be – be... in the
end
2
accurate – precise, exact
3
meaningful – intelligible,
visible
4
chart – visual aid
5
output – production
6
main – principal, primary, most
important
1

to bear in mind (bear-boreborne) – take into consideration
8
to be used to + -ing – be accustomed to + -ing
9
to turn sth. off – switch sth. off,
deactivate sth.
10
to rub sth. out – erase sth.
11
banner headlines – declaration in big letters

7
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Remember that you are presenting the visuals to the
audience – talk to the audience, not the visuals; keep
your voice clear, loud and animated; don’t get between
the visuals and your audience. Once you have finished
referring to visuals, turn them off9, cover them up or rub
them out10.

Charts & Graphs
Information can be presented as:
1. Banner headlines11: useful for establishing
slogans and main6 ideas.
2. Pie charts12: for breakdowns13 and percentages.
3. Bar charts14: for chronological
and other sequences.
4. Flowchart15: for illustrating processes
5. Graphs: for correlations.
6. Tables16: for more scientific and ‘serious’ presentations. Remember that tables require interpretation
and that – unless your audience is used to8 interpreting them – tables are likely to be17 lost on
them18. Generally speaking, tables are boring.

pie chart – see
illustration
13
breakdown – (in
this case) analysis/
itemization of
statistics
14
bar chart – see
illustration
15
flowchart –
12

table – grid (= matrix)
of numbers in columns
17
are likely to be – will
probably be
18
tables are likely to
be lost on them – they
will probably not
appreciate tables
16
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Practice
Makes
Perfect1

Photo by Masphotoar

O

nce you have prepared your presentation, the best
way to avoid2 pitfalls3 and reduce nervousness is
to practise. There are three types of practice you should
consider.

1. Give your presentation to a colleague.
Make the situation as real as possible. If you can practise
your presentation in the room where you are actually4
going to give it, do so! Tell your colleague that you want
feedback5 on your style, vocabulary and expression as
well as on your choice of visual aids and the structure
and length6 of the presentation. If you are going to give
the presentation in a large7 room to a big audience, ask
your colleague to sit near the back and to stop you if s/he
can’t hear you properly8. Offer to do the same for your
colleague in the future.

comments about style, vocabulary and grammar. You
might want to ask your teacher to look over13 your written notes for the presentation. If so, remember that you
should thank your teacher for this service with a small
present (e.g. a bottle of wine). Remember, if you don’t
thank him or her in this way, they may not be prepared
to help you in future.

3. Private Sessions with an Anglo Teacher
If you are not attending9 class, you should be able to
organize one or two private sessions with a teacher in a
language school. This tends to be quite expensive but if
you prepare yourself properly8 before the session, and
between sessions, it is usually worthwhile14. Remember
that a teacher can help you above all15 with your vocabulary, idiomatic expressions, pronunciation and grammar.

2. Practise in Class

4. Record Yourself

If you are attending9 English classes, suggest that the
group should practise giving presentations in class. If
the class and the teacher agree, don’t just10 concentrate
on your own presentation, study how others present,
take note of11 their mistakes12 and listen to the teacher’s

The last alternative is to record your presentation on
video, and study the result. Look out for16 annoying17
mannerisms18, unnecessary repetition and uninteresting speech patterns19. Correct these and record yourself
again. Ask somebody else to comment on the video.

practice makes perfect – the
best way to perfect an ability is
to practise it
2
to avoid – not have, evade
3
pitfall – hidden mistake,
common error
4
actually – (false friend) really
1
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feedback – opinions, reactions,
comments
6
length – (in this case) duration
7
large – (false friend) big,
spacious
8
properly – adequately, fully
9
to attend – (false friend) go to,
5

participate in
just – (in this case) only
11
to take note of (take-tooktaken) – pay attention to
12
mistake – error
13
to look over – review, check
14
worthwhile – useful, beneficial
10

above all – primarily, most
importantly
16
to look out for – check for, be
vigilant for
17
annoying – irritating
18
mannerism – idiosyncrasy, tic
19
speech pattern – intonation
15

Socializing

Socializing
Skills:
Meeting &
Greeting
O

ne of the most valuable assets1 in business is having
good interpersonal skills2, but it is also one of the
most neglected 3. Effective social relations in English
involve4 understanding Anglo cultures as well as the
correct use of language.

First Meeting
First impressions count! From formal to informal there is
the following progression:
Greeting5

Reply

How d’you do?

How d’you do?

Let me intro-duce
myself. I’m...

Hello, I’m...
(How d’you do?)

We haven’t met. I’m...

Hello, I’m... (How d’you do?)

(It’s) Nice to meet
you. I’m…

Nice to meet you, too. I’m...
Nice to meet you, [His/
her name]. I’m...

Pleased to meet
you. I’m...

Pleased to meet you, too. I’m...

Hello, I’m...

Nice to meet you. I’m...

Hi (there), I’m...

Hi, I’m...

Shake hands6 firmly but don’t crush7 the other person’s
hand: it’s not a competition of strength!
If you are unsure about the degree8 of formality, start
formal. It is always much easier to ‘loosen up’ 9 than to
regain serenity10.

Subsequent Encounters
When you have met someone before:
Greeting

Reply

Good to see you again!

How are you?

How are you?

Great. Good to see you again.

How are things?

Fine, and you?

Photo by Valsts Kanceleja - State Chancellery from Riga, Latvia

Greeting at Different Times of Day
Greeting

Time

Good morning!

7am – 12 noon11

Good afternoon!

12 noon – 4pm

Good evening!

4pm  (= hello)

Good night!

6pm  (= goodbye)

Notice that ‘good evening’ and ‘good night’ are determined more by function than time of day. If you meet
someone after dinner (say12, at 10pm) and it’s night outside, you still say ‘good evening!’ (never ‘good night’). By
contrast, if you’re leaving work at 6pm and it’s broad
daylight13 outside, you should say ‘Good night!’ not ‘Good
evening!’. You could, however, say, ‘Have a good evening’
in this context.

Introducing Someone Else
You can say:
I’d like you to meet...
May I introduce...?
Have you met...?
asset – advantage, strength,
skill
2
skill – ability, talent
3
neglected – overlooked,
ignored
4
to involve – (in this case)
require, imply
5
to greet – welcome
6
to shake hands (shake-shookshaken) –
7
to crush – pulverize, mangle
8
degree – level
9
to loosen up – become more
1

relaxed and less formal
serenity – composure,
tranquillity
11
noon – midday
12
say – (in this case) for example
13
to be broad daylight – be
daytime, (opposite of ‘be dark/
night’)
10
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insincerity; ‘thank you’ just3 means “I recognize you were
not obliged to do that for me”. Remember that English has
no polite4 form of address (equivalent to Usted in Spanish or vous in French) so ‘please’, ‘thank you’ and ‘sorry’
serve this purpose.

Gratitude
From formal to informal we can show the options for
expressing gratitude in the following table:
Expression of gratitude

Reply

Thank you very much indeed .

It’s a pleasure.

Thank you very much.

You’re welcome.

Thank you.

Don’t mention it.

Thanks.

Not at all

5

Smile as much as possible. It is better that you come
across as6 a simpleton7 than as a grumpy8 bastard!
Compliment9 things as often as possible (somebody’s
contribution, the food in a restaurant, the local town, etc.):
- The food’s (quite) good here, isn’t it?
Don’t be insincere but remark on10 what you do like11.

Offering
Photo by Marina Carresi

Socializing:
Further
Interaction
So Sorry

You have probably noticed the annoying1 habit of native
speakers (especially the British) of saying ‘sorry’ and
‘thank you’ for everything. This is normal behaviour2
in Britain (and to a lesser extent elsewhere in the Anglosphere) and you should imitate it. It is impossible for you
to exaggerate this, and you almost certainly use these
words too little. This conduct does not reflect British
annoying – irritating
behaviour (UK English) –
behavior (US English) conduct
3
just – (in this case) simply
4
polite – courteous, (in this case)
formal
5
thank you very much indeed
– (emphatic) thank you very
1

2
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much
to come across (come-camecome) – seem/appear to be
7
simpleton – idiot, stupid
person
8
grumpy – irritable, petulant
9
to compliment – make positive
comments about
6

Offer

Reply

What would you
like to drink?

Let me get12 it!

Can I get you a drink?

Thanks, I’ll have a
beer, please.

(Do you) Fancy13 a drink?

No, thank you. I’m afraid
I really must be leaving.

Can I give you a lift14?

That’s kind of you.

Can I give you a hand?

I think I can manage15
but thanks anyway.

Saying Goodbye
From formal to informal you can say:
Goodbye.
See you soon/later/on Monday.
’Bye.
See ya.
to remark on – comment
about
11
do like – (emphatic) like
12
to get (get-got-got) – (in this
case) pay for, buy
13
to fancy sth. – want sth., desire
sth.
14
to give sb. a lift
10

(give-gave-given) – take sb. for
free in one’s car to a place to
which s/he wants to go
15
to manage – cope, make do,
survive

Socializing

Socializing:
Cultural
Differences
Troubleshooting1
If you know an English teacher, or another native, ask
them for feedback2 on your mannerisms3. Is there anything you do which might offend?

Verbal Pitfalls4
>> Use humour but avoid 5 sarcasm. Notice that there is
no place for6 sexism, racism or homophobia in the
Anglo workplace. A remark7 that might be considered ‘harmless8 fun’ in your culture could ruin your
chances9 of establishing rapport10.
>> Show interest – rather than11 disdain – for cultural
differences.
>> Be prepared to chat12 . Small talk can be where relations are made. Listen for information that could be
useful for developing13 rapport10. If someone mentions a hobby which you share14 – comment on this. If
someone says something like, “I’m going to the cricket
match on Sunday” – you can always say something like,
“Cricket? – now15 there’s a sport I’ve never understood!”
If you place the other person in the position of expert,
s/he will feel flattered16 and will relax.
>> When inviting people to a drink or a meal remember that grand acts of generosity are less common in
the Anglosphere. Drinks are bought in rounds17, and
people take turns to pay. In restaurants it is common to
‘go Dutch’ 18.
>> Ask questions that suggest an interest in your counterpart’s19 culture. However, stick to20 innocuous subjects
troubleshooting – identifying
and correcting problems
2
feedback – opinions, comments, reactions
3
mannerism – idiosyncrasy
4
pitfall – danger, risk; common
mistake, typical error
5
to avoid – not use
6
there is no place for sth. – sth.
is unacceptable
7
remark – comment
8
harmless – innocuous
1

chances – possibilities
rapport /rəˡpɔ:r/ – affinity,
understanding
11
rather than – as opposed to,
instead of
12
to chat – talk informally
13
to develop – (in this case)
enhance, increase
14
to share –(in this case) both
enjoy
15
now – (emphatic) well
16
to flatter – compliment,

9

10
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like food, weather, customs and monuments rather
than11 potentially conflictive subjects like politics and
religion. Americans are much happier talking about
money than Britons. However, “How much do you earn?”
is probably too personal anywhere in the Anglosphere.

Non-Verbal Pitfalls4
>> Avoid 5 physical contact apart from shaking hands21.
American men sometimes engage in22 backslapping23
but generally the best rule is don’t touch Anglos – it
may make them feel extremely uncomfortable.
>> Remember that smoking indoors24 in the workplace,
in bar and in restaurants is illegal throughout25 the
Anglosphere and the European Union.
admire
round (of drinks) – one drink
for each person in a group
(paid for by one person in that
group)
18
to go Dutch (go-went-gone)
– when each person pays for
what s/he has consumed
19
counterpart – sb. who does a
similar job to yours in another
company
20
to stick to (stick-stuck-stuck)
17

– restrict oneself to,
limit oneself to
21
to shake hands
(shake-shookshaken) –
22
to engage in – do,
perform, undertake
23
backslapping – friendly hitting on sb’s upper back with the
palm of one’s hand
24
indoors – inside (a building)
25
throughout – in every part of
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Negotiating

Negotiating:
Preparation
Like it or not, international
negotiations tend to be conducted
in English.

You may be an experienced negotiator in your own language but there are some essential things you need to
know before transferring your skills1 to the Anglosphere.
Even experienced negotiators can make mistakes.
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Preparation

2. Have Clear Objectives

Preparation is one of the most important aspects of the
negotiation.

It is very important to have clear goals11 before the negotiation begins. Know what you have to achieve12, be flexible and take a long-term13 view. Identify the variables
involved14. Decide which variables are most important to
you, and where you can give ground15.

1. Research
Your research should include finding out2 information
about your opposite number3 and investigating the
financial position of the company. Knowing about your
opposite number will help you to prepare for negotiation
styles and tactics that may be used. The most common
source of4 relevant data is other people in your company
who have had previous dealings5 with the person, and
contacts within6 the industry. LinkedIn /liŋkˡtin/ can be
an excellent source of4 information in this regard7. The
financial position of the company is usually contained
in the company’s annual reports. You should also look
into industry rumours that may be around. 20 minutes
Googling can be invaluable. This will give you a good
idea of the bargaining8 strength of the company (i.e.9 do
they need this deal10, etc.).
skills – talents, abilities
to find out (find-found-found)
– discover
3
your opposite number – the
person from the other company
you are negotiating with, your
counterpart. This expression originally comes from
football
4
source of – place to find
1

2
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dealings – meetings,
interaction
6
within – inside, in
7
in this regard – for this
8
bargaining – negotiating
9
i.e. – (id est) that is
10
deal – (colloquial) agreement,
treaty
11
goal – (in this case) objective
12
to achieve – accomplish,
5

3. Limits
Know your sticking points16, i.e. know the lowest price
and minimum quantity that would allow17 the deal10 to
be of interest to you. This does not mean that you cannot
be flexible, but there is always a point beyond18 which
you cannot pass. Make it clear that you want to reach19
an agreement but not at any price.

4. Strategy
Plan your strategy carefully, take into consideration the
personality of your opposite number, as well as your own
strengths and weaknesses20. Knowing your negative
points will give you confidence21.
obtain
long-term – long-run, relating
to a long period of time
14
the variables involved – the
variables in question, the relevant variables
15
to give ground (give-gavegiven) – make concessions
16
sticking point – (colloquial)
minimums, limits
13

to allow – permit, enable
beyond – further than, higher/
lower than
19
to reach – come to, achieve,
obtain
20
strengths and weaknesses
– strong points and weak points,
assets and defects
21
confidence – self-assurance,
fortitude
17

18
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Negotiating

Negotiating:
Techniques
1. Rapport /rəˡpɔ:r/

to send a written summary of the negotiation within13 a
few days.

Win-Win Situations
Modern negotiating theory suggests that you should try
to negotiate a win-win situation. This is an outcome14
where both negotiating teams leave the negotiation feeling as if they have achieved15 their goals16. In this way
a long-term17 business partnership18 develops19. The
alternative is simply to seek20 the best short-term 21
deal2 possible.

Try to develop1 a good relationship with the opposite
team. It can help to create an atmosphere of flexibility; it
can be the difference between getting a deal2 or not.

Language in Negotiation
Language should be kept simple and you should
focus on and repeat key points. Do not introduce
new arguments constantly. Simplicity is the key to a
good negotiating strategy.

2. Review
It is very important to listen carefully and review regularly. Sometimes after a negotiation both parties believe
they have reached3 an agreement only to find4 one point
has been misunderstood 5 .
They then have to re-negotiate
that point. Regular summarizing6 and paraphrasing is
especially important when you
negotiate in a foreign language.

3. Flexibility
Be flexible, suggest alternatives,
be prepared to make concessions but do not go beyond7
your sticking points8. Always
suggest positive alternatives
when the negotiations are
stuck9.

4. Agreement &
Confirmation
After reaching3 an agreement,
close the deal2 firmly10. Summarize 6 all agreed points and
confirm any outstanding 11
matters12 . It is also important
to develop – (in this case)
gradually establish
2
deal – (colloquial) agreement,
treaty
3
to reach – come to, achieve,
obtain
4
only to find – discover only
later
5
to misunderstand
1

23

82

(-stand/-stood/-stood) – interpret incorrectly
6
to summarize – synopsize
7
beyond – further than, higher/
lower than
8
sticking point – (colloquial)
minimums, limits
9
to be stuck – be obstructed
10
firmly – in a definitive way
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outstanding – (in this case)
pending
12
matter – question
13
within – (in this case) after only
14
outcome – result
15
to achieve – accomplish,
obtain, get
16
goal – (in this case) objective
17
long-term – long-run, relating
11

to a long period of time
partnership – cooperative
relationship
19
to develop – (in this case) be
gradually established
20
to seek (seek-sought-sought) –
look for, try to obtain
21
short-term – relating to the
immediate future
18
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In Britain and the USA it is usual to start with a negotiating price far3 higher than you actually4 expect. In Australia and Ireland negotiators are more likely to5 begin
with a price much closer to their target value6.

The USA
Negotiations are carried out7 very quickly in the USA.
Very little time is wasted on ‘small talk’8. Unlike other
countries, breakfast can be used for meetings and negotiations. Innovation is valued more highly9 than tradition.
Your opposite number10 may be quite young.

The United Kingdom
The British use far3 less direct language than other
people. Generally speaking, Britons11 prefer traditional
solutions to innovation. Your opposite number will probably be an older person.

Helpful Phrases
Saying ‘no’:
- I’d like to but it just12 isn’t possible.
- I don’t really think that that would be possible.
- I’m afraid we just12 can’t agree to do that.
Agreeing:
- Yes, of course.
- Why not?
- That’s a deal!13

Photo by Danielle Scott

Cultural
Differences

Clarifying:
- It depends on what you mean when you say...
- Could you go over14 that again, please?
- When you said..., did you mean...?
Confirming:
- How does that sound?
- How would you feel about...?
- What would you say to...?

Every culture uses different negotiating strategies. If you
are involved in1 international negotiations it is essential to learn about the negotiating styles used in different
countries. In all English-speaking countries punctuality is important: arrive on time. Dress conservatively.
Anglos do not generally find it difficult to say ‘no’. However, they expect what has been agreed to be fulfilled to
the letter2.
to be involved in – participate
in
2
to fulfil sth. to the letter – do
sth. completely
3
far – (in this case) much
4
actually – (false friend) really,
in fact
1
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are more likely to – will
probably
6
target value – objective
7
to carry sth. out – perform sth.,
undertake sth., do sth.
8
small talk – chat, inconsequential conversation unrelated to
5

Suggesting alternatives:
- We could do that if you...
- We’re prepared to... providing15 you...
- Say we could..., would you be able to...?

business
more highly – (in this case)
more
10
one’s opposite number – the
person one is negotiating with
11
Briton – (formal) British person,
Brit (informal)

9

just – (in this case) simply
that’s a deal! – we accept that,
we agree
14
to go over sth. (go-went-gone)
– repeat sth., paraphrase sth.
15
providing – as long as, if (and
only if)
12
13

82
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Telephoning

Business
Telephoning:
Starting the
Conversation
Photo by Bill Branson

Y

ou begin to sweat1, your palms feel clammy2 and
your head gets dizzy3 – you are going to make a
phone call in English!
Business English is often more formal than everyday
English. This is especially true of telephoning English
where the lack of4 visual contact means that people
speak very formally (e.g. ‘please’, ‘thank you’, ‘shall’,
‘would you mind + -ing’, ‘pardon?’). If you are not formal,
the person you are talking to may take offence and be
less cooperative.

Receptionist-Caller
Answering the phone:
[your company’s name], can I help you?
[your phone number], can I help you?

Saying what you want:
May I speak to [person’s name], please?
Could I have extension [number], please?
Hello, [person’s name], please.
If you are the person the caller wants to speak to:
Speaking.
Identifying the caller:
Receptionist: Who shall I say is calling, please?
Caller: This is [your name]. I’m returning [his/her] call5.
Receptionist: I’m putting you through6 now.
Excusing somebody’s absence:
I’m afraid [s/he]’s in a meeting at the moment.
I’m sorry but [s/he]’s away on business.
I’m afraid [s/he] seems to be away from his desk.
[S/He]’s out of the office today, I’m afraid.
Giving more information:
[S/He] should be back around [time].
Can I take a message?
Would you like [his/her] cellphone number?7
Do you have [his/her] email?7
Asking for help:
Please tell [him/her] I called and that I’ll ring back [time].
Yes, could you ask her to ring me back, please? My number
is [number].
Promising action:
I’ll ask [him/her] to do that as soon as s/he gets in8 .
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to sweat /swet/ – perspire
clammy – sticky and wet from
perspiration, sweaty
3
dizzy – vertiginous, confused

1

4

2

5

2

13

the lack of – the absence of
to return sb’s call – call back,
telephone sb. because s/he has
phoned you

to put sb. through (put-putput) (UK English) – connect (US
English)
7
obviously, you need the
6

person’s permission to offer
this.
8
to get in (get-got-got) – arrive
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Telephoning

Business
Telephoning:
the Purpose
of the Call
Complaining1:
Caller: I’d like to make a complaint2.
Customer Services Assistant [CSA]: What seems to be the
trouble3?
Caller: There’s been a mistake in your delivery4 . We
ordered... but you sent us...
CSA: I’m terribly sorry. Could you give me the reference
number and your phone number and we’ll contact you as
soon as possible?
Making an appointment5:
I’d like to make an appointment with [person’s name].
Is three o’clock on Tuesday 14th, all right?
Caller: Yes, that’s fine.
or: I’m afraid I can’t make it6 at that time. How about at five?
Making a reservation:
Caller: I’d like to reserve a table for four for eight o’clock this
evening.
Caller: I’d like to book7 a double room for the twenty-third.
Receptionist: What name, please?
Cancelling:
Caller: I’m afraid I’m going to have to cancel my appointment with [person’s name].
Caller: I’m afraid I have to cancel my reservation for the
twenty-third.
Asking for an estimate8:
Caller: I’d like to know the price of...
complaining – protesting,
objecting
2
complaint – criticism, negative
comment
3
trouble – problem

1
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delivery – act of taking products to sb’s home or office,
consignment
5
appointment – agreement to
meet at a specific time

4
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Receptionist: I’m afraid I don’t have that information right
now. Can I ring you back in a few minutes?
Ordering:
Caller: I’d like to order [number of products], please. I’ll
send confirmation by email.
Finishing the conversation:
Receptionist: Thank you for calling.
Caller: Thank you. Goodbye.
Receptionist: Goodbye.
to make it (make-made-made)
– go, arrive
7
to book – reserve, make a
reservation for
6

8

estimate /ˡestimət/ (n.) –
approximate calculation of the
price

13

2

Telephoning

Wrong Number

Business
Telephoning:

Troubleshooting1

It is very rude3 in English-speaking countries to just ring
off4 if you discover that you’ve rung the wrong number.
You should apologize first:
Receptionist: I’m sorry, I think you’ve dialled5 the wrong
number... Goodbye.
Caller: I’m sorry, I think I’ve dialled the wrong number...
Goodbye.
Caller: I’m sorry, I must have dialled the wrong number.

Cultural Difference

If you don’t understand:
- I didn’t catch6 that, could you repeat what you said,
please?
- Sorry, could you repeat that more slowly, please?
- Pardon?
- Could you say that again, please?

Bear in mind2 that, though it may seem strange, a receptionist will often refer to you as ‘caller’ until you have
identified yourself and possibly even after that. This is
standard and you should not take offence.
On the other hand, if you are ringing somebody’s
home, it is considered rude3 in English-speaking countries not to identify yourself immediately:
- Hello, is George there, please?
- Hello, this is [your name]. Is George there, please?

Written Aids7
Remember to have a pen and paper ready – or a computer file open – as you will find it difficult to remember
information (e.g. extension numbers) if they are given to
you in English.
It may be a good idea to write down the number you
are ringing from so that you can say it easily in English.
Remember that we say the numbers individually, except
for doubles:
- 3477 2100 (= ‘three four double
seven, two one double oh’.)
In fact, if you have all the information that you might want to give the
other person written out in front of
you in English, this should help you to
have a trouble8-free call.
Finally, confirm all important decisions made 9 over the phone 10 by
email afterwards. This will help to
avoid11 any misunderstandings arising from12 language difficulties.
Recorded message:
This is [your name]. I’m afraid I’m
not in at the moment. Please leave
your name, telephone number and
message after the tone. Thank you,
for calling.
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troubleshooting – diagnostic
problem solving
2
to bear in mind (bear-boreborne) – take into account,
remember
3
rude – (false friend) impolite,

1

2

13

discourteous, offensive
to ring off (ring-rang-rung)
– hang up, end a telephone
connection
5
to dial – press the buttons on a
telephone to make a call

4

to catch (catch-caught-caught)
– (in this case) hear, understand
7
aid – helpful thing
8
trouble – problem
9
made – (in this case) that you
have made
6

over the phone – by
telephone
11
to avoid – (in this case) not
have
12
arising from – resulting from,
as a consequence of
10
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Sales

Sales &
Selling
S

uccessful selling is an essential
aspect of placing1 a product in the
market. Personal selling, advertising2,
sales promotion and public relations
make up3 what is called ‘the promotion mix’. Personal selling is the most
expensive – but often the most effective – element in the promotion mix.
US companies spend three times as
much on personal sales as they do on
advertising.
However good your product or service is, if you can’t sell it, it is worthless4. It is therefore vital that your sales department is
well-organized and understands your market. It will need
to be able to undertake5 sales analyses6 and to provide
effective sales drives7 when they are required. Many
companies organize sales conferences8 where the sales
force (consisting of sales reps9 and sales managers)
discuss10 sales results and future plans.

The Salesperson
A person who sells is called a salesperson or a sales rep9.
Normally, they will be assigned a sales territory and a
sales quota for that area. Sales reps are usually partly
or wholly11 paid by commission according to their effective sales. If the seller exceeds his/her quota, s/he may
receive a bonus.
The ability to persuade a customer to buy a product
or service is often called salesmanship. The seller’s
attempt12 to convince a potential buyer is called the
sales pitch. The sales pitch may be backed up13 by sales
literature – leaflets14 and brochures15 – which promote
the product.
to place – put, locate
advertising – publicity to
promote the sales of products
or services
3
to make up (make-made-made)
– constitute, form
4
to be worthless – have no value
5
to undertake (-take/-took/taken) – do, perform
1

2
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sales analysis (plural ‘analyses’) – interpretation of sales
statistics and reports to determine future sales strategies
7
drive – (in this case) promotion,
campaign
8
conference – (false friend)
convention
9
rep – (colloquial) representative
6
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Selling Styles
A hard sell is a sales-oriented approach16 in which the
seller pressurizes the customer to buy the product. A
hard-seller may exaggerate the product’s qualities, criticize alternative products and offer discounts for immediate purchases17. They often have a sales patter18 and
after-sales commitments19 are usually not important.
This type of technique is often associated with selling
encyclopedias, second-hand cars and exercise machines.
Hard-selling has earned sales staff20 a bad reputation
amongst the public.
For more sophisticated potential customers a customer-oriented soft sell technique is usually more successful. In this case the salesperson listens to the customer’s
needs and offers solutions to them. The long-term relationship between the sales person and the customer is
more important in this approach. This is the best technique for selling services and for convincing a client who
(it is hoped) will buy the product or service over a long
period of time.

to discuss – (false friend)
debate
11
wholly – totally
12
attempt – effort
13
to back up – support, help
14
leaflet – information on a piece
of paper, flyer
15
brochure – magazine full of
advertisements
10

approach – method, style
purchase – acquisition, act of
buying
18
sales patter – spiel, prepared
sales presentation
19
commitment – obligation
20
sales staff – employees who
work in the sales department
16
17

14

Sales

Hard-Selling
Techniques
Fear, surprise, empathy and selfrespect can all be used to make
people buy.
Photo by Joi

>> The foot-in-the-door technique:
you are asked to do something trivial – answer a questionnaire or accept a free sample – and later asked to
buy something. Studies suggest that this technique can
increase successful sales from 22% to over 50%.
>> The door-in-the-face technique:
this is just the opposite. First the salesperson asks for a
completely unrealistic favour. When this is denied1, the
salesperson asks for something more reasonable. One
study asked students to work every day for two years
as counsellors2 for juvenile delinquents. All refused3.
They were then asked to take a juvenile delinquent to the
zoo for two hours: half agreed. However, when a control

group were asked just4 the second request 5, only 17%
agreed to do it.
>> The low-ball technique:
an excellent deal6 is offered to you but later additional
costs are revealed. Our need to be consistent for our
self-image is so important that most of us still buy at the
higher price.
>> The bait7 -and-switch8 technique:
an excellent deal6 is offered to you but later only a more
expensive product or an inferior product is actually9
available. Again, our wish to be consistent often causes
us to accept the worsened10 conditions.
>> The camaraderie technique:
the salesperson will establish some tenuous11 relationship with the customer before the sales pitch12 . One
study suggested that the ‘personal bond 13 ’ between
salesperson and customer could increase sales from 10%
to 26%.
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to deny – refuse3, turn down,
opposite of ‘accept’
2
counsellor – advisor, guide,
mentor
3
to refuse – say ‘no’, opposite
of ‘accept’
4
just – (in this case) only
5
request – petition, thing that is
1

14

asked for
deal – bargain, offer
7
bait –
8
to switch – change
9
actually – (false friend)
really, in fact
10
worsened – worse,
(opposite of ‘improved’)
6

>> The deadline14 technique:
the salesperson creates the impression that an
opportunity is only briefly15 on offer, thus16 rushing17
the customer into making a purchase18. One trick19 is to
mention another interested customer but if there really
were someone else interested at that price, why is the
salesperson bothering20 to try to sell to you?
tenuous – dubious, superficial
sales pitch – spiel, talk
directed at convincing s.o. to
buy sth.
13
bond – connection, affiliation
14
deadline – time limit
15
briefly – for a short time
16
thus – in this way
11

12

to rush sb. – pressure sb. to do
sth. quickly
18
to make a purchase (makemade-made) – buy sth.
19
trick – ruse, stratagem
20
to bother – make the effort
17
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Promotion

Promotion:
Moving Up
the Ladder
Always remember that the
soundest1 way to progress in any
organization is to help the [person]
ahead of2 you to get promoted3.
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L.S. HAMAKER

I

n different countries people have different attitudes
about how to move up4 in the world of work. In the
USA people spend less than a year on average 5 in each
job. In Britain it’s around two years. By comparison many
continental Europeans spend years and years in the
same company. Under such circumstances the only way
to improve status and income6 is to get promoted. This
article looks at the vocabulary of promotion7.

Be/Get Promoted
The verb ‘promote’ exists in the active,
- When do you think the company will promote me?
However, it is much more common in the passive – with
the auxiliary verbs ‘get’ or ‘be’:
- You should get promoted within8 the first two years.
- I was promoted after only six months in the company.
A more colloquial alternative for ‘to get promoted’ is ‘to
move up the ladder9’:
- Ian seems to be moving up the (company) ladder towards
the post of chairperson10.
A variant on this is ‘to climb the ladder’:
soundest – best, most advisable, surest
2
ahead of – (in this case) above,
in a higher position
3
to get promoted (get-got-got)
– (false friend) be given a job
with more responsibility and a
higher salary
4
to move up – advance
5
on average – typically
1
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income – (in this case) pay,
salary
7
promotion – (false friend)
being given a better paid job
with more responsibility
8
within – in, (in this case) after
9
ladder – (literally)
10
chairperson –chairman or
chairwoman (UK English),
president (US English)
6

- The glass ceiling11 makes it difficult for women to climb
the (management) ladder.
Occasionally, someone is ostensibly promoted to
remove12 him/her from an influential position in a company. In such a case we say that s/he is ‘kicked upstairs’:
- The company’s founder was kicked upstairs to the post of
‘honorary president’.

Promotion
‘Promotion’ can be countable or uncountable:
- You can tell he’s looking for promotion.
- Are you pleased about your promotion, then?
- Promotion13 prospects aren’t very good at the moment,
I’m afraid.
A rather14 pompous synonym of ‘a promotion’ is ‘a
preferment’:
- They congratulated him on his preferment.

Collocations
>> to be due for promotion = have done a job so long that
you deserve15 a promotion
>> to be up for promotion = be under consideration as a
candidate for a promotion
>> to be in line for promotion = be a logical choice for
promotion
11

glass ceiling – unofficial barrier to the promotion of specific
minorities above a certain level

to remove – (false friend)
eliminate, take away
13
notice that the adjective
‘promotional’ refers to
goods (= products) and services, not to the promoting
of people
14
rather – somewhat, quite
15
to deserve – merit, should
have
12
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Promotion

The Peter
Principle
T

here is frequently the perception in many companies that incompetent people get promoted into
management positions. Managers may attribute this idea
to envy but there is scientific evidence that it is true.

Who is on the way up?
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Rising to Incompetence
Companies usually promote those who are best at
their jobs. This seems fair1 and meritocratic. Promotion usually means doing less direct work and managing more. The assumption2 is that those who work well
in a specific job will manage others doing that job well.
This assumption is obviously ridiculous. Management
requires organizational and interpersonal skills3 that are
not inherent to many managed jobs 4 . So, good workers
often get promoted into jobs for which they are incompetent. If they don’t perform well in their new job, they are
likely to5 stay in it. Very few people are demoted back6
to the job they did well.
They might be sacked 7;
but sacking people after
promoting them suggests
that higher management
is8 incompetent, so that is
unlikely to happen 9. If
however, the person does
well in their new job, they
will probably be promoted
until they reach 10 their
level of incompetence 11 ,
where they will stay. Incompetents spend much of their
fair – just
assumption – (false friend)
supposition
3
skills – talents, abilities
4
e.g. an electrician, a doctor, a
data processor, a teacher
5
are likely to – will probably
6
to demote sb. back – return sb.
7
to sack sb. – dismiss sb., make
sb. unemployed
1

2
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higher management is – more
senior managers are
9
is unlikely to happen –
probably won’t occur
10
to reach – arrive at, get to, be
promoted to
11
their level of incompetence
– the post at which they are
incompetent
12
to hide sth. (hide-hid-hidden)
8

time hiding12 their incompetence, shifting blame13 and
obscuring failure14 and inefficiency.
This conceptualization of companies – The Peter
Principle15 – has been around for 45 years. Worryingly, a
series of studies over the years seem to suggest that the
Peter Principle is broadly16 true.

A Business Revolution
A study from the University of Catania in Italy suggests,
counter-intuitively, that the solution might be to promote
those who work less well17 into managerial positions.
At least those who were good at their jobs on the shopfloor18 would continue to be doing what they do well. Of
course, this would probably affect morale. But it would
only do so as long as19 the idea that managing is more
prestigious than working persists. If one instituted a
system whereby20:
a. those who did best in their jobs were compensated
economically for their results (as opposed to being promoted), while21,
b. those who proved incompetent in both the shop-floor
and management were sacked7 and
c. the pay differential between workers and management
were eliminated,
it should be possible to reinvent efficient companies.
– camouflage sth.
to shift blame – accuse sb. else
14
failure – fiascos, (opposite of
‘success’, triumphs’)
15
The Peter Principle: Why
Things Always Go Wrong
(1969) by L. Peter and R. Hull
16
broadly – largely, more or less
17
to work less well – work less
efficiently
13

shop-floor – (in this case)
the factory, the classroom,
the laboratory, anywhere
where work as opposed to
management takes place
19
as long as – provided that, if
(and only if)
20
whereby – according to which
21
while – at the same time that
18
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Advertising

Advertising
& You
Those who prefer their English
sloppy1 have only themselves to
thank if the advertisement writer
uses his mastery of vocabulary
and syntax to mislead2 their
weak3 minds4… The moral of all
this… is that we have the kind5 of
advertising we deserve6.


DOROTHY L. SAYERS

T

he world presented by advertising is a sort of
parallel universe populated by alpha males and
alpha females7. Cars are driven on empty roads through
stunning8 landscape 9. In many parts of the world
people who appear in ads are suspiciously blond10 and
white – though they usually have one black friend – and
everyone’s kitchen is enormous. There are no doubt
socio-psychological consequences
to constantly seeing perfect bodies
and women who ‘have it all’ 11 but the
world of advertising is topsy-turvy12
in another sense, too. Whenever a
product or service is free and paid for by
advertising, you are the product; what
is being bought and sold is access to
you. Everyone got all sanctimonious13
about Facebook when it was pointed
out14 that their business was collecting
information about us and selling it to
sloppy – careless, lazy,
imprecise
2
to mislead (-lead/-led/-led) –
misinform, confuse
3
weak – feeble, simple
4
mind – mental process, thoughts
5
kind – type, sort
6
to deserve – merit, should have
7
alpha female – professional
woman who is independent and
1
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fashionable
stunning – wonderful, splendid
9
landscape – panoramic view of
the countryside
10
blond – fair-haired, with yellowy hair
11
to have it all (have-had-had)
– a family, a successful career,
health and happiness
12
topsy-turvy – upside down
8
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advertisers but the fact is that free TV has been selling
us to manufacturers for decades without anyone
objecting. In fact, modern targeted 15 advertising in
which you are presented with products and services
that you might actually16 want is something of a win-win
situation compared to the bad old days in which you were
bombarded with messages selling you things that you
would never conceivably17 buy. Indeed18, the extension
of this less intrusive more respectful form of advertising is
‘permission marketing’ in which potential customers have
to first give their permission to be contacted directly.

A Personal Message
The focus of all advertising is you. Advertisers try to
create the illusion that they are speaking directly to you,
even though their message is going out to
thousands, possibly millions. We are presented
with beautiful people and happy families
because that is who we would like to be.
Language is also manipulated to create
the idea of a conversation. For instance19,
contractions (e.g. you’ll, c’mon) and colloquialisms are common. Intangible ‘trigger
words’ 20 (e.g. incredible, exclusive or elegant) are used and result in ‘word inflation’
(see our blog post on ‘advertising copy21:
the language of hyperbole’) 22 .
sanctimonious – moralizing,
insincerely pious
14
to point sth. out – indicate sth.,
mention sth.
15
targeted – directed at a specific person or group of people
16
actually – (false friend) really,
in fact
17
never conceivably –
(emphatic) never under any
13

circumstances
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
19
for instance – for example
20
trigger word – (in this case)
evocative term
21
advertising copy – the
text that accompanies an
advertisement
22
www.yes-mag.com/
advertising-copy
18
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Advertising

The Euphony
of Advertising
P

erhaps more than anyone else advertisers want us to
remember their words rather than1 analyze the pros
and cons of their arguments. It is therefore2 hardly3 surprising that figures of sound are the bread and butter of4
advertising copy5. Here we offer you the briefest6 selection.

Alliteration
“[Alliteration] is particularly handy7 in the age of the
sound bite8, where politicians and advertisers alike 9
need slogans to stick in the mind10.”
SAM LEITH 11
>> Double Diamond Works Wonders12 (Double Diamond
beer)
>> Don’t dream it, drive it (Jaguar cars)
>> There’s a Ford in Your Future (Ford Motor Co.)
>> Guinness is good for you (Guinness)
>> You can be sure of Shell (Shell Oil)
>> Put a tiger in your tank13 (Esso)

Assonance
>> It beats as it sweeps14 as it cleans (Hoover vacuum
cleaners)
>> All the news fit to print15 (New York Times)
>> Creating Amazing (Lexus)

Rhyme
>> Build up16 your ego /’i:gou/, amigo (Adler Elevated
Shoes)
>> Eye17 it, try it, buy it (Chevrolet)
>> I’m only here for the beer (Double Diamond beer)
>> Beanz18 meanz19 Heinz /bi:nz mi:nz hainz/
(Heinz baked beans20)

Repetition
>> Motion21 and emotion (Peugeot)
>> No FT, no comment (The Financial Times)
>> If it’s going on 22 , it’s going in 23 (The Sunday Mail
newspaper)

Rhyme Over Reason
An interesting advertising slogan is Zanussi’s rhyming
‘The appliance of science’. In modern English this would
be more correctly and clearly expressed as the application of science (i.e. the act of applying science). However,
the rhyme in ‘the appliance of science’ overrides24 the
semantic content25 and Anglos around the word unquestioningly accept Zanussi’s slogan.
rather than – as opposed to,
instead of
2
therefore – for this reason
3
hardly – not really
4
to be the bread and butter of –
be a basic aspect of
5
advertising copy – the texts
that accompany advertisements
6
the briefest – a very concise
7
handy – useful
8
sound bite – short extract from
a recorded interview or speech,
1
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chosen for its succinctness or
concision
9
A and B alike – both A and B
10
to stick in the mind (stickstuck-stuck) – be memorable
11
You Talkin’ to Me: Rhetoric
from Aristotle to Obama
[Profile Books, 2011]
12
to work wonders – perform
miracles
13
tank – (in this case) vehicle’s
receptacle for gasoline

to sweep (sweep-swept-swept)
– clean by brushing
15
fit to print – appropriate for
publication
16
to build sth. up (build-builtbuilt) – consolidate sth.
17
to eye sth. – see sth., admire
sth.
18
a capricious spelling of
‘beans’
19
a capricious spelling of
‘means’
14

baked beans – legumes
stewed in tomato sauce
21
motion – movement
22
to be going on – be occurring,
be happening
23
to be going in – will be
included (in the newspaper)
24
to override (-ride/-rode/-ridden) – eclipse
25
content – aspect, part
20
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Advertising

Advertising
& Compound
Nouns
Manipulative Compound Nouns
A compound noun is a combination of two nouns. Compound nouns can be one word (i.e.1 chatroom), two
words (i.e. chat room) or hyphenated (i.e. chat-room) and
the form used depends on a number of factors.
Advertisers in English love to use compound nouns.
One reason for this is their ambiguity. When two nouns
are placed together2 in English their relationship is not
fixed but determined by the context. It is possible that the
(meaning of the) second noun prevents3 the (meaning
of the) first (e.g. a flu4 jab 5). By contrast, it is also possible
that the second noun causes the first (e.g. flu virus). But
the causality6 doesn’t always flow7 in that direction; the
first noun can cause the second (e.g. flu symptoms). Other
relationships are also possible. The second noun can be
made of the first (e.g. orange juice) or made with the first
(e.g. needlework8). It is also possible for the second noun
to be powered by9 the first (e.g. windmill10). Likewise11,
the second noun can contain the first (e.g. dustbin12 ,
car park or birdcage13), or the first noun can contain the
second (e.g. a tree house14). The second noun can even
resemble15 the first (e.g. frogman16 – a man who looks
like a frog). Finally, the second noun can promote17 the
first noun (e.g. a safety net18).
Such ambiguity presents great opportunities for
advertisers. For instance19, we understand that ‘health
food’ means ‘food that promotes health; but at least in
i.e. – (id est) that is
to place together – juxtapose
3
to prevent – stop, impede
4
flu – influenza, grippe (US English), a common virus
5
jab (n.) – injection, shot. So a
flu jab is an injection that
prevents flu
6
causality – process of one
thing causing another
7
to flow – (in this case) go, follow
8
needlework –wool work,
making clothes (e.g. jerseys) out
of wool (= sheep’s hair) using
1

2
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needles (= long
metal sticks)
9
to power – give
the energy for
10
windmill –
11
likewise – in a
similar way
12
dustbin – rubbish
bin, container for
garbage
13
birdcage –
14
tree house – structure in a tree for
children to play in

A windmill
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theory it could mean ‘food that prevents3’ health (just
as20 a flu jab is an injection that prevents flu)! A ‘fruit
drink’ could be made of fruit or simply taste like fruit.

Omitting Verbs
Another trick21 of advertisers as regards22 compound
nouns is to omit verbs. A phrase with a verb in it can
easily be reformulated as a question. So, for example
if we say, ‘this pack offers value for money23 ’ we can
ask ‘Does it (offer value for money)?’. However, if we talk
about ‘a value-for-money pack’ there is no opportunity
to question the implied statement24. Similarly, verbless
clusters25 such as ‘thirst-quenching26 cucumbers27 ’
and ‘taste-tempting tomatoes’ resist inquiry28.
to resemble – look
like
16
frogman –
17
to promote – (in
this case) generate,
ensure
18
safety net – flexible matrix for
saving falling acrobats
19
for instance – for example
20
just as – in the same way that
21
trick – stratagem, ruse
22
as regards – in relation to
23
value for money – the relationship between the utility/
15

quality and price of a product
statement – declaration,
phrase that is not a question
25
verbless cluster – group of
nouns that are not accompanied by a verb
26
thirst-quenching – that satisfies your desire to drink liquid
27
cucumber –
24

28

to resist inquiry – be difficult
to convert into a question
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Advertising

Advertising
Quotations
This article presents a series of contrastive idioms and
quotations1 about advertising. These are accompanied
by questions, which means that they can be used to
promote classroom discussion2 . We have marked the
idioms that you might want to learn in blue.
>> Any publicity is good publicity
Irish playwright3 Brendan Behan developed4 this idea
as ‘there’s no such thing as bad publicity… except your
own obituary.’ Do you agree that it is always better that
the public has heard of your company/products, even if
what they’ve heard is negative?
>> Don’t advertise what you can’t fulfil5.
This 20th-century US proverb suggests that advertisers
should never promise things that they can’t deliver6
– do you agree? Are many advertisers guided by this
principle?

‘If advertisers spent the same amount17 of money
improving their product as they do on advertising,
they wouldn’t have to advertise.’

WILL ROGERS
‘Advertising is a valuable economic factor because it
is the cheapest way of selling goods18, particularly if
the goods are worthless19.’

SINCLAIR LEWIS
The previous two quotes suggest that only poor-quality products (and services) really need to advertise – do
you agree?
‘Doing business without advertising is like winking20
at a girl in the dark; you know what you are doing, but
nobody else does.’
Edgar Watson Howe suggests the opposite idea – that all
products and services have to be advertised to survive.
Do you agree?

Good wine
needs no
bush.

>> Good wine needs no bush7.
= things of good quality advertise themselves and need
no extra promoting. The bush referred to in this 15th-century proverb is the bunch8 of ivy9 that once marked a
vintner10’s shop. This idea was extended by Ogden Nash
in Most Doctors Recommended (1972): “Good wine needs
no bush, and perhaps products that people really want need
no hard-sell11 or soft-sell12 TV push13.
- Why not?
- Look at pot14.”
Do you agree that really useful or attractive products sell
themselves? Can the producers of really good products
and services rely on15 the word-of-mouth16 of their satisfied customers to promote their products?
quotation – repetition of the
exact words sb. has said
2
discussion – (false friend)
conversation, debate
3
playwright – dramatist
4
to develop – extend, elaborate
on
5
to fulfil – satisfy, do, comply
with
6
to deliver – (in this case) give,
1
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supply, provide
bush – (in this case) mass of
foliage
8
bunch – bouquet, handful
9
ivy –
10
vintner – sb. who buys and
sells wine
11
hard-sell – aggressive
advertising
12
soft-sell – subtle advertising

Photo by Marina Carresi

to rely on – count on, depend
on
16
word-of-mouth – comments
to other potential customers
17
amount – quantity
18
goods – products
19
worthless – of no value
20
to wink – close one eye
momentarily in a suggestive
way
15

7

push – (in this case) advertising,
promotion
14
pot (uncountable) – cannabis,
marijuana
13
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Advertising
& Society:
Quotations
Here we offer you another half a dozen quotations –
this time referring to the socio-psychological impact of
advertising.
You can tell the ideals of a nation by its
advertisements.
Do you agree with Norman Douglas? What do your country’s adverts say about its ideals?
Advertising may be described as the science of
arresting1 human intelligence long enough 2 to get
money from it.
Stephen Leacock suggests that advertising is a type of
brainwashing3; do you agree?
Advertising is the rattling4 of a stick inside a swill
bucket5.
In this quote George Orwell suggests that advertisers
view consumers as hungry6 pigs – is that fair7?
Society drives people crazy with lust8 and calls it
advertising.

JOHN LAHR
‘Advertising… is a parasitic activity; it forces goods9
for which there is not real need or demand on a foolish10 or even a reluctant11 public, always by appealing
to12 their lower instincts.’

ANN BRIDGE
Do you agree with these two quotes that advertising
appeals to12 people’s baser instincts?
to arrest – (in this case) detain,
temporarily stop
2
long enough – for a sufficiently
long period of time
3
brainwashing – indoctrination,
stupefaction
4
to rattle – create a noise by
1
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causing two hard objects to
collide
5
swill bucket – container in
which you put waste food that is
later given to pigs
6
hungry – gluttonous, ravenous
7
fair – (in this case) just,

Photo by
NARA

All our advertising is propaganda13, of course, but it
has become so much a part of our life, is so pervasive14,
that we just15 don’t know what it is propaganda for.
One could conclude from this quotation from Pauline
Kael that consumer-capitalism doesn’t need propaganda
because advertising serves that function – do you agree?
A good ad16 should be like a good sermon: It must
comfort the afflicted.
Are adverts the sermons of materialism as Bernice
Fitz-Gibbon suggests?
Advertising, in its spirit and purpose, is germinal
fascism. Hitler was the first European politician who
saw the significance of the techniques of commercial
advertising for politics17.
Do you agree with J.B. Matthews that advertising teaches
us to accept half-truths and prepares us for political
manipulation?
equitable
lust – desire, avidness
9
goods – products
10
foolish – simple, stupid, idiotic
11
reluctant – reticent, unwilling
12
to appeal to – be attractive for,
try to connect with
8

propaganda – manipulated
messages
14
pervasive – prevalent,
omnipresent
15
just – (in this case) simply
16
ad – advertisement
17
politics – political science
13
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Language

Bizwords1
A

civil war exists in offices across the Anglosphere
between those who pick up2 the latest office
jargon3 and those who staunchly4 resist it. One of the
more humorous reactions to vacuous management
speak is ‘buzzword bingo’. This involves 5 employees
going into a meeting and listening out for a list of buzzwords; as in standard bingo, when you have heard all the
elements on your list you have to shout ‘bingo!’.
More seriously, the prevalence of management
speak is a real problem for those who don’t live and
work in the Anglosphere because it puts such people at
a disadvantage even if they have a competent level of
business English.
An inherent problem with buzzwords is that they
are often short-lived 6, so they may start to disappear soon after you have learned to use them! In addition, because they are new, their meaning may not be
generally accepted and their ambiguity can lead to7
misunderstandings.
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We don’t encourage 8 you to use the terms (on the
next page) but you may come across9 them when dealing with10 Anglos in the office.

Managerial Grammar
The real horror of the office jargon3 is a tendency to
create logjams11 of nouns, and a reluctance12 about
using verbs (except when they are nouns used as
verbs, such as the ubiquitous13 “to action”). This creates clumsy14 expressions such as:
>> Quality participation opportunities
or
>> Our ignorance exceeds our knowledge where 17
issues15 of motivation and commitment16 of knowledge workers are concerned17 in the context of
knowledge management systems implementation.
or
>> As part of the electronic delivery18 strategy the
vision to enable19 customers to transact low20 face
value21 commoditized22 financial market instruments electronically.
Anyone trying to understand such sentences has
to read them at least twice23 – a sure indication of
bad English.
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bizword – business buzzword
to pick up – adopt
3
office jargon – specialized
vocabulary used at work
4
staunchly – resolutely
5
involves – (in this case) refers
to
6
short-lived – transitory, popular for only a short time
1

2
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to lead to (lead-led-led) – result
in
8
to encourage – urge, incite
9
to come across (come-camecome) – encounter
10
to deal with sb. (deal-dealtdealt) – interact with sb.
11
logjam /ˡlogʤæm/ – accumulation, bottleneck

7

reluctance – unwillingness,
lack of enthusiasm
13
ubiquitous – omnipresent,
pervasive
14
clumsy – awkward, inelegant
15
issue – (in this case) question
16
commitment – dedication
17
where... are concerned – as
regards..., in relation to...
12

delivery – supply, distribution
to enable – allow, permit
20
low – reduced?, deflated?,
depressed??
21
face-value (adj.) – nominal
22
commoditized – converted
into commodities (= products)
23
twice /twais/ – x2, two times

18

19
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Language

Office Jargon: the Worst Cases
For some reason the single expression that seems to cause most annoyance1 is ‘at the end of the day’2. It is so ubiquitous3 that calque translations4 of it have been observed infecting other languages! Here are two dozen more
terms that cause many to grimace 5:
Business Buzzword

Meaning

at this point in time

now

be between a rock and a hard6 place

have two unattractive alternatives

be out of pocket

be out of the office

bleeding-edge 7 (adj.)

most technologically advanced, vanguard

blue-chip (adj.)

top quality

The bottom line is that...

In the final analysis…

one’s buy-in

one’s agreement on a course of action

one’s core competency

a. one’s main8 functions
b. one’s fundamental strengths

customer-centric

customer-focused

a game-changer

a revolutionary new product or service

get on the same page

be where everyone else is in a process

get one’s ducks9 in a row10

get organized

going forward

in the future, as we proceed

hit the ground running

have a positive impact from the very start

in a challenging12 environment

in unfavourable circumstances

it’s not rocket science

it isn’t difficult to understand

key performance indicators

a group of variables that measure progress

a paradigm /’pærədaim/ shift

a new approach

see the glass half full or half empty

have an optimistic or pessimistic viewpoint

singing from the same hymn sheet13

working for the same purpose

a solution

a product or service

thinking outside the box

looking for new and unconventional ideas

a win-win situation

a. a mutually advantageous situation
b. a situation in which you benefit whatever the outcome14

world’s best practice

a method or technique that delivers15 superior results to those of other
methods and techniques.

11

annoyance – irritation
at the end of the day – in the
final analysis
3
ubiquitous – omnipresent
4
calque translation – word-forword translation
5
to grimace /’grimis/ – express
disdain with one’s face
1

2
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hard – solid, uncomfortable,
opposite of ‘soft’
7
a fusion of ‘leading edge’
(= vanguard) and ‘cutting edge’
(= innovative)
8
main – principal,
most important
9
duck –
6

in a row – in a line, parallel
to hit the ground (hit-hit-hit) –
land (at the end of a parachute
jump)
12
challenging – demanding,
exigent, stimulating
13
hymn sheet – piece of paper
on which the words and music
10
11

of a hymn (= religious song) are
written
14
outcome – result, final
situation
15
to deliver – (in this case) produce, generate
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Cinema

The Office
& the Box
Office
Apollo Theatre, London

A

few years ago I was asked to draw up1 a list of films
about office life for a crash course in English. The
learners would also be watching ‘business videos’ during
the day but the evening movies I was to choose2 were
meant to3 entertain as well as educate. The selection process reveals the relationship between the silver screen4
and the world of work, or between ‘the office and the box
office 5’ as I have whimsically6 called this article.
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is rather12 surprising since13 most movie audiences will
spend a large14 part of their waking15 lives in an office of
one sort or another. It seems that as far as most filmmakers are concerned16 ‘work is a four-letter word7 ’17.
The nature of office work and the buzzwords18
related to it have changed so completely over the last
three decades that I have excluded any movie made
before 1988.

Work is a Four-Letter Word7

The Soul-Destroying19 Office

There is a literary convention that fiction should not waste time talking
about the portion of characters’ lives
spent8 sleeping, eating, washing and
defecating. In extreme cases – such as
the novels of Henry James – characters
simply float from one scintillating9
conversation to another without any
regard for10 their bodily functions.
In most modern films and TV series
work is just11 another such ‘bodily function’. Characters are mostly seen in
their free time in coffee shops and the
office is only occasionally visited. This

Glengarry Glen Ross (1992) – scripted
by David Mamet – shows the office as
Inferno. A group of estate agents20
gradually lose their honour and self-respect in a rat race21 to out-compete22
each other. This brilliant, vicious film
also stars Al Pacino, Alec Baldwin,
Alan Arkin, Ed Harris, Kevin Spacey
and Jonathan Price – a pool23 of talent
unequalled by any movie I can remember. Glengarry includes more swearing24 and aphasic25 language than some
teachers might be happy with, but none
of it is gratuitous.

to draw up (draw-drew-drawn)
– prepare
2
was to choose – was asked to
select, was expected to choose
3
to be meant to – be supposed
to
4
the silver screen – the cinema
5
box office – place where
cinema (or theatre) tickets are
sold
6
whimsically – capriciously,
playfully
7
four-letter word – swearword,
taboo word, offensive term. The
expression refers to the fact
1
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that many such words – e.g.
‘fuck’ and ‘shit’ – have four
letters
8
the portion of characters’
lives spent – the portion of
their lives that characters spend
9
scintillating – brilliant, stimulating, fascinating
10
without any regard for – not
considering
11
just – (in this case) simply
12
rather – quite, somewhat
13
since – (in this case) given
that, as
14
large – (false friend) big,

substantial
waking /ˡweikiŋ/ – conscious,
(opposite of ‘sleeping’)
16
as far as sb. is concerned – in
the opinion of sb.
17
this was, in fact, the title of
an otherwise forgettable
1967 British film
18
buzzword – newly popular
words
19
soul-destroying – destructive of one’s spirit and one’s
self-respect
20
estate agent (UK English) – realtor (US English), sb.
15

who sells homes and other
properties
21
rat race – situation of extreme
and unprincipled competition
22
to out-compete – rival, beat,
triumph over
23
pool – reserve, reservoir,
accumulation
24
swearing – bad language,
offensive words
25
aphasic – incomprehensible,
unintelligible

Cinema

Philosophy,
Morality
& Working
Women
The comedy The Big Kahuna1
(1999) stars Kevin Spacey and
Danny DeVito as reps2 for an
industrial lubricant company.
Technically, I suppose, this is not
a ‘cubicle movie’ 3 since4 all of
the action takes place 5 in a hotel
reception suite. Anyway, it’s a
wonderful mix of marketing,
religion and life-affirming philosophy, though – as6 it’s basically a
play7 – some of the weaker students found the wall-to-wall8 dialogue rather9 taxing10.

Working Women
The female-focused film in this
decidedly male-centred genre
must be Working Girl (1988). Not
only do the female players – Melanie Griffith, Sigourney Weaver
and Joan Cusack steal the show
from their male counterparts
(Harrison Ford, Alec Baldwin
and, yet again, Kevin Spacey)
but there’s a lot of ‘office-speak’.
kahuna – (literally) Hawaiian
shaman, (in this case)
prominent person
2
rep – representative, agent
3
cubicle movie – film about
office work
4
since – (in this case) given that
5
to take place (take-took-taken)
– occur
6
as – given that, since
7
play (n.) – piece of theatre
8
wall-to-wall – continuous,
uninterrupted
9
rather – quite, reasonably,
1

somewhat
taxing – difficult, arduous
11
clock-watcher – worker who
passes the day looking at the
clock waiting to go home
12
temp – temporary
administrative worker
13
since – (in this case) given
that, as
14
plot – (in this case) storyline,
story
15
to thicken – (in this case)
develop, become more
complicated
10

Another female-focused cubicle movie is Clockwatchers11 (1997), a comedy starring Toni Collette and Lisa
Kudrow. This one is about a group of temps12 working in
a credit agency. It is very funny to begin with but loses
much of its humour since13 it takes itself too seriously as
the plot14 thickens15.

Get Rich Quick
The immorality of modern
business culture is at the fore16
again in The Boiler Room
(2000), a film that has been
described as a ‘morality play17 ’.
Ethics and loyalty are out the
window18 in this story of getrich-quick casino capitalism.
The dialogue is often fast and
furious, especially when the
scams19 were being perpetrated.
What’s more, the explanations of how the scams worked
were (necessarily) highly technical and we have found
it best to stop the film and discuss20 the details before
proceeding.

Last But Not Least
My favourite cubicle movie3 is
Office Space (1998) is a hilarious
parody on the mindlessness21
of office life that was meant to22
make up for23 all those moralistic tales24 of greed25 of the
previous days. The best scenes
take place 5 in the office brilliantly sketching the vapidity26
of the modern workplace. The
background characters – such as
the smarmy27, useless boss or the socially-inept geek28 –
are almost too accurately29 portrayed; they remind you
of real people you work with!
to be at the fore – be
prominent
17
morality play – mediaeval play
about (im)moral conduct
18
to be out the window – be
forgotten and ignored
19
scam – illegal plan for making
money
20
to discuss – (false friend) talk
about
21
mindlessness – imbecility,
stupidity
22
to be meant to – be supposed
to
16

to make up for (make-mademade) – compensate for
24
tale – story
25
greed – avarice,
money-grubbing
26
vapidity – emptiness, tedium
27
smarmy – unctuous, oily,
greasy, obsequious
28
geek – boring and
unfashionable man
29
accurately – precisely, exactly
23
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Films & the World
Financial Crisis
Recession and mass unemployment
have changed our attitude to work since
2007. Prior to1 that date office work was a
necessary evil2. For the last seven years it
has been a scarce3 commodity4.

The Downsizers
The first movie to capture the new mood 5 was Up in the Air (2009).
It stars George Clooney as an expert downsizer6 – in other words his
work consists of travelling the USA firing7 people he doesn’t know. He
copes with8 this thoroughly9 soulless10 job by having no strong personal ties11 and living out of a suitcase12 . As you might expect, this
extreme individualism collapses when Clooney’s character makes a
connection with another human being. This is another interesting ethical take13 on the workplace, except that most women (and some men)
would be only too happy14 to be sacked15 if George Clooney were doing
the dismissing16!
Another downsizing movie is Company Men (2010), starring Ben
Affleck, Tommy Lee Jones and Kevin Costner. It charts the lives of winners and losers in the recession and asks what happens when people
whose lives are work-focused lose their jobs.

The End
So, what have we learned? Well, for the movie industry the office is a
place of greed17 or alienation… or both. This seems rather18 a pessimistic
view – especially when the business buzzwords19 exhort office workers
to be ‘team players’ and ‘assertive20 managers’ in ‘win-win situations21’.
However, judging from the reactions of the working students, there
seems to be a certain amount of truth to it22.
prior to – before
evil – (in this case) bad thing,
sth. unpleasant
3
scarce – that is insufficient for
the existing demand
4
commodity – (in this case)
product, asset
5
mood – (in this case) spirit,
ambience
6
downsizer – sb. who makes
workers unemployed in a
1

2
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recession
to fire sb. – sack sb., dismiss sb.,
make sb. unemployed
8
to cope with – tolerate,
manage, survive
9
thoroughly – completely
10
soulless – (in this case) without
human feelings and qualities
11
tie – (in this case) link,
connection
12
to live out of a suitcase – have

7

no home and live in hotels
take – (in this case) perspective
14
to be only too happy – be very
happy
15
to be sacked – be fired,
be dismissed, be made
unemployed
16
dismissing – firing, laying off,
sacking
17
greed – avarice,
money-grubbing
13

rather – somewhat,
surprisingly
19
buzzword – newly popular
words
20
assertive – confident, forceful,
inspiring
21
win-win situation – situation
in which everyone benefits
22
there seems to be a certain
amount of truth to it –
apparently it is partially true
18

Cinema

The Office
on the Box1
Several TV series offer you
the opportunity to improve
your work-related English
while having a laugh.
The Office, UK
The quintessential TV series
about office life is The Office
(2001-03), the series that turned
Ricky Gervais into an international star. The series was initially
a massive flop2 before becoming
a massive success simply because
it took people some time to ‘get’ 3
the irony in its mockumentary4
format. In fact, many people who
are less familiar with British culture may be completely
nonplussed5 by this series, which can be very frustrating
if Brits are roaring with laughter6 next to you! Even for
native speakers The Office can be as painful as it is funny
because it reveals the recognizable pettiness7 of office
life in all its pathetic reality. A feature film8 based on The
Office starring Ricky Gervais will be released in 2015.
The US version of The Office (2005-2013) initially
struggled 9 as it attempted to10 emulate the British
series. However, it gradually broke free and focused more
squarely11 on US comic values, more in tune with12 its
domestic audience. 13 Indeed14, the US version is probably
easier to watch and funnier for international audiences
than the UK original.
the box – the television, TV
flop – commercial failure, fiasco
3
to get (get-got-got) – (in this
case) understand
4
mockumentary – mock
(= parody) documentary
5
to be nonplussed – be disconcerted, be perplexed
6
to roar with laughter – laugh
loudly
7
pettiness – small-mindedness,
(opposite of ‘generosity’)
1

2

feature film – movie
to struggle – flounder, have
difficulties
10
to attempt to – try to
11
squarely – directly
12
to be in tune with – be harmonized to
13
in many ways The Office (US)
in its mature form derives
more from the movie Office
Space (1998) than The Office
(UK).

Tales15 from Underground
In the early years of the Noughties16 British companies
had special rooms in which employees were allowed
to 17 smoke. Such a smokers’
lounge is the focus of the BBC
comedy series Smoking Room
(2004-06). This is an excellent
analysis of people making small
talk18, in which the focus is very
much on dialogue as everything happens in the smoking
room – we never see the offices
beyond19. In 2007 smoking was
banned20 from the workplace in
the UK, killing off the premise for
this excellent series.
Another excellent office comedy set 21 in a company basement22 is The IT23 Crowd (2006-13) about the
IT-support team 24 in a London company. The series
– coincidentally or not – has a number of elements in
common with The Big Bang Theory (2007-2014), to the
extent that the central theme is the interaction between
socially inept geeks25
and a worldly-wide
but technologically
i l l iterate
you n g
woman. Fortunately,
plans to make a US
version of the IT
Crowd were finally
scrapped26 in 2007.
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
tales – stories
16
the Noughties – 2000-2009
17
to be allowed to – be permitted to
18
to make small talk (makemade-made) – have an inconsequential conversation
19
beyond – (in this case) outside
the smoking room
20
to ban sth. – prohibit sth.
21
to be set – take place, occur

8

14

9

15

basement – underground
room
23
IT /ai ti:/ – information
technology
24
IT-support team –
department in a company that
helps other departments with
technical problems
25
geek – sb. who is obsessed
about technology
26
to scrap – discard, end
22
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GRAMMAR EXTENSION
65-83

Write: this page has some good self-correcting
business English grammar multiple-choice tests:
http://goo.gl/JyBRSY

65-83

Watch: there is a vast quantity of business
videos on YouTube. Most of them are
hideous to watch. Perhaps the best are a
series of short videos by a young Indian
woman called Ceema. You could start with
this one (others will then be recommended
to you in the list on the right-hand side):
http://goo.gl/DSwOHs

AUDIO EXTENSION
Track 1

Speak: what is the ideal age to
leave one’s parental home?

Track 2

Speak: would you prefer to travel
by driverless car? Would you be
willing to fly in a pilotless plane?

Track 3

Speak: is it possible to present objective
history or is all history propaganda?

Track 5-8 Speak: how do you identify yourself? Do
others identify you in the same way?

Spelling

The Bussiness
of Spelling
“What”, you may ask, “has spelling got to do with1 business?” Well, quite a lot actually2. To start with, incorrect
spelling on a CV or a business letter may thwart3 your
ambitions. On the other hand, some people – typosquatters4 – make spelling mistakes their business. These are
people or companies that register web addresses that
differ from the names of popular websites in just5 one
letter error or transposition. Typosquatting may be a way
to direct you to another site or it may leave you vulnerable to pop-ups6 and spam. Occasionally, typosquat sites
are spoofs7 on the site you were looking for. Typos8 are
so important on the Web that some major websites have
bought up similarly spelt sites. So, for example, google.
com has acquired gooogle.com and gooooogle.com,
though a typosquatter still controls goooogle.com!
Accommodation

Photo by Marina Carresi

what has X got to do with Y? –
how is X related to Y?
2
actually – (false friend) in fact
3
to thwart – ruin
4
from ‘typo8’ + ‘squatter’ (literally = s.o. who illegally occupies
property or land)
5
just – (in this case) only
6
pop-up (n.) – advertisement
that suddenly appears
1

37

spoof – parody, satirical
comment
8
typo – spelling error (usually
caused by writing too fast)
9
misspelled – misspelt (UK
English), suffering from
orthographic mistakes
10
to list – enumerate, catalogue
11
trouble – difficulties
12
to signal /ˡsignəl/ – indicate

7

Parallel cannons

Photo by Isabel Rodriguez

100 Most Misspelled9 Business Words
In his book A Man of My Words [pp. 268-9, St. Martin’s
Press, 2003] Richard Lederer lists10 the 100 words most
frequently misspelled in US business. Let’s have a look at
why American professionals have trouble11 spelling their
own language.

To Double or Not to Double?
In a quarter of the cases words are misspelled because
we don’t always know if a consonant should be doubled
or not. English doubles consonants to signal12 that the
previous vowel sound is short13. However, if a consonant
is not doubled we don’t know if the previous vowel sound
is short or long. This leads to14 confusion:
accommodate15
accumulate
aggressive
apparent
appropriate
beginning
committee
dilemma
disappear
disappoint16
dissipate
embarrassing17
18
harass
imitate 19
millennium 20
necessary
occasion
occurrence21
omission
parallel
questionnaire 20
recommend
successful
tomorrow
writing22
In my experience ‘business’ should also be added to this list.
short – (in this case) /æ/, /e/, /i/,
/o/, /u/, /ju/ or /ə/
14
to lead to (lead-led-led) – cause
15
to accommodate – provide
sufficient space for
16
disappoint – frustrate, not
satisfy expectations
17
embarrassing – humiliating,
ignominious
18
to harass – persecute,
13

intimidate. ‘Harass’ has one ‘r’
in contrast to ‘embarrass’
19
in contrast to ‘imminent’
20
in contrast to ‘millionaire’
21
occurrence – (false friend)
event, incident
22
in contrast to ‘written’
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Business
Spelling:
Foul1 Vowels
Schwa Trouble
A quarter of the spelling problems are caused by
the fact that an unstressed vowel (or vowels) is pronounced /ə/. 2 As a result, the pronunciation gives no
indication of the spelling. Because EFL3-speakers tend to
‘over-pronounce4’ such words, these words don’t usually present spelling problems for non-natives:
accessible administration appearance
calendar
category
character
controversial
corroborate
definitely
dependent
effect
eligible
exaggerate
existence
experience
flexible
independent
minuscule
perseverance
secretary
sentence
separate

Silent Letters
A dozen words in Lederer’s list cause problems because
a letter is silent. In this first group the letter that has been
marked is always silent:
advantageous
bankruptcy5
business
environment
immediately
noticeable6
rescind
sincerely
In the following words the marked letter is silent in some
people’s pronunciation:
background7
basically
interest
whether8

foul – horrible, obscene
if you are feeling malevolent
you might want to test your
teacher on these words!
Notice that very few native
speakers would get all the
words right.
3
EFL – English as a foreign
language
4
to over-pronounce –
pronounce too clearly, (in this
1

2
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case) not pronounce a vowel
as schwa /ə/ when it should be
pronounced schwa
5
bankruptcy – insolvency
6
noticeable – perceptible,
significant
7
background – context,
prevailing circumstances
8
whether – if
9
mnemonic prompt – (in this
case) rhyme that helps you

Friends

Photo by Josh Tampico

-ie- or -ei-?
Native speakers have a lot of problems over the order of
‘e’ and ‘i’, despite the mnemonic prompt9, “i before e,
except after c, when rhyming with me”10 :
achieve
believe		friend
piece
receive
relieve11
seize12
their

/i/: -e- or -i-?
A problem similar to the schwa case is that unstressed
-e- is often pronounced with a short /i/, the same as
unstressed -i-. This leads to13 spelling problems with the
following words
benefit
description
develop14
negligence 15
privilege
ridiculous

i or y?
You may have problems spelling words such as ‘system’
and ‘style’ with -y-. Even though -y- can be used in exactly
the same way as -i-, native speakers tend to have few
problems spelling such words correctly. The exception is:
analyze 16

to remember
the only word here that
breaks the ‘rule’ is ‘seize’; of
course the -ie-/-ei- in ‘friend’
and ‘their’ don’t rhyme
with ‘me’, so the mnemonic
prompt9 is not helpful for
those two words
11
to relieve – alleviate
12
to seize – grab, take control of
sth. forcibly
10

to lead to (lead-led-led) – cause,
result in
14
to develop – mature, evolve,
progress
15
in contrast to ‘neglect’
16
notice that ‘analyse’ is the
only correct spelling in
British English
13
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Business
Misspelling:
the Last 25
/s/: c or s?
Both -c- and -s- can be pronounced
/s/, so we have problems with:
absence 1
supersede2

/z/: s or z?
Similarly, both -s- and -z- can be pronounced /z/. US English uses the
ending -ize (British English can also
use -ise 3). However, the few words
that cannot be written -ize in US (or
British) English cause problems for
Americans. Three examples from
Lederer’s list are:
advertise
exercise
surprise

The false analogy may even be
drawn with unrelated words:
>> gauge 7 (not ‘gage’, despite
‘engage8’)
>> publicly (not ‘publically’, despite
‘basically’9)
>> renown 10 (not ‘reknown’ or
‘renoun’, despite ‘known’ and
‘noun’)
>> threshold11 (despite ‘withhold12’)
>> negotiable (despite ‘sociable’)

Finally, some Americans misspell
‘mediocre’ (as ‘mediocer’) because
the -re ending looks British.

British Interference

Weird16 Spelling

Six words in Lederer’s list are only
spelled ‘incorrectly’ because some
people may spell them in the British
way (the pronunciation is the same):

A couple of words adopted from
other languages have a very
un-English spelling and English
speakers just17 have to learn to write
them correctly:
liaison18
rhythm

False Analogy
Sometimes native speakers draw
a false analogy4 between words
– trying to impose the spelling of a
root word 5 on a longer term 6 (for
example, writing ‘pronounciation’
(not ‘pronunciation’ because of the
verb ‘pronounce’):
>> argument (not ‘arguement’, despite
‘argue’)
>> forty (not ‘fourty’, despite ‘four’)
>> truly (not ‘truely’, despite ‘true’)

in contrast to ‘nonsense’
to supersede – replace, supplant. Spelt with ‘s’ in contrast
to ‘concede’
3
e.g. US ‘realize’, British ‘realise’ (or ‘realize’)
4
to draw a false analogy (drawdrew-drawn) – erroneously
create a parallelism between
two things
1

2
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US Spelling

UK Spelling

forgo13

forego

judgment

judgement

license

licence

salable

saleable

14

skillful15

root word – basic word from
which another word is formed
6
term – (in this case) word
7
gauge /geiʤ/ – measuring
instrument, dial
8
to engage (formal) – employ
9
many speakers pronounce
the -icly in ‘publicly’ in the
same way as the -ically in
‘basically’ (either as /ikli/ or
5

skilful

Photo by SGBailey

A Confusing Pair
The spelling of two similar sounding
words tends to be confused:
precede
proceed

Eh?
Finally, it is difficult to account for19
four words on the list:
before
finally
repetition
through

as /ikəli/)
renown – fame, reputation
11
threshold – starting point, limit,
margin
12
to withhold (-hold/-held/-held)
– not give
13
to forgo (-go/-went/-gone) – do
without, renounce
14
salable – sellable, capable of
being sold
10

skillful – talented, dexterous,
adept
16
weird – strange, bizarre
17
just – (in this case) simply
18
liaison – cooperation (n.),
intermediary (adj.)
19
to account for – (in this case)
explain
15
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False Friends

with an -i- and is only an adjective.
We cannot use this word as a noun
to refer to a manager or ‘the person
in charge’.

False Friends
in Business
and at Work

A freight train carrying cargo.

If your main1 purpose for learning
English is to advance in your professional life, you should be particularly2 aware of3 the following false
friends.

At Work
>> a career
= professional trajectory
≠ (university) degree
>> an assistant
= a collaborator
≠ a cleaner
‘Assistant’ as the first part of compound titles means ‘deputy’4 (e.g.
assistant editor5).
>> industrious (adj.)
main – primary, principal
particularly – especially
3
to be aware of – be conscious of
4
deputy – subordinate, second-in-command
5
editor – (false friend) sb. who is in charge of
a newspaper or magazine and determines
its final content

Meetings

Photo by Duncan Harris

= hard-working
- The local people are peaceful and
industrious, which means it’s a
great place to work.
≠ resourceful6
>> to resign /rəˡzain/
= quit /kwit/ one’s job
≠ to resign oneself
- When the scandal was reported in
the newspapers, the CEO7 resigned.
If you resign yourself to a situation,
you reluctantly8 accept it. However,
if you resign because of a situation,
you give up 9 your job because
you are not prepared to accept the
situation.
Notice that ‘responsible’ is spelt
resourceful – ingenious, imaginative
CEO – chief executive officer, managing
director
8
reluctantly – unenthusiastically, unwillingly
9
to give sth. up (give-gave-given) – leave
sth., quit sth.
10
sudden – abrupt and unexpected

>> a meeting
= a planned assembly of people for a
formal conversation
≠ a (political) rally.
>> to discuss
= converse, debate
≠ argue, interact confrontationally
>> a discussion
= a civilized conversation
≠ an argument, a confrontational
conversation
>> a conference
= convention, congress
≠ speech
>> a topic
= a theme, subject, question, matter
≠ truism, platitude
>> dramatic (adj.)
= significant, sudden10 or surprising
≠ theatrical (in this context)
-  There was a dramatic increase in
unemployment in October.
>> an agenda
= the list of things participants plan
to talk about at the meeting.
≠ diary

Trade11
>> cargo
= freight, products being transported
on a (freight train), plane or (cargo)
ship.
≠ a post, a position of responsibility
>> a commodity
= type of raw materials 12 (e.g.
bananas or copper13).
≠ a (creature) comfort
-  Crude oil is one of the world’s most
important commodities.
trade – commerce
raw materials – metals, materials and
unelaborated food
13
copper [U] – (Cu.) type of metal (and chemical element 29 on the periodic table)

1

6

11

2

7

12
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False Friends

Pieces of
Paper
The paperless office is still only a
dream and most of us have to deal
with1 pieces of paper every day.
Paper Problems
‘Paper’ is usually uncountable. We make it countable
by referring to ‘a piece of paper’. If we do talk2 about ‘a
paper’ we mean a newspaper or an academic presentation. ‘Paperwork’ means ‘the relevant documents’.
>> a notice
= a piece of paper containing information, typically on a
noticeboard.
≠ a news item3, a news story, a piece of news
>> a bill
= invoice, a document demanding payment and itemizing4 costs
= banknote (in US English)
Note that in some contexts a ‘bill’ is a kind 5 of certificate or other official document – for example a bill of
exchange6, or a bill of lading7.
>> a memo
= memorandum, reminder8
≠ idiot

Carpets

Photo by Jorge Franganillo

Ticket, Receipt and Recipe
>> a ticket /ˡtikit/
= a piece of paper that allows9 you to use public transport or to enter a place such as a cinema or museum.
≠ a receipt /rəˡsi:t/, the piece of paper which proves that
you have bought something in a shop. Don’t confuse
‘receipt’ with ‘recipe’ 10:
- If you have to buy office supplies11 with your own
money, be sure to keep the ticket receipt or we can’t
refund12 you.

Not Pieces of Paper
>> a target /’ta:rgit/
= objective, something you shoot at
≠ card of any sort13
- When I asked him for his email address he gave me his
business target card.
>> a carpet /ˡka:rpit/
= textile floor covering
≠ a folder
>> an archive /a:rkaiv/
= a collection of significant documents (especially historical ones)
≠ file
- The file you are looking for is in a folder called ‘foreign
clients’.
>> a billet /ˡbilit/
= temporary accommodation for soldiers
≠ banknote

Photo by Marina Carresi

to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) –
(in this case) handle, use
2
do talk – (emphatic) talk
3
item /ˡaitəm/ – element, (in this
case) story
4
to itemize /ˡaitəmaiz/ – specify,
1

30

A noticeboard/bulletin board

75

list
kind /kaind/ (n.) – type, sort
6
bill of exchange – order from
one person to another to pay
a specified sum of money to a
designated person
5

bill of lading /ˡleidiŋ/ – list of
products that are sent
8
reminder /rəˡmaindər/ – sth.
that causes sb. to remember sth.
9
to allow – enable, permit
10
recipe /ˡresəpi/– instructions

7

for cooking
supplies – provisions
12
to refund sb. – return sb’s
money
13
i.e. not a credit card, a birthday card, a Christmas card
11
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False Friends
in Advertising
There are a number of false friends in the English of the
advertising world, and they are all important ones.
>> to advertise
= publicize, draw attention to1 a product or service in
order to promote sales.
≠ advise2’, warn3’
Notice that this verb is never written ‘advertize’.
>> an announcement
= a formal public declaration
≠ advertisement
Logically, the verb ‘to announce’ means to make a formal
public declaration.

An announcement

Photo by Misternomer

>> publicity
= exposure and/or attention in the media
≠ advertising
‘Publicity’ is a more general term – it is not a form of
persuasion, it doesn’t necessarily promote a product or
service and it is frequently unintentional. A company normally has to pay for advertising, but not for publicity:
- They welcomed the free publicity. 4
>> a commercial [n.]
= an ad on TV or radio, spot (US English)
≠ salesman or saleswoman

Propaganda Fide
>> propaganda
= information of a political nature designed to persuade
and manipulate.
≠ junk mail5, flyers6.
There may be a religious reason for the fact that ‘propaganda’ is a more positive word in most European languages than it is in English. The term can be dated to
1622 when a committee of Catholic cardinals was formed
to oversee7 foreign missions; its name was Congregatio
de propaganda fide (= the congregation for propagating
the faith). In Catholic countries the committee’s work was
seen in a positive light but in Protestant England people
were more suspicious of ‘propaganda’.
to draw attention to (drawdrew-drawn) – attract attention
for
2
to advise – inform, notify, give
notice
3
to warn – notify, alert, tell
4
‘free advertising’ would
sound wrong.
1

Soviet propaganda
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By Jaypee

junk mail – unsolicited advertising that is delivered to our
homes
6
flyer – leaflet that is handed
out in the street
7
to oversee (-see/-saw/-seen)
– supervise
5
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Phrasal Verbs

Business
Phrasal Verbs
Business English is littered
with1 phrasal verbs.

An inspection

Dealing with2 Problems
Office work is largely3 problem-solving. Once a problem has been identified, you need to look into4 it. You
may have to think it over5. Sometimes it is better to
get round6 a problem rather than7 trying to tackle8 it
head-on9:
-  They got round their office-space problem by outsourcing10 some administrative services.
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Eventually11, you should come up with12 a solution:
-  Sarah has come up with an excellent solution to the
flexi-time13 dispute.
However, if the problem involves14 a calculation, we
prefer to say that you work it out15. Once a solution
has been found, you have to put it forward16 to your
colleagues17.

Employment
Your company will decide to take people on18 when business is good:
-  They’ve taken on three new administrative workers this
month.
Of course, they may decide to turn down19 a candidate:
-  They turned him down for that job he wanted and he’s
gutted20.
If there is not enough work for all the employees, the
company may lay off21 some of them:
-  They’ve been laid off because orders were down22.

Inspection
They worked out what was wrong
with the program.
to be littered with – be full of
to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) –
tackle, try to solve
3
largely – mainly, primarily
4
to look into – investigate
5
to think sth. over (thinkthought-thought) – consider sth.
over a period of time
6
to get round sth. (get-got-got) –
solve sth. indirectly
7
rather than – instead of, as
opposed to
8
to tackle sth. – try to solve sth.
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head-on – directly
to outsource sth. –
subcontract sth.
11
eventually – (false friend) in
the end
12
to come up with (come-camecome) – think up, discover
13
flexi-time – system by which
employees have some control
over when they start and finish
work
14
to involve – (in this case)
require

1

9

2

10

Quality and safety are vitally important in modern business. Look over23 your work before submitting24 it.
Notice that we look round25 a building (or area).
to work sth. out – calculate the
answer to sth.
16
to put sth. forward (put-putput) – present, sell (colloquial)
17
colleagues – (false friend)
workmates
18
to take sb. on (take-tooktaken) – employ sb., hire sb. (US
English)
19
to turn sb. down – reject sb.,
not accept sb.
20
to be gutted – (colloquial) be
upset, be depressed
15

to lay sb. off (lay-laid-laid) –
make sb. unemployed (possibly
temporarily)
22
orders were down – requests
for provisions had decreased
23
to look over sth. – examine
sth. to inspect it
24
to submit sth. – hand sth. in,
present sth.
25
to look round – tour swh. to
inspect it
21
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Phrasal
Verbs
from Jobs
He is clowning around.
Photo by Jesslee Cuizon

A

s you should already be aware1, English words can
change function without changing their form. So,
for instance2, several nouns denoting professions can
be used as verbs. ‘A nurse’ can be recycled as ‘to nurse’,
a butcher3 becomes ‘to butcher’, ‘a captain’ can be converted into ‘to captain’, ‘a broker’ is reused as ‘to broker’
and ‘a tailor4’ is transformed into ‘to tailor’. Easy, isn’t
it? Well, not quite because the verbs don’t always mean
what you might expect. ‘To nurse someone’ means to look
after that person but ‘to nurse a drink’ means to hold it
for a long time without drinking it. Meanwhile5, ‘to nurse
a grievance’6 means to have a strong feeling that you
have been treated unfairly7. ‘To broker a deal8’ means to
negotiate an agreement and ‘to tailor something’ means
to adapt it so that it suits9 a specific person’s needs. ‘To
butcher’ can refer to killing animals for meat but is mostly
used metaphorically to refer to the senseless murder of
people, for example the butchering of young men in a war.
Things get even more complicated when words for
professions are used to make phrasal verbs. Fortunately,
there are only twelve profession nouns that are recycled
in this way:
>> boss sb. around/about
= to give somebody orders, especially in a domineering
or dictatorial way
‘A boss’ is a superior at work:
-  She has no right to boss you about/around like that.
to be aware – be conscious,
realize
2
for instance – for example
3
butcher /ˡbutʧər/ – sb. who sells
meat
4
tailor – sb. who makes and
1
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mends (= repairs) clothes
meanwhile – at the same time
6
grievance – complaint, protest,
objection
7
unfairly – unjustly
8
deal (n.) – agreement
5

>> clown around/about
= to play the fool, to act in an idiotic way
‘A clown’ is a comic entertainer, especially one who does
slapstick10 in a circus:
-  Eric, stop clowning about/around and get some work
done.
>> dragoon sb. into doing sth.
= to force someone into doing something
‘A dragoon’ is a type of cavalryman (= a mounted soldier).
The phrasal verb is rather11 formal and usually used in
the passive:
-  They were dragooned into (joining12) the local militia.
>> jockey for sth.
= to compete for something with other people in a very
competitive way
‘A jockey’ is someone who rides13 race horses:
-  Several employees are jockeying for the manager’s post
and it’s affecting their teamwork.
>> lord it over sb.
= to order somebody about. It has a similar meaning to
‘to boss sb. about/around’ (see above). However, ‘to lord it
over sb.’ is more formal and old-fashioned
‘A lord’ is a type of aristocrat:
-  He likes to lord it over the other people in his office.

to suit /su:t/ – satisfy the
demands of
10
slapstick – physical farcical
comedy, horseplay
11
rather – quite, reasonably
12
to join – enlist in, become

9

13

part of
to ride (ride-rode-ridden) –
mount, travel on

5
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More
Job-Related
Phrasal Verbs
>> minister to sb.
= to look after, to take care of. It is similar in meaning to
‘to nurse’ (see previous article)
‘A minister’ is either a member of the government or a
member of the church:
-  The doctors spent all night ministering to the people
injured1 in the train accident.
>> potter about
= to not do much, i.e.2 to move about3 doing things of
little importance.
‘A potter’ is someone who makes ceramic containers.
In US English the verb is ‘to putter /ˡpʌtər/ about’. In fact,
the verb comes from an Old English word and has nothing to do with4 the noun, which is of Old French origin:
-  I spent yesterday just pottering about at home. It was
wonderful to have some time to myself.

>> spy on sb.
= to observe sb. furtively
‘A spy’ is a secret agent:
-  He’s not a real journalist – just one of those reporters
who spies on celebrities.
>> tinker (about/around) with
= to improve7 something. Notice that it is usually used
with a negative sense and means that fundamental
changes are not made. Historically, ‘a tinker’ was a person
who travelled around mending8 people’s metal objects
(e.g. pans9 and kettles10):
-  His proposals only tinker with the problem. More fundamental changes are necessary to solve it.
>> usher /ˡʌʃər/ sb. in
= to shepherd in (see above)
‘An usher’ is a type of escort11. It is most frequently used
nowadays12 to talk about the man who accompanies
you to your seat in a theatre (the woman is called “an
usherette”):
-  I called out their names and ushered them into your
office.
>> usher sth. in
= to mark or signal the beginning of something:
-  The invention of air-conditioning ushered in a period of
economic development13 in the South of the USA.

>> shepherd sb. in
= to guide, accompany or escort somebody into a place
‘A shepherd’ is a man who looks after5 sheep (the
woman is called ‘a shepherdess’):
-  The secretary shepherded us into his office.
>> soldier on
= to persevere /ˌpɜ:rsəˡviər/, to continue making an effort
despite the fact that the activity is arduous
‘A soldier’ is a military person (though not necessarily of
the lowest rank6):
-  She wasn’t enjoying the job but she soldiered on.
to be injured – be hurt
i.e. – (id est) that is
3
to move about – walk around
4
to have nothing to do with
(have-had-had) – have no
relationship with, not be
associated with
5
to look after – take care of,
1

2

5

care for
this is ‘a private’, e.g. in
Saving Private Ryan
7
to improve sth. – make sth.
better, enhance sth.
8
to mend – fix, repair
9
pan – metal receptacle used
for frying
6

The advent of the washing machine ushered in a significant improvement
in working women’s lives.
kettle –
escort (n.) – person or group
of persons accompanying
another to give protection or as
a courtesy
12
nowadays – these days
13
development – advancement,
progress, growth
10
11
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Phrasal Verbs
for Meetings
Certain phrasal verbs are crucial for meetings. Learning
them will make you feel more confident1, understand
more and perform better.

Postponing & Cancelling Meetings
>> call sth. off
= cancel sth.
- The meeting’s been called off because the boss is ill.
>> be off
= have been cancelled:
- Is the meeting off?
>> put sth. off [put-put-put]
= postpone sth.
- They’ve put the meeting off until next Friday.

Other Phrasal Verbs

Suggestions & Ideas
>> put sth. forward [put-put-put]
= suggest sth.
- Katherine put forward a very interesting idea at the
meeting yesterday.
>> bring sth. up [bring-brought-brought]
= mention sth.
- I’m going to bring up the question of punctuality at the
meeting.
confident – self-assured, sure
of oneself
2
to highlight sth. – emphasize

1
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>> go over sth. [go-went-gone]
= paraphrase what has been said:
- Could you just go over that last point again? I didn’t
understand.
>> get (an idea) across [get-got-got]
= communicate (an idea) effectively:
- I found it very difficult to get my proposal across in English.
>> come up with sth. [come-came-come]
= find/invent sth.
- We came up with an original solution to the problem at
yesterday’s meeting.
>> butt in (informal)
= interrupt:
- Could I just butt in there, Bob?
>> point sth. out
= highlight2/identify sth.
-  I pointed out that there wasn’t enough money for his
ambitious plan.
>> stick to sth. [stick-stuck-stuck]
= not deviate from sth.
- I’m sticking to my point of view; you can’t change my
mind3 !

3

sth.
to change sb’s mind – change
sb’s opinion

>> move on
= proceed:
- Let’s move on to the next item4 on the agenda5.
>> drag on
= continue longer than is desirable /dəˡzaiərəbəl/:
- The meeting dragged on longer than expected.
>> be over
= have finished:
- The meeting was already over by six o’clock.
item /ˡaitəm/ – theme, subject,
question
5
agenda – (false friend) list of

4

subjects to be debated in a
meeting

19
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Phrasal Verbs
& Paperwork
Despite the computer age, clerical1
workers still spend much of their
office time dealing with 2 letters,
reports, contracts and memos 3 .
Even though part of this ‘paperwork’
is now digitalized, we conserve the
same phrasal verbs to talk about it.
>> read through
[read /ri:d/-read /red/- read /red/]
= carefully review, look over:
- Have you read through the report yet?
>> fill sth. in [UK English]
>> fill sth. out [US English]
= complete (a form or questionnaire):
-  Please fill this form in/out and bring
it back when you’re done4.

>> make sth. out [make-made-made]
= complete a cheque 5 or invoice6:
- Make the cheque out to Anglo Files,
S.L., please.
>> take sth. down [take-took-taken]
>> write sth. down
[write-wrote-written]
= make a note about sth. (especially new information you have just
heard):
>> jot sth. down
= write sth. down quickly:
- I’ll just jot that number down.
>> build up [build-built-built]
= accumulate:
-  A lot of paperwork has built up

while you were on holiday. You’ll
have to put in7 some overtime8.
>> get through [get-got-got]
= finish work that had accumulated:
-  I got through all that paperwork
by soldiering on9 until 10pm on
Friday.

Instructions
There are two phrasal verbs
relating to instructions you
should know:
>> carry out
= perform/execute (instructions):
-  Have you carried out that
audit10 I asked for?
>> see to it [see-saw-seen]
= make sure that sth. occurs by
supervising the situation:
-  I’ll see to it that you receive the
report by the beginning of next
week.
Photo by Quintellia

clerical – (false friend) administrative
to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) – handle, use
3
memo – memorandum, reminder
4
to be done – have finished
1

2

31

cheque (UK English) – check (US English)
invoice – bill, list of products and services
provided and their costs
7
to put in (put-put-put) – work
5

6

overtime – extra hours
to soldier on – persist in one’s efforts
10
audit – examination of financial records
8

9
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Phrasal
Verbs for
Growth
& Decline
Trends
As well as the prepositional phrasal
verbs ‘go up’, ‘go down’, ‘fall back’,
etc., which are easy to understand,
the following phrasal verbs are useful
to talk about trends1.
>> to bottom out [I]2
= Reach a minimum level and then begin to rise3 again
>> to flatten out
= become constant after increasing
>> to level off [I] – Stop rising3 or falling, stop fluctuating
and become constant, stabilize. The corresponding noun
is ‘a levelling-off’.
>> to wipe /waip/ out – eliminate:
-  The morning’s gains in the stock market4 were wiped
out by new falls later in the day.
>> to wipe off – usually used in the
passive, this means to erase/eliminate
or be lost, especially from monetary
values:
-  News of the secondary Ebola infections wiped millions off European
stock markets.
>> to hover (around) [I] – this means
to remain5 more or less at a particular level:
- Unemployment has been hovering
around the 15% mark for the last
three months.
trend – movement, quantitative
change
2
[I] – intransitive
3
to rise (rise-rose-risen) –
increase, go up
4
stock market – stock exchange
5
to remain – stay, continue to be
1
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to set sth. up (set-set-set) –
create, establish
7
to deliver sth. – take sth. (e.g.
pizza) to sb’s home or office
8
to plough /plau/ back (UK
English) – plow back (US English), reinvest (= spend profits
6

Photo by WING

Company Growth & Decline
A company is born when you set it up6:
-  They’ve set up a company which delivers7 breakfast to
people’s homes.
For a company to grow, it will need to plough back8
profits into the company:
-  For years Amazon didn’t declare a profit because they
ploughed back all the money they made to maintain
their rapid growth.
Large 9 companies often take over 10
small profitable companies:
-  Their medium-term11 strategy is to
take over a small bank in that country.
Of course, if business is bad, a company
cannot think about new investment12
and has to cut back13:
-  They cut back their advertising
budget14.
If business continues to go badly, the
company may have to close down15:
-  A lot of small businesses have closed
down because of the recession.
on improving a company)
large – (false friend) big
10
to take sth. over (take-tooktaken) – acquire, absorb
11
medium-term – not short-term
or long-run, relating to months
as opposed to weeks or years

9

investment – spending money
on improving production
13
to cut back (cut-cut-cut) –
reduce costs
14
budget – financial plan
15
to close down – stop doing
business, be liquidated
12
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The Etymology
of Words
at Work
Business and Busyness
When learners have trouble1 spelling ‘business’ it can
be helpful to refer them to the etymology: ‘business’
comes from ‘busy’, so there is only one -s- in the middle.
We still use the word ‘busyness’ /ˡbizinəs/ to refer to a
state of being busy. In the 16th Century ‘business’ meant
one’s appropriate activity, which explains the expression,
‘mind your own business’ 2. In 1925 US President Calvin
Coolidge declared, “The chief business of the American
people is business”. The phrase used both the older and
the more modern meaning of business to imply that the
primary activity of Americans was making money.

Boss
In the modern workplace it is essential to camouflage
hierarchy. This has been going on3 for some time. In the
years following American independence there was no
place for4 the English word ‘master’ in the new egalitarian
republic. So, the Americans began to use the Dutch word
baas to refer to a superior in the workplace. The word,
which morphed into ‘boss’, meant precisely ‘master’, but
it didn’t sound so feudal, so that
was all right. In fact, Baas probably comes from a Germanic
word meaning ‘to whip’ 5!

An entrepreneur

French origin (from entreprendre). However, there may be
some truth to the words attributed to the US President.
Entrepreneur in French means an executor or an agent
more than somebody who risks his or her money6 on a
business venture7. Maybe the French do need8 a specific
word for ‘entrepreneur’ (in the English sense).

Entrepreneur
There is a myth that President
George W. Bush once said, “The
problem with the French is that
they have no word for entrepreneur”. The joke, of course, is
that ‘entrepreneur’ is a word of
trouble – problems
mind your own business –
don’t interfere in my private
activities
3
to be going on – be happening,
be occurring
4
there was no place for X – x
1

2

Photo by Paul Morse

was unacceptable
to whip –
6
to risk money – expose money
to the danger of being lost
7
business venture – risky
mercantile activity
8
do need – (emphatic) need
5

Photo by Marina Carresi

Assets /ˡæsets/
Another term garbled 9 from French is
‘asset’. In Norman French asets was an
adjective meaning ‘enough’ (assez in
Modern French). It was a legal term meaning “enough wealth10 to cover one’s debts”.
However, the -s on the end led people to11
reinterpret it as a plural noun, and gradually ‘assets’ came to mean ‘capital’, ‘property’. In the 19th Century ‘asset’ in singular
emerged to mean ‘a thing of value’.
to garble – corrupt, adulterate,
confuse
10
wealth – capital, money
11
to lead sb. to (lead-led-led) –
cause sb. to

9
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‘Job’ in the
Workplace
‘Job’ is a hard-working little word (if you will excuse the
pun1). Its origins are rather2 obscure but it first appeared
in the USA in the 19th Century.

Job = A Piece of Work
You will know the word ‘job’ in the sense of a ‘piece of
work’. We need ‘job’ for this because ‘work’ is not usually
countable 3 .
- He’s got a job as a builder.
>> ‘Job’ can also be used as an adjective in expressions
such as ‘job security’4 or ‘job satisfaction’ 5.
>> Meanwhile 6, ‘jobless’ is an adjective which means
unemployed.
>> Furthermore7, the term ‘jobseeker’ is a euphemism
for an unemployed person.
>> ‘Job’ also appears in stock exchange parlance 8 in
the term ‘a (stock)jobber’ which is another word for a
stockbroker.
>> On-the-job training = training for work that happens

This beer is just the job!

Photo by Irene Sanz

while you are working under supervision.
>> To be more than my job’s worth = be too risky9.
From this expression we get the slang noun a
‘jobsworth’ – someone who insists on following the rules
of employment exactly:
-  The receptionist was a real ‘jobsworth’ and he wouldn’t
let us use the telephone even though it was an
emergency.
>> Finally, there is the expression ‘jobs for the boys’
which refers to well-paid work for someone’s friends.

Job = Thing
However, ‘job’ is used in a much more general sense to
mean ‘thing’. So we say:
>> “It’s a good job that…” means “Fortunately…”, “It’s just
as well that…”
-  It’s a good job we hired10 an air-conditioned car, otherwise11 the heat would have been unbearable12.
>> To be just the job = exactly what is needed, just the
thing:
- That nap13 was just the job, I feel much better now.

Jobseekers
pun – play on words, piece of
wordplay
2
rather – quite, surprisingly,
somewhat
3
work can be countable in
expressions like ‘a work of
art’
4
job security – the degree to
1
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which you know that you will
continue to have your job
5
job satisfaction – the degree
to which you find your work
satisfying
6
meanwhile – at the same time
7
furthermore – what’s more,
moreover

>> To make the best of a bad job = try to take the best
possible advantage from a bad situation, resign oneself
to14 a situation which is not ideal:
-  Oh, no, it’s raining! I suppose I’ll just have to make the
best of a bad job and spend today cleaning the flat.
parlance – usage, jargon, language, talk
9
to be too risky – be too unpredictable, have too great a probability of ending badly
10
to hire – (in UK English) rent
(for a short period of time)
11
otherwise – if not
8

unbearable – intolerable
nap – siesta
14
to resign oneself to – accept
sth. bad that you cannot
change. Do not confuse this
verb with ‘to resign’ (= leave
your job)
12
13

6
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Accounting
for Idioms
Accountants1 are the
witchdoctors2 of the modern
world and willing3 to turn their
hands to4 any kind of magic.


LORD JUSTICE HARMAN (1894-1970)

>> to cook the books
= to falsify accounts5. The allusion is to a cook6 mixing
and varying the ingredients (i.e. entries7) of the accounts
to suit8 his/her needs.
Another expression referring to accounts books is ‘a
turn-up for the books’, which refers to a sudden 9
change of luck. This phrase originally referred to a sum of
money unexpectedly turning up10 in an accounting book:
-  Well, that’s a turn-up for the books – I never thought I’d
pass that exam.
Americans would usually say ‘one for the books’ in this
type of situation.

>> to settle old scores
= resolve an old conflict or to get revenge15 after a long
time. A score was originally a debt or a bill16 owed17 to a
shopkeeper18 or somebody who provided a service:
-  The war in the Ukraine was more about the settling of
(old) scores than ideology.
>> the bottom line
= the final result, the crux of the matter19 or the ultimate
consequence of an event20. The bottom line of a financial
statement21 shows the total income after expenses:
-  The bottom line is that we need to sell more if we are
going to stay in business.
>> a write-off
= a vehicle that has been badly damaged22. If a bad debt
is written off it is cancelled from the accounts because
the accountant thinks that it cannot be recovered. A
write-off is therefore23 a thing that has lost all its value:
-  He wasn’t badly injured24 but his car was a write-off.

>> creative accounting
= the clever managing11 of accounts so as to exploit all
possible chances of12 profit without actually13 breaking
the law:
-  He said that their creative accounting was immoral even
if it was not, strictly speaking, illegal.
So, auditors have to decide whether14 accountants are
‘cooking the books’ or simply using ‘creative accounting’.

accountant – bookkeeper, sb.
who manages a company’s
accounts5
2
witchdoctor – primitive
magician, shaman
3
willing – ready, prepared,
disposed (formal)
4
to turn your hand to – try,
experiment with
5
accounts – financial records
1
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cook – chef, person who cooks
entry – (in this case) number
recorded in an accounting
book/on a spread sheet
8
to suit – satisfy, be convenient
for
9
sudden – unexpected
10
to turn up – appear
11
managing – organizing,
regulating

chances of – opportunities for
actually – (false friend) really,
in fact
14
whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be
used before ‘or’)
15
revenge – vengeance
16
bill – invoice, list of charges
17
owed – unpaid, payable
18
shopkeeper – owner or manager of a shop

6

12

7

13

the crux of the matter –
essence, fundamental question
20
event – action, situation
21
statement – report, account
22
to badly damage – wreck, ruin
23
therefore – thus, hence, for
this reason
24
to be injured – be hurt

19
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Beasts in the
Boardroom
Animal imagery has been part of the world of business
since John Maynard Keynes talked about bull markets1
and bear markets2. Keynes also used the term ‘animal
spirits’ to describe how emotion and confidence3 play a
big part4 in determining markets.

Cats & Dogs
>> a fat cat = a rich and influential businessperson.
>> dead-cat bounce 5 = a brief6 recovery in falling prices.
>> to herd7 cats = try to make incompatible individuals
work together
>> clever old dogs = established companies that have
adapted successfully to e-commerce (e.g. Toys ’R’ Us,
Tesco and Walmart).
>> a dogsbody = menial8 worker
>> a stress puppy – someone who seems to thrive on9
stress.
>> a top dog = a dominant individual
>> to shoot the puppy [shoot-shot-shot] = dare10 to do
the unthinkable

Monkey Business11
>> an alpha male = dominant man in a group. The allusion is to the leader of a group of gorillas.
>> chimps = menial12 employees
>> the 800lb13 gorilla = the dominant company in a
market.

Other Animals
>> a cash cow = a product that produces a lot of revenue14.
>> a workhorse = a person or machine that dependably
bull market – market characterized by optimism in which share
prices are expected to rise
2
bear market – market characterized by pessimism in which
share prices are expected to fall
3
confidence – feelings of
optimism
4
to play a
big part
– be significant factors
5
bounce –
6
brief – short, temporary
1
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to herd – shepherd, manage,
guide, control
8
menial – unskilled, low-status
9
to thrive on (thrive-throvethriven) – prosper with, (in this
case) need
10
to dare – be audacious enough
11
monkey business – business
practices that are not entirely
honest
12
menial /ˡmi:niəl/ – unskilled,
low-status
13
800lb – eight hundred pound
(= 363kg)

7

A workhorse

Photo by Josh Tampico

performs hard work over a long period of time.
>> donkey work = the boring and laborious part of a job.
>> an ideas hamster = employee who has a lot of ideas.
>> a killer bee = litigation lawyer
>> the pig in the python15 = the baby-boom generation
and its effect on retailing16. The allusion is to a bulge17
moving slowly down a snake’s alimentary tract18.
>> the rat race = frenzied19 competition in the work
place.
>> a salmon day = day on which you make a great
effort in negative circumstances only to be ‘killed’ and
‘gutted20’ at the end of the day.
>> the wolf nearest the sledge21 = the competitor who
poses the most immediate threat22
>> a wombat = an employee who is a waste of money,
bandwidth23 and time.
revenue
– earnings,
income,
money
15
python /ˡpaiθən/ –
16
retailing – selling to
consumers
17
bulge – lump,
swelling
18
alimentary
tract – stomach and intestines
19
frenzied – frantic, hectic,
frenetic
14

to be gutted – a. (literally of a
fish) have the vital organs and
intestines taken out; b. (metaphorically of a person) be very
upset, be devastated
21
sledge (UK English) – sled (US
English)
22
to pose a
threat – be
a danger/
menace
23
bandwidth
– (in this case)
access to high-speed Internet
20
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Agricultural
Expressions
In 1979 Peter Sellers made his last great movie: Being
There. In it he portrayed1 a simple gardener who gets
caught up in2 the turbulent world of political economy
but who survives by applying the old truths of growing3
plants. This is not that surprising since4 business English
is littered with5 agricultural expressions.

In the Orchard6
Various expressions come from the orchard6. A windfall
is an economic gain (usually a large7 sum of money) for
which you haven’t had to work. The
word was originally used for fruit that
that has been blown off8 a tree by the
wind9. You don’t have to climb up10 to
pick the fruit so, in this sense, it is free.
By extension, windfall profits are
huge11 profits that occur unexpectedly
due to12 fortuitous circumstances.
If windfalls are free, then
‘low-hanging 13 fruit’ requires little
effort to pick. The term is used for
the objectives that are easiest to
achieve14.
If you cultivate trees it is important to prune15 them. The branches16
you cut away are called deadwood.
We also apply this expression to older
people in a company who are unproductive and should be given early
retirement17.
An Orchard
to portray – represent
to get caught up in sth. (getgot-got) – participate in sth.
involuntarily
3
to grow sth. (grow-grewgrown) – cultivate sth.
4
since – (in this case) given that
5
to be littered with – be full of
6
orchard – group of fruit trees
7
large – (false friend) big
8
to blow sth. off (blow-blewblown) – cause sth. to separate/
fall from

wind –
to climb up
– (in this case)
ascend the tree
11
huge
– enormous
12
due to – as a
result of
13
low-hanging – that is on the
lower branches16
14
to achieve – accomplish, (in
this case) do
15
to prune – eliminate dead

1

9

2

10
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Plants
We talk about seed18 money to refer to the capital
needed to set up19 a business. However, the most important vegetable expression in business English is the
green shoots of recovery. Literally, green shoots are
the new growth of a plant. Metaphorically, ‘green shoots’
refer to the first signs of economic recovery after a recession (representing winter). The expression was first used
by the Chancellor of the Exchequer20, Norman Lamont,
in 1991.

Paying Peanuts
A company that offers miserable salaries is said to pay
peanuts. A popular American expression warns 21
against parsimonious22 salaries: “If you pay peanuts
you get monkeys23”.
Another term for low pay and insignificant sums of
money in general is chicken feed. The food given to
chickens – basically grain – is very cheap.

Photo by Marina Carresi

16

17

branches16
branch –

early retirement – leaving
employment before the statutory age with one’s pension

seed – grain, pip
to set up (setset-set) start,
establish, create
20
the Chancellor
of the Exchequer – British Minister of Finance
21
to warn – caution, alert
22
parsimonious – penurious,
ungenerous
23
monkey – (literally) simian,
(in this case) poor-quality
employee

18

19
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Negotiating
Idioms
Talking Turkey & Horse-Trading
Negotiating usually begins with a bit of small talk1
(notice the assonance2) to get the ball rolling3 before
the parties start to talk turkey4 (notice the consonance 5). They will begin by talking in broad 6 terms
before getting down to the
nitty-gritty7 (notice the rhyme)
or brass tacks8. This is likely
to 9 be when the horse-trading10 gets going11. The deal12
may well fall apart if the buyer
quotes 13 the China price 14
(notice the assonance2). Nevertheless, this may just15 be
a case of brinkmanship16 in
order to drive a hard bargain17
(notice the assonance 2) and
get the best deal12 possible –
the other party’s rock-bottom
offer18 (notice the assonance2).
It may be the case, however, that both sides believe
in a win-win situation19 and
so they try to see the big

picture20 (notice the assonance2) and avoid21 sweating
the small stuff22 (notice the partial alliteration23). Winwin might be the ideal but most negotiators are content
to wipe their face24.

Cards & Kimonos
If both parties play their cards close to their chests25
then the negotiation is likely to26 be protracted 27.
On the other hand, one party may decide to open the
kimono28 (notice the assonance2). Once that happens,
the negotiations are likely to29 get wrapped up30 quite
quickly one way or the other.
Once you have clinched/closed the deal31 and the
agreement has been signed, it is a done deal32 (notice
the alliteration23).

Photo by Pete Souza

small talk – inconsequential
conversation
2
assonance – repetition of a
vowel sound in consecutive
stressed syllables
3
to get the ball rolling (get-gotgot) – start proceedings
4
to talk turkey – get down to
business, talk frankly
5
consonance – repetition of the
consonant sounds at the beginning and end of consecutive
stressed syllables
6
broad – (in this case) general
7
to get down to the nittygritty (get-got-got) – focus on
the practical details
8
to get down to brass tacks
(get-got-got) – focus on the
practical details
1
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is likely to – will probably
horse-trading – hard
unsentimental negotiations
11
to get going (get-got-got) –
begin, start, get underway
12
deal – agreement, treaty
13
to quote – (in this case) offer
14
the China price – a price
30-50% below the cost price
for a Western company
15
just – (in this case) simply
16
brinkmanship – the practice
of taking things to the limit to
gain maximum advantage by
risking open confrontation,
going for broke
17
to drive a hard bargain (drivedrove-driven) – negotiate
inflexibly to gain maximum
advantage, play hardball (US

9

10

English)
rock-bottom offer – lowest
possible price
19
win-win situation
– agreement that is
advantageous for both sides
20
to see the big picture (seesaw-seen) – have an ample
perspective of the options
21
to avoid – try not to
(+ infinitive)
22
to sweat /swet/ the small
stuff – worry about insignificant
details
23
alliteration – repetition of
the consonant sound at the
beginning of consecutive
stressed syllables
24
to wipe one’s face – break
even, cover costs, not make a
18

profit or a loss
to play one’s cards close to
one’s chest – not reveal one’s
intentions
26
is likely to be – will probably
be
27
to be protracted – go on for a
long time
28
to open the kimono – reveal
one’s negotiating position, put
one’s cards on the table
29
are likely to – will probably
30
to get wrapped up (get-gotgot) – be concluded
31
to clinch/close a deal – reach
an agreement
32
done deal – agreement that is
final and cannot be changed
25

24

US vs UK

Transatlantic Differences
in the Workplace
In the Office
US

UK

Definition

a bulletin board

a noticeboard

a date book

an appointment1
book, a desk diary

an engagement2 diary

corporation

limited company

a large3 company

an elevator

a lift

the first floor

the ground floor

the floor at street-level

a gofer

a dogsbody

a factotum, a menial4 worker who runs errands5

a legal holiday

a bank holiday

a public holiday

a president

a chairperson

the person who presides over a meeting or a company

a rain check

a postponement

the delaying6 of an event

a raise /reiz/

a pay rise /raiz/

increase in salary

scotch tape

Sellotape

a snafu

a balls-up

a thumbtack

a drawing pin

the vacation

the holidays

a cock-up, a mess, a chaotic situation

an extended period of leisure7 and recreation

Advertising
US

UK

an ad

an advert

a billboard

a hoarding

definition
an advertisement (colloquial)
[see below]

Notice also these differences in pronunciation:
US

UK

definition

advertisement
/ædvərˡtaizmənt/

advertisement
/ədˡvɜ:tismənt/

an announcement in a public medium
promoting a product or service

brochure
/brouˡʃuər/

brochure
/ˡbrouʃə/

a magazine containing pictures and information
about a product or service

appointment – arrangement to
meet, engagement
2
engagement – arrangement to

1

27

meet, meeting
large – (false friend) big
4
menial /ˡmi:niəl/ – unskilled,
3

5

low-status
to run errands (run-ran-run) –
go to get things

6
7

delaying – postponing
leisure – free time
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Picture Description: Perspectives

A
1. Look at the two pictures:
>>   What do they have in common?
>>   How are they different?
2. Look at the first picture.
>>   Describe the photograph
in detail.
>>   Can you gauge1 the distances
or does your perception of
the perspective change as
you look at the picture?
>>   Do you get vertigo from
this photo? Do you find it
fascinating or boring?
>>   Describe your emotional
response to the photograph.
>>   Would you like to basejump2 off this cliff3?

Photo by Luis Carillo Venezuela

3. Look at the second picture.
>>   Describe the photograph
in detail.
>>   Can you gauge1 the distances
or does your perception of
the perspective change as
you look at the picture?
>>   The photo has not been
manipulated in any way.
Do you enjoy pictures that
seem to defy perspective?

s
>>   Now listen to the picture
description on the audio
scripts (track 11).
>>   How are the examinee’s
comments different from yours?

Photo by Marina Carresi

Answers to the quiz on p. 19:
a.10, b.1, c.7, d.15, e.14, f.3, g.11, h.13, i.12, j.5, k.6, l.8, m.9, n.4, o.2, p17, q16.
1

to gauge – determine, judge
to base-jump – jump off a building or cliff3

2
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3

(rather than from a plane) with a parachute
cliff – rock face, precipice

11

AUDIO SCRIPTS

The following pages contain the transcriptions
of what is spoken on the audio files.

SPOKEN-ENGLISH TIPS

Spoken English is significantly different from the written language:
A more limited vocabulary is generally used
and it is, by definition, more colloquial.
Moreover1, spoken English uses many more
incomplete or badly constructed sentences.
On the other hand, intonation and stress can be used in speech.

HOW TO USE THE AUDIO SCRIPTS

Follow our eight-step process to get the most out of the audio scripts:

1

Before you listen we recommend that you read through
the relevant section of the footnotes2 (not the text itself).
This should give you some idea of the subject3 and help you
to understand the more difficult vocabulary as you listen.

2

When you listen the first time, don’t expect to
understand everything; listening practice should
not be a painful4 process. Simply see how much
meaning you can extract from the recording.

YES NO. 17 TRACK LIST
Mini-debates (32m51s)
1. The Clipped-winged Generation (8m40s)
2. Google’s Driverless Cars (11m27s)
3. Rewriting History (12m44s)
4. Pronunciation Exercise (3m31s)
Monologues: Identity (13m27s)
5. Monologue 1 [US English] (3m10s)
6. Monologue 2 [South-African English]
(3m45s)
7. Monologue 3 [UK English] (3m13s)
8. Monologue 4 [Northern-Irish English]
(3m19s)
9. Telephoning Expressions (0m44s)
10. Improvisation:
The Job Interview (12m11s)

3

Listen more times going back to the footnotes
to integrate the information you have.

11. Picture Description (2m19s)

4

Once you understand reasonably well, do the relevant exercise.

Total time: 1h05m03s

5

Finally, read the audio scripts as you listen again.

6

Stop each time you get lost or encounter a
structure that interests or confuses you.

7

Repeat words or phrases whose pronunciation surprises you.

8

Two or three days later, listen to the text again without
reading to see if your understanding has improved5.

This process is intense and time-consuming. However, it will
eventually6 solve the problem most learners have of relating7 the
spoken word to the written. Once you’ve done that, the rest is easy!

moreover – what’s more, furthermore
footnotes – notes at the bottom of the page (in
this box)
3
subject (n.) – (in this context) theme
4
painful – (in this context) arduous, unpleasant
5
to improve – get better
6
eventually – (false friend) in the end
7
to relate – associate, connect, link
1

2
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Mini-debates
(32m51s)

1. The Clipped-wing Generation
(8m40s)
Northern-Irishman (NI): So, again in
the news people are berating1 record
numbers of adult children living at
home, calling them the ‘clippedwing2 generation’. I’ve got this article
from the newspaper. I’ll read it out3
to you.
“As a 41-year-old man living with
my father and brother, I resent4
the implication that I am somehow
abnormal. I have lived in many countries (I spent six years working in
Australia), but I now choose to live at
home because it gives me the financial freedom to pursue 5 my dream
of self-employment, and because
my father likes having me and my
brother around. In many cultures it
is perfectly normal for families to live
together under one roof6. Britain
needs to temper7 the ethnocentric
assumption 8 that children 9 must
leave home in order to be truly10

adult and truly successful.”
What do you think of that?
South-African Woman (SW): I think
he shouldn’t use his parents11 to gain
financial freedom. He should work for
it. If he’s living at home on his parents11, if he’s expecting them to keep
him then there’s something wrong.
NI: It might be of course that he’s
just12 suggesting that they’re sharing13 expenses, you know.
SW: Well, then it’s OK. If he’s sharing
expenses but doesn’t look like it14
from here.
NI: What typically happens 15 of
course, yes, when children9 do live16
with their parents11 is they don’t
share expenses. They might pay a
bill17 or two here or there, but generally speaking the weight18, the financial weight goes on the parents11.
American man (AM): Maybe in
his case his parents11 own 19 the

to berate – criticize, express disapproval of
clipped-wing – domesticated (like a bird
that cannot fly)
3
to read sth. out (read /ri:d/ read /red/ read
/red/) – read sth. aloud (= audibly)
4
to resent – be offended by
5
to pursue – follow, try to accomplish
6
under one roof – in the same home
7
to temper – moderate
8
assumption – supposition, belief
9
children – (in this case) adult sons and

daughters
truly – really, genuinely
11
one’s parents – (false friend) one’s mother
and father
12
just – (in this case) simply
13
to share sth. – split sth., divide up the paying
of
14
to look like it – seem so
15
to happen – occur
16
do live – (emphatic) live
17
bill – invoice, demand for payment (e.g. from

1

2
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10

home and he might be sharing the
expenses I think that’s…
SW: Well one would hope so. That’s
my first comment is that…
AM: If that’s the case I don’t see that
there’s anything wrong with it especially if he’s… if his parents11 are OK
with it and they’re glad20 to have him
around and he’s able to take advantage of the situation as he says by
being able to do whatever it is he
wants to do.
NI: I think there are certainly a
couple of actions that are going
on21 in society that are behind all of
this and neither of them are good.
I think we’ve got a generation of
kids22 that have grown up23 not like
– y’know24 – a few generations ago
when there were maybe – y’know24
– four, five and six kids in the house
and – y’know24 – there was no way
they were gonna 25 stay all... they
were all gonna stay together and live
together in the same house. They
had to go and make – y’know24 –
make ends meet26 themselves. But
what’s happened15 is you got families with – y’know24 – one and two
the electricity company or the gas supplier)
weight – onus
19
to own sth. – possess sth. as one’s property
(as opposed to renting it)
20
glad – happy
21
to be going on – be happening, be occurring
22
kid – child
23
to grow up (grow-grew-grown) – become
an adult, mature
24
y’know – (pause filler) I mean, like, sort of,
kind of
18

9
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Thinking about leaving his parents’ home?

children9 and – y’know24 – they’re
a little bit more ‘mothered’ 27 for
want of a better word or they’re
‘fathered’ 28 or whatever but they’re
more looked after29, a little bit too
coddled30 perhaps and then find the
home a little too comfortable and
the parents11 don’t feel any urgency
gonna – (slang) going to
to make ends meet (make-made-made) –
survive economically
27
to mother – care for and protect excessively
28
to father – (in this case) mother27 (of a man)
25

26

64

9

Photo by Marina Carresi

to ask them to move on31. So that I
think is one side of things. The other
side of things is an economic anomaly I think of the last 50 years which
is the dramatic increase in property
values32 and this has happened15
in all kinds33 of, in many different
countries of the world at lots of34
to look after – care for, take care of
coddled – spoilt, indulged , pampered,
excessively protected and cared for
31
to move on – move out, leave
32
property values – the price of housing/

different levels and I think it is one
of the most incredible redistributions
of wealth from the young to the old
that’s happened 15 combined with
solid pensions that are… that pensioners currently have. Some might argue
that they’re not enough but I think if
we look at where things are going to

29

30

33
34

homes
kind – sort, type
lots of – a lot of, many
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These are the advantages of having left home.

Photo by Isabel Rodríguez

be in maybe 10, 15, 20 years’ time I
think we would think that our current
pensioners are doing quite well 35
and certainly compared to young
people in many countries in Western
Europe and I think in the States as
well36. They are not making enough
to be able to pay the rent – y’know24
– houses were people typically used
to get married, they would save up a
little… a couple would save up a little
bit of money37. The wife might have…
might stop working to have children

and the house and everything could
be supported38 by one salary. That
nowadays39 is near impossible and
in some areas, for example, in London
where house prices are astronomical,
it’s getting very difficult for children9
to move out the family home unless
they inherit40.
Englishman (EM): I think that’s definitely true. I think there’s41 other
factors as well 36. When you and I
studied in Britain at university which
tended to be a long way from home

to be doing quite well – be relatively
prosperous
36
as well – too, also
37
to save up a little bit of money – accumulate some capital

to support – (in this case) maintain, pay for
nowadays – these days
40
to inherit – receive money as a result of the
death of a family member
41
there’s – (informal) there are

35
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because it was paid for basically by
the state, I went to the other end of
the country. You crossed the Irish
Sea et cetera. We… you had that very
positive experience of living away
from home I think what is a very positive experience of living away from
home. You didn’t come out of university with a massive debt42 and then
the whole process of the property
prices as well36 which as you say has
changed. And so, the whole situation
was conducive to43 age 21 more or

38

42

39

43

debt – sum of money that has to be returned
to be conducive to – facilitate, be propitious for

9
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less being independent which is my
case, I imagine it was your case, et
cetera. And I think that’s a very good
thing because it also means that a lot
of people went to live or share housing in much poorer areas than where
they had grown up et cetera. There
wasn’t an expectation to be living in
the same sort44 of area they’d grow
up which meant that was some level
of social mixing, et cetera, et cetera.
So, no – I mean45 – that, the whole
structure of the situation for me has
got worst.
NI: Yeah, I agree.
AM: I think, my generation it was
typical either when you finished high
school you either, you either went
to school46, went to college47 or
you got a job. But in both cases you
left home, you became independent. And I think what’s happening15 now, and that means going to
school46 four years later and me and
many others of my generation left
school46 with large48 amounts49 of

student-loan debt , still being pay
off today, and given the current job
market many people with college
degrees 51 are either underemployed
or not employed at all52 and I think
in recent years the job-market situation has pushed 53 a lot of people to
return home and live with their parents11 because they have no other
choice. They can’t find jobs or they’re
underemployed and they can’t
afford to54 pay rent on an apartment
and live by themselves. It’s just12
not financially feasible 55 for them.
So they’re forced to go back home
whether56 they want to be or not is
a different question but it’s either that
or living on the street, you know.
EM: I mean45, there’s a big danger
in what I think you mentioned that
if you get into the process where
you’re waiting to inherit40 the property from the parents 11, etcetera
and that’s a – sort of57 – non-life,
you’re not getting on with 58 your
life if you’re doing that. But certainly
50

42

2. Google’s Driverless Car
(11m27s)

if you’re expecting to be living in
the same sort44 of area at the same
sort44 of living standards etc., it’s
quite an easy trap59 to fall into I think
because – um – fortunately, as part
of society’s progress, old people live
for a long time now. You know that
can basically be a – sort of57 – mortgaging 60 your life almost in a way
if you’re doing that. So now, at the
same time I don’t think you should
blame 61 individuals. I mean45, a lot
of people they just12 don’t have the
choice as you were saying. But I
mean45… and I would reject this idea
of normality now. Society is so varied,
there’s 41 so many options people
do things in so many different ways
that there isn’t a normal thing. There
is no – sort of57 – monolithic normal
behaviour62 and then a few people
on the fringes63 who are abnormal.
The number of people who fulfil any
type of – sort of57 – stereotype is a
small minority I think.

Irishman (IM): So, what do you think
about these driverless cars?
Englishman (EM): I think in the
first instance 64 it could be a good
thing. I’m not radically against them
certainly.
American Man (AM): I think the

idea’s great. I just12 think it’s amazing65 and to have a technology, for
humans to be able to have created
software that is able to drive a car for
you. I just12 think that’s amazing 65.
I think it’s amazing and I think it’s
also… will be helpful in reducing the

number of car-related deaths.
EM: And it’s meant to be 66 cleaner,
fewer emissions.
AM: Yeah. Well, especially, yeah. I
think in the case if the cars are electric, yes.
EM: Fewer parking problems.
IM: I’ve got some figures67 on that.
It says that these driverless cars have
so far68 clocked up 69 more than
300,000 miles70 without an accident,
whereas71 if there’s a human at the
wheel72 the average is73 165,000

sort – type, kind
I mean – (pause filler) y’know, like, sort of,
kind of
46
school – (in this case) university
47
to go to college (go-went-gone) – (false
friend) go to university
48
large – (false friend) big, substantial
49
amount – sum
50
student loan – money lent to a student so
that s/he can study
51
people with college degrees – university
graduate
52
not employed at all – (emphatic) not

employed, jobless
to push – (in this case) force
can’t afford to – don’t have enough money to
55
feasible – viable
56
whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be used before ‘or’)
57
sort of – (pause filler) kind of, I mean,
y’know, like
58
to get on with (get-got-got) – progress in
59
trap – snare, unfortunate situation
60
to mortgage – (metaphorical) constrain,
limit
61
to blame sb. – hold sb. responsible
62
behaviour (UK English) – behavior (US

English), conduct
fringes – periphery
in the first instance – in principal
65
amazing – incredible
66
to be meant to be – be supposed to be
67
figures – (in this case) statistics
68
so far – until now
69
to clock up – accumulate
70
= 480,000km
71
whereas – by contrast
72
at the wheel – driving
73
the average is – (in this case) the typical
distance is

44
45

64

9

53

54

63

64
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miles74 .
EM: I thought there had been an accident but it wasn’t meant to be66 the
car’s fault.
AM: Oh, really? There was an
accident?
EM: I think there has been one accident. But – I mean45 – we’re already
using driverless trains quite often.
AM: Yeah.
EM: There’s41 a number of train lines
that are done without a driver.
Englishwoman (EW): The problem
is the element of choice. I mean45, if
you were to say, well, you could sit
in a driverless car you know if you
fancy75 that sort44 of experience, but
nobody’s going to take away from
you your ability to drive a car. But
my worry is that we are then inevitably moving towards76 a situation in
which being able to drive a car disappears as an option. And so where
do we stop? Is someone going to say
to me, well, you’ve got to stop riding
horses as well36 because that’s an
extremely dangerous thing to do or
going skiing? Or is the object of the
exercise just12 to clean up the entire
existence and take away elements of
risk, elements of… the whole honing77
of one’s mind and one’s body to be
able to manoeuvre a car. I mean45,
I’m a driver. I adore driving. I find it
challenging78, I find it rewarding79.
I can remember very, very clearly
the first moment I ever got my first
car and I wouldn’t have – y’know24 –
cashed that experience in80 for anything. And the idea that some future
generation will never have that experience is just12 appalling81. That’s an
appalling thought.
AM: I don’t think the idea is that they
want to take away82 that choice. And
= 264,000km
to fancy – want, desire
76
towards – in the direction of
77
honing – perfecting, focusing, training
78
challenging – satisfying, interesting
79
rewarding – challenging78
80
to cash sth. in – exchange sth.
81
appalling – horrifying
74
75
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Google’s self-driving car
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I think, at least in the near future, the
car manufacturers are so powerful
that I don’t think they would allow83
that happen15.
EW: But to be talking about the
advantage of the car is that it takes
the risk factor away then…
EM: It’s only one advantage.
EW: And the others are, what?
EM: For example…
AM: Well, that’s one example. Let
me just 84 throw some figures
out there 85 as far as 86 road-related deaths. In the US alone 33,000
people are killed each year and it’s
the leading87 cause of death in the
US, more so than… it’s more dangerous than cancer and gun88 violence.
And worldwide89...

EW: And smoking?
AM: It’s more dangerous than cancer.
And worldwide 89 1.2 million people
are killed in car accidents and 90%
of those accidents are attributed
to human error. I don’t think the
idea with this technology is to take
away82 your choice to drive. If you
wanna90 drive, I think that’s perfectly
fine. But there are people that can’t
drive. For example, one of the first
people in California to use Google’s
driverless car is a man named Steve
Mahan, I believe, and he’s 90%... he’s
basically legally blind91, he can’t see,
and he uses the vehicle every day to
run his errands92 and to go to places
that he would never be able to do.
EW: Well, that sounds highly93

to take away (take-took-taken) – eliminate
to allow – permit
84
just – (in this case) quickly
85
to throw some figures out there (throwthrew-thrown) – give you some statistics
86
as far as (US English) – as far as... are concerned, as regards, in terms of
87
leading – (in this case) most significant

gun – firearm
worldwide – globally
90
wanna – (slang) want to
91
to be legally blind – be officially considered
not able to see
92
to run errands (run-ran-run) – go to different
places for specific purposes (e.g. to buy things)
93
highly – very

82
83

88

89
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dodgy for a start.
EM: Why? ’Cos95 the car’s doing the
driving? The car does all the driving.
You don’t even sit in the driver’s seat.
You sit behind doing your thing 96
while the thing 97 just12 goes. But,
OK, I’ll give you another situation
which might actually98 sell you the
idea. I expect that every trip you
make within99 a city, within London,
within other cities that you travel in,
every trip involves100 an arduous
search for a parking space. With all
of these cars, the car drops you off101
and goes and looks for102 a parking
space. Now that is wonderful.
EW: Well, if there isn’t a parking
space for you driving your car why
on earth103 is there one for this car
anyway?
EM: Because it will find a space and
when you’re leaving you put into your
smartphone…
EW: So this thing took half an hour
and went four miles away and you’re
going to wait for it to come back?
EM: No. But you just12 plan. You say
“I’m leaving in 20 minutes”.
EW: You can’t. You might not know
that.
EM: It’s gotta be104 easier.
EW: I can’t see how it can avoid105
the whole problem of congestion. In
fact, there’s a more… I can see…
EM: Well, because a lot of congestion
is caused by people driving badly.
EW: No. ‘Badly’ is… that has to be
defined. I think that the number of
vehicles on the road cause the congestion and so if we’re going to
94

dodgy – (in this case) risky, dangerous
’cos – (slang) because
96
to do one’s thing (do-did-done) – do whatever one wants to do
97
thing – (in this case) vehicle
98
actually – (false friend) really, in fact
99
within – inside, in
100
to involve – (in this case) require,
necessitate
101
to drop sb. off – permit sb. to leave a
vehicle
102
to look for – try to find
103
why on earth...? – (emphatic) why...?
104
’s gotta be – (slang) got to be, must

control that that’s a big deal .
EM: But people changing lanes107
then – sort of57 – faffing around108.
EW: That’s got nothing to do with109
congestion, changing lanes.
EM: People jumping lights110 and all
that sort44 of thing tend to… an electric car will not stop on one of those
grids at a crossroads111, for example,
’cos 95 it knows it can’t, whereas71
those things tend to get clogged
up112 by people who just12 drive badly.
I mean45, my problem with this is
not the driverless car as such113, but
the fact that they can be used to collect information about people. And
so all of your shopping habits can
be collected as data by the car. You
could imagine a situation where, for
106

A driverless train
to avoid – circumvent
a big deal – an important thing
107
to change lanes – zigzag in traffic
108
to faff around/about – (in this case) drive
in an inappropriate way
109
have got nothing to do with – be unrelated to
110
to jump the lights – not
respect the traffic lights,
try to pass on an amber
light
111
one of those grids
at crossroads – box
junction

94

105

95

106
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example, in a divorce case somebody
subpoenas114 information from the
car, of their spouse’s115 car to see
where they’ve been going etc. And
so that comes up116 in court117 etc. I
mean45, the….
EW: I can’t see that being the issue118.
They’ve already got all the information they need and if they haven’t got
it they’re going to get it off the satellites anyway.
IM: Or Facebook.
EW:I mean45, I can’t see that that’s
the issue118. I mean45, more for the
man who’s using the Googleless car
to go and visit his mistress119. What
an idiot!
EM: It’s not a Googlless car! The driverless car.

Photo by Dr Neil Clifton

to get clogged up (get-got-got) – be
congested
113
as such – per se
114
to subpoena sth. – require that sth. be
submitted to a court of law
115
spouse – husband or wife
116
to come up (come-came-come) – be
mentioned
117
in court – in a court of law, in a judicial
process
118
issue – (in this case) controversial aspect
119
mistress – illicit female lover
112
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AM: But that’s happening15 already.
Cars… you can track120 where cars
have gone already with the GPS and
the computers.
EW: Yeah.
AM: I don’t think that’s a big deal106.
I’m not worried about that. They’re
already collecting data, information
on us in our online life.
EM: No, no. Generally speaking I’m
looking forward to121 this. I think…
EW: There is one other fallacy of
course and that is that somehow this
machine because there isn’t a person
sitting operating it is less likely to
be 122 affected by error completely
denies123 the fact that this was made
by a human being. At some point
to track – monitor
to look forward to sth. – wait for sth. in a
desirous way
122
is less likely to be – has a lower probability
of being

there’s a human being involved124 in
the production of this thing.
EM: No, the machine is judging the
distances of other vehicles. The
machine can know absolutely how
other driverless cars are going to
behave125.
AM: I think…
EW: But then they’ll assume126 that
every other car on the road is a driverless car.
EM: The cars that cause the accidents
are almost certainly going to be the
driven cars and you’re going to have
a great deal of127 problems is you
have an accident with a driverless car
because it’s got all sorts44 of information about what happened15. It has
to deny – ignore, not recognize
involved – participating
125
to behave – act
126
to assume – (false friend) suppose
127
a great deal of – a lot of

all the information, you don’t.
EW: So, implied in the entire story is
that cars with drivers are going to be
forced off128 the road.
EM: No, not forced off the road.
EW: Yep129.
EM: It’s going to be a luxury that
maybe it’s not worth having 130. I
mean45…
AM: I think the real debate here is
this technology is already here and
it’s happening 15. I think the real
debate is going to be, I don’t know
if you’ve seen the Google prototypes, they’re actually98 manufacturing their own driverless cars now.
And the new prototypes, I think they
announced it in… just recently in May

120

123

128

121

124

129
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130

to be forced off – be obliged to leave
yep – (slang) yes, yeah
it’s not worth having – there is no advantage to having it
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this year, that they actually don’t
have any… a steering wheel131, or a
brake132 or gas pedal133. It’s just12 a
car, a chassis…
EM: So, you can’t override134.
AM: …and – like135 – a two-seater. I
think that whether56 or not… I think
that’s the real debate, whether56
or not we have the ability to take
over136 at one point or another while
we’re driving or leave it up to the
software.
EM: Well, for me, probably the
creepy line137 is crossed by this latest
concept they’re talking about of pilotless planes. That would… I don’t… in
one sense it’s stupid because all the
same arguments apply138. But that
would probably be a bit…
EW: So, why does that… that’s fantastic. Why does that one bother139 you
and the driverless car doesn’t bother
you?
AM: Because flying at I don’t know
how many thousand feet above the
ground140 is scary141 to me.
EM: These cars go…
EW: Well, you’re much more likely
to142 have an accident in a car than a
98

plane.
AM: Not a driverless car!
EM: Not a driverless car. And the
speeds that the driverless cars go at
are really very – sort of57 – modest
urban speeds. It’s not the sort44 of
thing you want to be… you don’t want
to be at the moment in a driverless
car – sort of57 – crossing a country
on motorways. You know you don’t
want to be in the driverless car on
the Autobahn, you’ll take all year. But
for urban travel… but the next thing
is that these… I mean45, the idea is
that these cars will then form little
trains, little – like135, sort of57 – mule
trains143, and they will just12 – sort
of57 – go for people going in a similar
direction and take advantage of each
other’s...
IM: Sounds boring.
EW: What an appalling81 idea! What
an absolutely appalling idea!
EM: Well, you can spend your time
using your tablets…
AM: Your smartphones.
EM: …and all of these types of things.
AM: Reading.
EM: You save all of that time for you.

Reading a book. It’s wonderful. Why…
what about you, would you be happy
in a plane?
IM: Well, I’m trying to decide If I….
well, when you think about it, a lot of
work is done now just12 by the plane
itself.
EM: Yeah.
IM: I mean45, the pilot… what do
pilots do now? They take over136 at
certain moments but…
EM: They tend to mess it up144 in a
lot of cases. I mean45… it’s meant
to be 66 about 50% of accidents are
caused by human error.
IM: Human error.
EM: And of human misinterpretation
of what the machine is telling them to
do.
IM: I’d say it’ll take a while145 to get
used to146 but I say it’ll catch on147
like the driverless car.
EM: I mean45, again if it’s something
that saves…
EW: Hopefully it will send us all back
to the bicycle.
EM: So, are you happy about having
the driverless bicycles?
IM: Driverless bicycles!

being taught that the motorcar was
invented in India and the India… the
television was invented in India and
stem-cell research148 was inspired
by Mahabharata in India. Have any of
you heard of this?

Englishman (EM): Yeah, but isn’t
that what happens15 – sort of57 –
everywhere. I mean45, Americans are
taught that they invented the aeroplane when ‘everybody knows’ that
it was actually98 invented in New
Zealand!
American man (AM): Oh really?
EM: The first flight happened15 in
New Zealand but of course you have
the Wright brothers happened to
have149 happened15 in America and

3. Rewriting History
(12m44s)
South-African Woman (SW): Have
you heard of the controversy in
India with the education where the
Hindu nationalist regional governments are rewriting history with the...
especially the children in Gujarat are
steering wheel –
brake – foot-operated
stopping mechanism
133
gas pedal (US English)
– accelerator
134
to override (-ride/rode/-ridden) – take
control
135
like – (pause filler) y’know, sort of, kind of,
I mean
131

132
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to take over (take-took-taken) – take
control
137
the creepy line – point at which sth. seems
sinister
138
to apply – be relevant
139
to bother – worry
140
above the ground – in the air
141
scary – frightening
142
you’re much more likely to – there is a
much greater probability that you will
136

mule train – caravan of mules
to mess it up – make mistakes
145
a while – some time
146
to get used to (get-got-got) – become
accustomed to
147
to catch on (catch-caught-caught) –
become popular
148
stem-cell research – scientific investigation using embryonic stem cells
149
happened to have – fortuitously
143

144
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Learning about the invention of the motorcar.

so they’ve sold this idea to the rest
of the world. A complete lie. So, this
type of thing happens15 everywhere.
Northern Irishman (NI): No, I think
there’s still some debate of course of
who invented the internet and…
EM: The British did.
NI: Yes, well I think they did. But
anyway there was a question it’s –
kind of150… I remember when I was at
school studying Irish history we had
a textbook that my father examined
and lost the plot151 reading because
kind of – (pause filler) sort of, y’know, like,
I mean
151
to lose the plot (lose-lost-lost) – (in this
case) become incensed
152
travesty – misrepresentation, distortion
150
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he couldn’t believe the travesty of152
Irish history, as he understood it, in
this book. And until this day I’m not
sure who was right, whether56 it was
my father or the textbook. I think a
lot of these things were – y’know24
– open to some interpretation and
more likely153 influenced by some
propaganda element.
SW: My father always said that
nobody ever wrote a history book
that didn’t have some bone to
pick154 or somebody else to oust155.
more likely – probably
to have a bone to pick (have-had-had)
– have a grievance to express, want to criticize sth.
155
to oust – dethrone, eject from power
153

NI: Some axe to grind156.
SW: That history was of no interest to
people who had no opinion.
EM: But is that true? What happens15
in a number of cases – I mean45 – I’m
thinking for example in the case of
Spanish history a lot of the Hispanists, the best Hispanists are British
and Irish just12 because they are able
to bring a level of objectivity to the
table157 which people who have lived
through divisions in their families perhaps can’t.
156

154

157

to have an axe to grind (have-had-had) –
have a personal objection
to bring sth. to the table (bring-broughtbrought) – contribute sth.
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SW: That is a possibility that all those
books are also written for the standpoint158 of a particular political theory
and I haven’t found one that doesn’t
start with the premise of a good side
and bad side.
NI: I think that’s true and I think there
is also a difficult... a particular difficulty in education because whereas71
the bread and butter159 of the story
and the hard work is churning out160
analysed documents and real detailed
work on particular events, children’s
history books are necessarily summaries161. They are… and with summaries you have to – y’know24 – you
take an opinion because – y’know24
– you could say well the balance was
this way or the balance was that way
and they will take a view on162 that
and tilt163 it one way or another and
the picture can be radical changed by
those kinds33 of conclusions.
EM: It’s amusing164. The other day I
was watching a documentary about
Napoleon and they still couldn’t
decide between the Russian and the
French historians about who won I
think it was the Battle of Borodino.
You know the Russian historians were
saying – y’know24 – blah, blah, blah
and the French historians were saying
well, no, basically we won. And this
is – y’know24 – whatever it is now, it
must be… it must have recently had
its 200-year anniversary and they’re
still at it165. So, basically the conclusion from what you’re saying is
that what’s happening15 in India is
OK and we’re just166 questioning it
because we’re ‘European racists’.
NI: No, I don’t think, I don’t think it’s
OK. I think it’s completely wrong and
it was completely wrong as well36
when I think in the… if the Irish history book that I read had some
standpoint – perspective
the bread and butter – the basic part
160
to churn out – produce
161
summary – synopsis
162
to take a view on (take-took-taken) – adopt
an opinion about
163
to tilt – (in this case) distort
158

159
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The Battle of Borodino

bias167 or my father had been… had
received a biased168 education as
well36. I think there’s a duty169 to
look for102 as impartial a view of history as possible as neutral a view, but
clearly…. And I don’t think there’s any
room170 for patriotism in history.
EM: But isn’t… I mean45, history is
a little bit about making people feel
good about themselves, isn’t it?
And about their culture and their
traditions?
NI: I think governments and rogues171
have that kind33 of idea of history
but at the end of the day172 history
should be to learn so that we don’t
make the same mistakes in the future.
SW: That doesn’t work173 unfortunately as we can see that history
repeats itself again and again and
amusing – funny
they’re still at it – (in this case) they still
can’t agree
166
just – (in this case) only
167
bias – partiality, distortion
168
biased – partial, tendentious
169
duty – responsibility

again. We don’t really learn very
much. History is for fun.
NI: Well I think it’s badly taught and…
SW: But it should be for fun.
NI: Yeah.
AM: I’ve got a question. Taking this
example that you spoke about in the
beginning. Is it really important? Is
it really important to know or that
they’re teaching children that supposedly these Indian characters174
invented the automobile or the airplane or stem-cells research148, is
that really important in the grand
scheme of things175?
EM: They didn’t invent it. They
observed the Ancient Aliens who
were actually98 driving the motorcars and doing the steam-cell
research148!
room – (in this case) leeway, scope, capacity
rogue – villain
172
at the end of the day – in the final analysis
173
to work – function, be successful
174
character – individual, person
175
in the grand scheme of things – in the big
picture, when everything is considered

164

170

165

171
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AM: Right, given the world that we
live in, I understand it could be detrimental. I imagine that these are
schoolchildren that we’re talking
about. But – I mean45 – once a child
reaches176 a certain age and even
more so given the world we live in
today don’t you think that, I mean45,
sooner or later they’ll find out177 what
else is out on the world, and what
other countries, what other history
there is in the world?
EM: I think... I don’t think who
invented the motorcar is important.
NI: And also from the looks of
this178 being based on an Indian
myth featuring 179 a horseless
chariot180, it also sounds a little
tongue-and-cheek181.
EM: But I think… but for me the dangerous thing is that there’s41 42,000
schools in Gujarat who are being
taught that a number of – I think it’s
eight – countries around the periphery of India should be and are part
of – sort of57 – ‘traditional India’. So
countries like Nepal and Sri Lanka
and Pakistan – y’know24 – are part of
a greater India. That’s storing up182
problems for the future.
AM: That seems more serious.
SW: It does seem more serious.
It seems about as serious as that
these... all of these places in fact and
half the rest of the world was all part
of the British Empire at one time “and
rightly so183!” They’ll learn.
EM: But – I mean45 – because the
other thing about – y’know24 – what
you were saying about it doesn’t
matter and people will find out184
when they come in contact with other

to reach – get to, mature to
to find out (find-found-found) – discover
178
the looks of this – this apparently
179
featuring – that includes
180
chariot –
181
tongue-in-cheek – ironic and insincere
182
to store up – (in this case) create
183
rightly so – that was a good thing
184
to find out (find-found-found) – discover
the truth
185
policies – strategies

Learning about the greater India.

people. I think the only country which
has really – sort of57 – seriously confronted its history that I know about
it is Germany. But if you actually98
go into reading – sort of57 – modern
textbooks, sorry not… yeah, modern
serious historical books about some
of the things that the British did in
India, you have orders of magnitude
of millions of people being killed by
this, that and other policies185 and by
salt taxes and stuff186 like that, which
– y’know24 – you just12 have never
heard about from having studied
history at school. And you begin to
realize187 why people may actually98
– sort of57, y’know24 – hate you for
the passport you carry where these
things exists. And that very much
is something that happens15 I think
with the Japanese. The Japanese haven’t – through their school system

Photo by Joseph Jude

– gone through
this process of
some of the things that the Japanese
did in the Second World War. The
people who are alive today, apart
from – y’know24 – the immensely
old, are absolutely not responsible for
that. But I think it would be helpful for
them to realize187 why, for example, a
lot of people in the People’s Republic
of China react to Japanese things as
they do if they were aware of189 their
history. So, I mean45, it is – sort of57…
and at the same time I think it must
be awful190 in Germany – sort of57 –
constantly going on and on and on
about191 the Nazis et cetera which
– y’know24 – nobody, practically
nobody alive today has any responsibility for. You can’t blame192 them
for what happened 15 in the past.
They have no control over it whatsoever193. They were born afterwards.
188

stuff – (informal) things
to realize – (false friend) become
conscious
188
to go through (go-went-gone)
– experience
189
to be aware of – be conscious of
190
awful – terrible
191
to go on and on about (go-went-gone) –
talk constantly about
192
to blame sb. – hold sb. responsible
193
whatsoever – at all

176

186

177

187
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But it is… I mean , that is the dangerous part for me.
NI: Still, I don’t think… I don’t think
we’re going to be able to change how
– I mean45 – every country teaches
history the way they want to teach
it and is that summarizing194 process, that distillation of history into
little balls of information that causes
so much difficulty because at the
end of the day172 children they go
through history class, they’re learning
lots of34 other things and they come
out of school and later in their twenties, in their thirties, in their forties
they just164 remember the shades195,
the ideas, the concepts. They don’t
necessarily remember all the details,
but they just164 remember that India
owns that country and everything
45

Photo by Marc Majcher from Austin

Risk

summarizing – synopsizing
shades – (in this case) impressions
196
and so forth – et cetera, etc.
197
to own – be the legitimate proprietor of
198
to be something to do with – be related to
199
to be ‘oops’! – think that sth. is
embarrassing
200
to bag Munros – climb the 277 mountains
in Scotland that are over 3,000 feet (= 914
metres) high

around it and so forth in the same
way that I just12 think that Britain
owns197 everything in the world or
half of it anyway because that’s probably something to do with198 the
way I was taught as well36, like India
for example.
EM: When I was looking at the list of
the number of countries that Britain
had invaded at one point or another
in history, like 167, like 84% of all
the countries in the world had been
invaded at one time or another by
Britain. I was – sort of57 – ‘oops’ 199!
NI: I just12 think that’s obviously like
the Scots bagging Munros200. You
know they gotta201 climb all these
mountains. England at some point
obviously decided they had to invade
every country in the world!
EM: They played ‘Risk’ too often as
children I think!
AM: But do you think it’s truly202
possible to write history from an
objective perspective? I mean45, like
you said…
SW: No, the best you can do is to ask
two people with opposing points of
view to write on the same subject203.
AM: And include both points of view.
SW: And try to include both points of
view. That’s the best that you could
do.
EM: I think at a secondary-school
level, not at a primary-school level,
but at secondary-school level it can
actually98 be an excellent subject204
for – sort of57 – debating topics205
and for sending pupils out to read
different information in different
places and come back and debate
things and bring – y’know24 – bring
out points and show how subjective
196

gotta – (slang) have got to, have to
truly – really
203
subject – (in this case) question, theme
204
subject – (in this case) academic discipline
205
topic – (false friend) question, theme
206
meaningful – worthwhile, relevant, useful
207
to regurgitate – (in this case) memorize
and repeat
208
date – day, month and year in relation
to some fixed point in history (e.g. 25th

194

201

195

202
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knowledge is. And – y’know24 – you
can – sort of57 – go into historiography and epistemology even through
history. And that I think is a meaningful206 process. If it’s just12 – sort
of57 – y’know24 – the Battle of Trafalgar and the Battle of Waterloo and
there’s41 lot of battles and what is
called ‘trumpet-and-drum history’ I
think.
AM: Regurgitating207 dates208 and
names of battles.
NI: What do you call ‘trumpet-anddrum history’?
EM: History based on battles, history
being about battles rather than209
about being the price of wool210,
which of course is what really matters211 in most of British history.
NI: Right. I think there’s one… also
one other point regardless of212 the
history that is taught there is something that should be taught I think in
every school which is critical thinking and for, so children can know
that they’re being taught something
and they should also be able to be
taught to identify and to think and to
suspect that there might be biases167
and fallacies behind the arguments
in the stories they’re being taught
not to accept everything at face
value213.
EM: Well, we’ll send our suggestions
into Gujarat and see how well they
take them!
4. Pronunciation Exercise
(3m31s)
Commentary: Listen to these words
from the pronunciation exercise (on
p. 123) and try to write them out.
November, 2014)
rather than – as opposed to, instead of
210
wool – the hair of sheep
211
to matter – be important
212
regardless of – irrespective of
213
to accept sth. at face value – accept sth.
as it appears to be without questioning how
it really is
209
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Monologues: Identity
(13m27s)

How do you identify yourself?

5. Monologue 1 [US English]
(3m10s)
Trying to define one’s identity may at
first seem easy. I mean45, I know my
name, where I was born, raised214
and schooled and what my mother
tongue 215 is. But once you dig a
little deeper216, finding out177 who
you really are gets a little more
complicated.
Although I’ve been living abroad217
for many years, I’m still an American
citizen; I am a permanent legal resident of Spain but I have a US passport. I suppose that after living here
there’s a part of my identity that is
now Spanish. Having said that though,
I wouldn’t consider myself a Spanish
– or even European-Union – citizen. I
think this is due partly to218 the fact
that I don’t have the right to vote and
partly to the fact that I still identify
myself as an American – and would
venture to say219 that I always will.
So, if I had to base my identity solely
on nationality, there is no doubt that
I’m American.
to raise sb. – rear sb., bring sb. up, prepare
a child for adult life
215
mother tongue – native language
216
to dig deeper (dig-dug-dug) – explore
more
217
abroad – overseas, in foreign countries
218
due to – because of

214
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Now, I’m not a staunch220 follower
of any specific political party, though
my political beliefs tend to be liberal
or left-wing221 in nature. While I find
the subject of religion very interesting, I myself am not religious. So, I’d
be hard-pressed222 to identify with a
particular political or religious group.
As far as hobbies go223, I enjoy
playing and listening to music, exercising, baking bread 224 , studying
programming and learning in general.
These activities can provide some
sort44 of picture of who I am as an
individual, but I wouldn’t say that
any of them in particular225 could
provide a definitive answer to my
identity.
It may sound trite226, but I like
to think of myself as a world citizen
living in the global age227. However,
this is not entirely true. It would probably be more correct to say that I feel
more like a world citizen of American
origin. Some could rightly228 argue
to venture to say – speculate, postulate
staunch – devoted, dedicated
221
left-wing – progressive
222
to be hard-pressed – find it difficult
223
as far as X go – as regards X, in terms of X
224
to bake bread – make bread
225
in particular – specifically

that this is not what a true citizen of
the world is. But given that we are all
born in a specific geographical location in unique circumstances, I think
it’s difficult – if not impossible – to be
a true world citizen. What I mean is
that I see all humankind229 as being

trite – clichéd
age – epoch, times
228
rightly – correctly
229
humankind – humanity
230
to branch out into – diversify in, diverge
into

219

226

220

227
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A feminine identity

part of a global community or group
which then branches out into230 subgroups defined by a variety of each
individual’s specific characteristics,
for example, your language, culture
or country of origin. For me the idea
of a citizen of the world transcends or
at least co-exists alongside231 one’s
nationality.
So, based on that, I could
loosely232 define my identity as both
an American as well as a world citizen
with no political or religious ties233
who is interested in music, exercise,
food and learning!
alongside – next to, beside
loosely – more or less, approximately
233
tie – loyalty, connection
234
to display – exhibit
231

232
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6. Monologue 2
[South-African
English]
(3m45s)
I am what I think or I am what I do
or I am what I feel. Am I what I think?
Most of the time I am. But how can
others see me if I do not display234
some of what I am thinking? I can
do this with words but we all know
actions speak louder than words – what
you do is more important than what you
say
236
to think sth. through
235

that “Actions speak louder than
words235”. Am I what I do? Undoubtedly this I can never get away from
even when I do things I would not if
I thought them through236 carefully.
Am I what I feel? Although what I feel
is affected by external influences that
change mood237 in an instant sometimes. And the last one in this list;
sometimes I am who others identify
as. I have thought about this too long.
I need to go back to the beginning…
Firstly I am human. I belong to a
species of sentient238 beings and,
as such, I’m part of a group and part
(think-thought-thought) – consider sth.
mood – state of mind
238
sentient – conscious, feeling
237
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of all the good and bad that constitutes the human species. I begin my
discovery of self here at the start,
the human bit239. Secondly, I am a
woman. This is where my awareness240 of self begins to sharpen241.
I am the same as roughly242 half the
population of the world and different from the other half and I belong
– whether56 I chose to or not – to
one half. Although modern medicine can go a long way to change
this fact in some individuals who
would so chose, I begin my self-identification with this point that for me
is unchangeable. Because I am a
woman I identify myself as such and
I identify with the cause of feminism.
This is not to say that I believe that I
am the same as the male243 of the
species, not by any means244. What
do I believe that all over… what I do
believe 245 that all over the world
women merit the same treatment
under the law and the same respect
in the framework246 of society than
do men. This is just12 another group
that I belong to and the second point
in my self-identification. I would not, I
think, go to war or die for the cause.
This may make me a weak or wishywashy247 feminist but it is after all the
only revolution that has never taken
up arms248.
I suppose there are other groups
that I form a part of, but I do not identify strongly with any one and I would
impart information on my nationality, religion, or politics only if directly
asked about them. I have no objections to the questions nor do I shrink
from 249 answering them, but I do
not see these as part of my essential
being.
bit – part, aspect
awareness – consciousness
241
to sharpen – be more focused
242
roughly – approximately
243
male – ♂
244
not by any means – (emphatic) not at all
245
do believe – (emphatic) believe
246
framework – structure
247
wishy-washy – ineffectual, irresolute
239

240
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Communing with nature

I would love to see myself as an
individualist and I hope there are
facets of me that are strongly individual. But I know that most people will
fit into250 a category of one type or
another at least in some aspects of
life. Of course, being human means
that I change and evolve251, I hope for
the better, which means that if next
year you pose252 the same question,
my answer could be radically different.

7. Monologue 3
[UK English]
(3m13s)
I’ve never really thought of myself
as a rugged253 individualist but after
thinking about this question, it seems
to take up arms (take-took-taken) – go to
war, become a guerrilla movement
249
to shrink from (shrink-shrank-shrunk)
– resist
250
to fit into – conform to
251
to evolve – progress, advance
252
to pose – ask
253
rugged – (in this case) ardent
254
slippery – evasive, difficult to define
248
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I am. Identity is a slippery254 concept.
I am British according to my passport
and Scottish according to most of my
genes. I have never lived in Scotland,
though I have visited several times, so
I don’t feel Scottish, even though I do
love255 visiting Scotland. I grew up256
in England but where I have lived
longest is Madrid in Spain. However,
while I feel welcome here – nobody’s
ever told me otherwise257! – neither
I nor anyone else considers me completely naturalized.
Anyway, I don’t feel particularly
British; few of my friends, for example, are Brits. I’m in favour of the
European Union but it’s hard258 to
feel ‘European’ since259 that encompasses260 so many different cultures.
I definitely don’t identify myself as
‘white’ because that’s a pretty261
meaningless 262 concept and my
do love – (emphatic) love
to grow up (grow-grew-grown) – mature
from childhood into adulthood
257
otherwise – (in this case) I am not welcome
258
hard – difficult
259
since – (in this case) given that, because, as
260
to encompass – include, comprise
261
pretty (adv.) – reasonably, rather
262
meaningless – empty, valueless
255

256
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skin colour is as inconsequential as
the fact that I am left-handed – probably more so.
I’m not religious, not a member
of any political party and not a supporter264 of any sports team. The
nearest I come to that sort44 of thing
is certain bands I like to see in concert – but that’s hardly265 an identity,
is it?
I suppose I do consider266 myself
to a limited extent267 an Anglo in
the sense that most of my friends are
English-speakers and language does
play268 a key269 role in identity. However, I wouldn’t take that idea too far.
I have learned three living and two
dead languages over the years and
I am bilingual in Spanish, which in
fact is my home language. So English
does not limit who I can relate to270
and I find other languages beautiful
and interesting too.
I think some other people identify
me as being a vegetarian but I only
think about this when I’m shopping
or eating; it’s not really an important part of my identity for me, even
if they do say, “you are what you
eat”! There’s an ad on television that
insinuates that we are defined by the
clothes you wear. Well, I think the
idea that people are defined by the
products they use is ridiculous and
mildly271 offensive, so I don’t identify
with my clothes, my tablet, my watch
or any other stuff272.
I could say I’m a citizen of the
world but I don’t limit myself even to
humanity. I can relate to270 animals
and commune with nature, so I think
I relate above all273 to270 life. As Carl
263

skin (adj.) – cutaneous
supporter – fan
265
hardly – not really
266
do consider – (emphatic) consider
267
to a limited extent – to a limited degree,
a little
268
does play – (emphatic) plays
269
key (adj.) – crucial
270
to relate to – interact with
271
mildly – slightly, a little
272
stuff – (in this case) possessions

Sagan once pointed out , all life is
related. However, that spreads the
net275 so wide that in the end I probably have to admit to being an individualist, though I don’t like the idea
very much.
274

8. Monologue 4
[Northern-Irish
English]
(3m19s)
I was born in Belfast, Northern Ireland, to a family of the Protestant
tradition. For some with a similar
background276, this resulted in an
ironclad 277, take-it-to-the-grave 278
kind33 of identity, but for others, like
me, it’s always been a source279 of
some degree of uncertainty.
Northern Ireland is one of the four
nations that make up280 the United
Kingdom, along with 281 Scotland,
England and Wales. And yet282 it isn’t
really a nation by any simple definition. In one sense, it’s a bit of nation
that got chopped off283 at the end
of a nasty284 argument between the
Irish and a government in London.
In another, it’s the homeland of a
group of people somewhat like me,
surrounded by another people with a
different education, a different heritage285 and a different religion.
As a result of those differences,
many people who saw themselves as
British rather than209 Irish tended to
be as British as they possibly could

above all – primarily
to point out – indicate, say
275
to spread the net (spread-spread-spread) –
(in this case) extend the concept
276
background – context
277
ironclad – impossible to contradict
278
take-it-to-the-grave – permanent
279
source – (in this case) cause
280
to make up (make-made-made)
– constitute
281
along with – together with

be. They were staunch 220 monarchists and flag-wavers 286 . They
avoided 287 and belittled 288 anything coming from the south of the
border289. Even though Northern
Ireland today enjoys relative peace,
many of them still do.
To the extent that this identity
rubbed off on290 me, I felt British and
called myself British. After all, I had a
British passport.
Growing up256, I felt a closer affinity to Scotland, from where many of
my forefathers291 came, than to the
Republic of Ireland. As a family we
went on holiday to Scotland, and it
was a natural choice for me when
deciding where to go to university.
At 18 years of age, I arrived in Edinburgh. I quickly made a new crowd292 of
friends from all parts of the United Kingdom: Scots, English and Welsh. What

“I feel a close affinity to Scotland.”

and yet – however, even so
to get chopped off – be amputated
284
nasty – unpleasant
285
heritage – culture
286
flag-waver – ostentatious patriot
287
to avoid – try not to experience
288
to belittle – denigrate, show disdain for
289
border – frontier
290
to rub off on – affect
291
forefathers – ancestors
292
crowd – group

263

273

282

264

274

283
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was immediately apparent was that
they could happily identify themselves
as such. Telling them I was British
made no sense. They quickly decided
for me: I was Adrian, the Irish guy293.
At first I felt the need to prefix this
with ‘Northern-’. After all, they needed
to know that I knew nothing of Gaelic
football, Irish dancing or indeed294
the Potato Famine295. What I soon
discovered was that if I made too big
a fuss296 about being Northern Irish, I
was quickly associated with flag-waving297 Orangemen298, sectarianism,
rioting299 and house-burning. Did I
in any way identify myself with those
people? Not that I can imagine.
That was the point when I stopped
correcting people. I have since

backpacked 300 around the world,
lived in London, worked in the United
States and mixed with people of all
colours. I think it’s possible for me
to have more in common with a
Colombian or a Californian than I do
with the average301 Protestant from
Belfast. Over the years my accent
has softened. Some of my fellow
countrymen 302 have asked me if
I’m English. Some Scots have asked
me if I’m from Dublin. A London
cabby303 once asked me, “What part
of the States are you from, guv304?” In
Madrid, were I now live, I have a few
friends who refer to me as ‘El Inglés’ –
the English guy.
All that said, the idea of identity
has come back to me very sharply305

in recent weeks. The Scots have
just306 had a referendum to decide
whether56 or not they would remain
as307 part of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
I confess the idea of them leaving
filled me with a certain horror. It
felt like part of me was about to be
amputated.
Identity is not something I’d ever
fight over308, but I’m still pretty261
glad309 the Scots voted ‘no’.
9. Telephoning Expressions
(0m44s)
Commentary: listen to these expressions from the business telephoning
article (pp. 45-47)

Improvisation:
The Job Interview
(12m11s)

Mr Whitaker (MW): Come on in310,
Simon. Thanks for coming today.
Simon Callum (SC): Hello, Mr Whitaker. Thank you.
MW: First of all, congratulations on
making it by the two…
SC: Yes, thank you very much.
MW: …the two pre-selection stages311.
Come on in. Have a seat.
SC: Thank you.
MW: Let me introduce you to the
guy – bloke, man
indeed – (emphatic) even
295
the Potato Famine – the Great Famine
(1845-52) catastrophe in Ireland in which
one million people died as a result of a
fungus that affected potatoes
296
fuss – commotion
297
flag-waving – patriotic
298
Orangeman – radical Unionist
293

294
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interview panel. On my right this is
Jessica Dodd.
SC: Hello, pleased to meet you.
Jessica Dodd (JD): Hello.
MW: And to your left that is Mr Dick
Bex.
Dick Bex (DB): Hi, Simon. Nice to
meet you.
SC: Hello, Mr Dick Bex.
MW: Alright, so the focus of this last
round of the interview process is
rioting – public violence
to backpack – travel by public transport
carrying one’s possessions on one’s back
301
average – typical
302
fellow countryman – compatriot
303
cabby – taxi driver
304
guv – (literally) governor, (in this case) sir
305
sharply – in a very clear way
306
just – (in this case) recently

going to be an interview and the idea
is that we’re going to see how you
stand up to312 stress, Simon. So, if
you’re OK…
SC: Yeah, I think I’m ready to… yeah,
fire away313.
MW: Why don’t we get started?
SC: OK.
MW: The first question…
DB: He doesn’t look OK.
MW:
Mr
Bex,
please,
he’s
to remain as – stay as, continue to be
over – (in this case) about
glad – happy
310
come on in – (colloquial) come in
311
stage – (in this case) phase
312
to stand up to (stand-stood-stood) – tolerate, resist
313
fire away – start asking questions

299
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300
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understandably a little bit nervous.
SC: No, it’s OK. Don’t worry.
DB: Do you think you should explain
our roles as well36 or...?
MW: Well, why don’t you explain your
roles?
DB: OK.
MW: You know better than I do. I
was told at the last minute that you
guys 314 would be joining us. But
anyways…
DB: OK, my role will be to be hostile towards you which of course is a
completely impersonal way. I’m just164
playing a role. And my colleague’s
you guys – you (plural), (in this case) you
two
315
to sow (sow-sowed-sown) – foster, foment
316
not... at all – (emphatic) not
314

role will be of course to try and
create doubt, to sow315 doubt, to
make you feel insecure about what
you’re saying.
SC: Oh, wow! This is very modern.
DB: Again, it’s a role-playing thing
and obviously it’s not meant personally at all316 and there is no ill feeling317 really.
SC: OK, I should be pretty261 laidback318. So…
DB: So, if you want to continue with
the interview.
MW: Yes, OK. So, Simon, first
question.
ill feeling – animosity
laidback – easy-going, relaxed
319
notice – advance warning
320
overtime – extra hours
317

SC: Yes.
MW: Why did you leave your previous job?
SC: Well, I wasn’t very happy with the
hours.
MW: Uh huh.
SC: Yeah, it was a lot of…
MW: Working late or?
SC: Yeah, working late, extra… –
y’know24 – working extra hours without much notice 319, that kind 33 of
thing. And overtime320 wasn’t very
well paid.
JD: What sort44 of notice319 did you
think you were entitled to321?
321

to be entitled to – have a right to

318
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SC: Well, I suppose – kind of150 –
when you’re getting ready322 to go
home and they ask you, “Hey, do you
mind doing something?”.
DB: Well, the last thing we need is
another lazy323 idiot.
SC: Well, not because I’m lazy. It’s
just12 because I would – y’know24
– like a bit of notice 319. You know
maybe I had made plans.
JD: Do you not think a team member
is somebody who should be willing
to324 muck in325 when there’s work to
be done?
DB: Another free rider326 here.
SC: Yeah, I guess 327 you’re right,
yeah. Muck in325.
DB: We’ve got enough of those
already.
SC: But – y’know24 – I think you do
your fair share328 of mucking in325 –
y’know24 – throughout329 the...
MW: And is that why… the main330
reason why you’re looking for102 a
new job?
DB: It sounds like he mucks about331
more than anything else.
SC: Well, sorry, it’s hard332 to concentrate with all these comments. Sorry,
can you repeat the question?
DB: Can’t concentrate, doesn’t like
working hard. OK, we’re doing well.
This is a good one.
MW: It can be a bit stressful. Yeah, it
can be a bit stressful.
SC: Ah, no, but I’m sure I could get
used to333 that kind33 of thing, you
know.
JD: What would you say was the
most important aspect of this job that
to be getting ready – be preparing
lazy – idle, lethargic, indolent
324
to be willing to – be prepared to, be ready
to
325
to muck in – collaborate without worrying
about privileges
326
free rider – sb. who takes advantage of the
hard work of others
327
I guess – I suppose
328
fair share – corresponding portion
329
throughout – (in this case) during the
working day
330
main – primary, principal
331
to muck about – clown around, have fun

you’re interested in?
SC: The most important aspect of this
job I think…
DB: Working as little as possible,
apparently?
SC: No, no. I think it’s organization,
have a good organizing mind.
JD: Organization of your hours
perhaps?
SC: No, no. Let’s say organizing…
DB: Come on! Get it out! Spit it
out!334
SC: …organizing myself, my work.
Organizing my work myself ’cos95 I
think I’ll be working pretty much335,
well, maybe not on my own336 but it
won’t be a big team, will it?
DB: When you’re working!
MW: Well, yeah. I mean45, the position you’re interviewing for is to
manage a small team. And that was
my next question. Do you have any
experience managing staff337?
SC: Well, yeah, well, in my last job
I had to – y’know24 – call people if
something broke, to clean up and
stuff338 like that. I guess327 that’s –
kind of150 – managing people.
MW: So, do you prefer to work alone
or as part of a team?
SC: No, I think I’m good working
alone and I’m good in a team.
MW: So, you’d say both?
SC: Both, yes.
DB: This is the sort44 of person who
gives the answers people want to
hear. Right, OK.
JD: But, I mean45, you’ve already
challenged339 the thought that concentration is relevant. What would
hard – difficult
to get used to (get-got-got) – become
accustomed to
334
spit it out! – speak up!, express yourself!
335
pretty much – more or less
336
on my own – by myself, alone
337
staff – employees
338
stuff – (informal) things
339
to challenge – question
340
lucky – fortunate
341
to get through (get-got-got) – pass
342
cool – (in this case) serene, calm
343
to give in one’s notice (give-gave-given) –
officially inform one’s employer that one is

322

332

323

333
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you say were the personal characteristics that you need for a job like this?
SC: Ah, well, I think what I would
need and what I would bring to the
job if I was so lucky340 as to pass this
last part of the interview considering I
got through341 the last two, a cool342
mind…
DB: I wouldn’t give in your notice343
yet, matey344.
SC: A cool342 mind, you know? Cool
under pressure.
DB: The ability to express yourself
well.
SC: Exactly.
MW: So, you can work under
pressure?
JD: What is ‘a cool342 mind’ exactly?
Sorry, I’m not au fait345 with that particular expression?
SC: Well, a cool mind... let’s see. Well,
I also think actually98 my new job
if I were to be so lucky340 to get
through346, I would be surrounded by
the kind33 of situation where I think
I could improve347 my vocabulary a
lot.
DB: Yeah, it could certainly take with
some improving, that’s true.
SC: A bit rude348, but anyway.
MW: Alright… alright let’s take a different tack349 here. Do you have any
plans for the future?
SC: Yes. My plans for the future are to
settle down350 and dedicate myself
to my work and… yeah, that’s basically it.
JD: When you say ‘settle down’ does
that mean you’re not a very settled351
person right now?
leaving one’s job
matey – (UK informal) my friend
345
au fait – familiar, conversant
346
to get through (get-got-got) – pass, be
successful
347
to improve – enhance, make better
348
rude – (false friend) impolite, discourteous,
offensive
349
tack – approach, perspective
350
to settle down – begin to live a conventional adult life
351
settled – (in this case) conventional
344
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SC: Well, when I say ‘settle down’
what I mean is…
MW: Get married, have children?
SC: …even more settled. Yeah, get
married, have a couple of kids352.
DB: Well, you know what that means.
He’ll be coming in late. He’ll be tired.
This is not really the sort44 of person
we want, is it?
SC: Well, maybe kids are that necessary. Maybe get married.
DB: So, your decision to have children
will depend on whether353 you get
the job? We’re meant to 66 believe
that?!
SC: Well, I wouldn’t say that. But
352
353

kids – children
whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot follow a

– y’know24 – I’ll do what I can to –
y’know24 – work with the company.
DB: I don’t think a single word you’ve
said to us is actually98 the truth.
You’re just12 saying what you want us
to hear.
MW: I want to find out177 a bit more
about you personally, Simon. What
are your hobbies? What do you do
with your free time?
SC: Free time? I like nature, walking in
the park.
DB: Do you like playing ‘Simon Says’?
MW: Ah, Dick!
SC: I don’t play, Dick. Ah, no, I don’t
play ‘Simon Says’.

354

preposition)
to envisage – envision, imagine

DB: Sorry, what did you call me?
SC: Painting. I like painting, doing the
crossword puzzle – y’know24 – and
sometimes I go a bit crazy and play
golf.
DB: So you can envisage354 yourself
doing a crossword puzzle at work
when you should be working?
SC: No, maybe at lunch time, but,
no, I wouldn’t. Well, you know I don’t
think... I mean45…
JD: So, would you be interested in
this job then in order to somehow355
feed356 your hobbies?
SC: Feed my hobbies? Well, it’s not
that I would be interested in it but
355
356

somehow – in some way
to feed (feed-fed-fed) – advance, develop
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maybe, yeah, maybe like a side
effect357 could be that it would feed
my hobbies.
MW: He did say he was interested in
painting.
SC: My priority wouldn’t be that.
MW: And, Simon, what would
you consider to be your greatest
weakness358?
SC: Honesty.
DB: You’re not seriously considering employing this idiot, are you
Whitaker?
MW: We haven’t finished the interview yet, Dick.
side effect – secondary effect
weakness – defect
359
it takes – that is necessary
360
trial – judicial process
357

358
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DB: OK.
SC: Honesty.
JD: So, you’re not an honest person?
SC: No, it’s my greatest weakness358.
MW: Being honest?
SC: Yes.
JD: Why is that a weakness 358
exactly?
DB: It’s the sort44 of idiotic answer
that comes out of one of these books
for preparing for an interview.
SC: No, it could be a weakness358.
DB: How could honesty be a
weakness358?
SC: I don’t know! He asked me for
to come up with (come-came-come) – (in
this case) say
362
otherwise – if not
363
to stand up to (stand-stood-stood)
361

something and I’m giving it.
DB: Well, explain yourself! You’re here
to be convincing us that you have
the sort44 of character it takes359 to
do this job and you’re just12 saying
empty idiotic sentences.
SC: This is more like a trial360!
DB: Can you come up with361 something that is vaguely intelligent so
that we have the possibility to consider you for the job? ’Cos95 otherwise362 you’re just12 wasting our time.
JD: Would you consider that standing up to363 authority is a useful
trait364 or not?
– confront
trait – characteristic

364
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SC: Mr Whitaker, I didn’t think… this is
more like a trial than an interview.
MW: I did warn365 you at the beginning it was going to be a bit stressful.
So…
SC: Yeah, well, I’m not easily stressed
but, jee366, everyone has their limits!
MW: Sure, sure, sure.
DB: So, you can’t cope with367 stress.
That’s another of the defects we have
to consider. Whitaker, just12 ask this
guy to leave ’cos95 he’s just12 wasting
our time.
SC: Well, is it stress or just12 dealing
with368 rude348 people?
DB: So, you’ve never had to deal
with368 rude348 people in your work
before? You don’t… this is not part of
your work experience?
SC: Not three at a time.
JD: Do you not think that on occasion you might have to deal with368
rude348 people?
SC: Yes. Yeah, well I’d be ready to
deal with369 it. But I didn’t think that
where I’d be working maybe there’d
be so much – y’know24 – grief370.
JD: Challenging 371 requests372 for

things that you’re not able to find
perhaps.
SC: Well, I’m sure…
MW: Sure, sure, it can be very
stressful.
SC: I’m pretty261 good…
DB: So, you’ve never dealt with 368
the public before?
SC: I’m pretty261 good at finding…
DB: Have you dealt with 368 the
public before or not?
SC: Yes, I have.
DB: I want a straight373 answer for
once374, please!
SC: Yes, yes, I have.
DB: So you’ve never found, you’ve
never come across 375 difficult
customers?
SC: Yes, I have and I’m pretty261 good.
JD: And what would you say to those
customers?
SC: For example, “I am sorry madam,
we don’t have that today but it might
come in tomorrow. Hold on376. Let me
check out back377.”
DB: So, you’d say you didn’t have
it before you checked out back377?
That’s encouraging378. Jeez!379

SC: Well, see, that’s just12 like I’m
improvising on the fly380.
MW: That was one situation.
DB: Was there really nobody else to
shortlist381 here? Come on, Whitaker!
SC: Or I could just12 forget about it
out back.
MW: One last question, one last question. This will seal the deal382. Simon,
how often did you have to take time
off at your last job? Did you take a lot
of sickies383?
SC: No, I mean45... well, when you say
‘sickies’…
MW: You know what I mean.
DB: He can’t give a straight 373
answer. He can’t give a straight
answer.
SC: I couldn’t. If I was to give a
figure384 off my right hand385…
DB: ’Cos95 we do actually98 have386
a figure from your previous employer
by the way387. You might as well tell
us the truth.
SC: Well, I’d say about four days max.
MW: Per?
JD: Out of what?
MW: Per month?
SC: Per year.
MW: Oh, per year. That’s pretty261
good. That’s not bad.
DB: If it’s the truth.
SC: Yeah, well, you can check it.
MW: We’ll corroborate.
SC: Wow, Mr Dick!
MW: Alright, so that was the last
question.
DB: It’s not Mr Dick. I think you’re
trying to be offensive.
SC: OK, well, anyway. Can you tell…
when will I be able to know if I actually98 got the job of librarian388?
JD: Does the cool342 mind kick in389
at any point?
MW: Well, Simon, we’re going to have
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did warn – (emphatic) warned, alerted
jee – (minced oath) Jesus!
367
to cope with – manage, tolerate
368
to deal with sb. (deal-dealt-dealt) – interact
with sb.
369
to deal with sth. (deal-dealt-dealt) – tackle
sth., cope with367 sth.

grief – (in this case) stress, intimidation
challenging – difficult
372
request – polite demand, act of asking
for sth.
373
straight – direct, honest
374
for once – on this occasion
375
to come across (come-came-come)

365

370

366

371

– encounter
hold on – wait a moment
377
out back – in the part of an institution, shop
etc. that is not accessible by the public
378
encouraging – (in this case) reassuring
379
Jeez! – (minced oath) Jesus!
380
on the fly – quickly and without thinking
376
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to talk, the three of us, and we’ll get
back to390 you probably by tomorrow.
SC: OK.
DB: Thank you very much for participating in this. I hope we haven’t
caused any offense.
SC: Jeez!379 No, yeah391, it’s just12 all
so real.
DB: It was just164 a process.
SC: It’s just all so…
DB: Thank you very much.
SC: OK.
JD: Yes, it was very nice to meet you.
SC: OK, I guess327. Thanks. Sorry if I
got a bit uptight392.
MW: Not a problem, Simon. And I
appreciate it and I thank you once
again for coming in. And as I said
we’ll talk about it and I’ll get back
to389 you as soon as possible.
DB: Bye-bye, then.
SC: Goodbye.
to shortlist – select as one of the best
candidates
382
to seal the deal – determine one’s decision
383
sickie – day when one stays at home supposedly ill when one is not in fact ill
384
figure – number
385
off my right hand – (Irish English) off the
top of my head, without careful thought
386
do have – (emphatic) have
387
by the way – incidentally
388
librarian – sb. who works in a library
(= institution that lends books)
389
to kick in – begin to function
390
to get back to sb. (get-got-got) – contract
sb. again
391
yeah – (slang) yes
381
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11. Picture Description
(2m19s)
Examiner: Can you please describe
these two photographs?
Examinee: The first photograph is
taken from a very unusual angle. It
is a photograph of a waterfall393. I
think it could be the Angel Falls, but
the picture is taken from the top.
So, we are looking down the waterfall into the valley below and then as
the river runs through a great forest.
There’s a great deal of394 water tumbling down395 a sheer396 cliff face397
of brown rock and with a little vegetation. And that’s contrasted quite
sharply305 with the greens of the
trees in the valley below. The second
picture is another landscape – oh,
no it’s not – it’s a seascape398. It’s a
picture of the beachfront399. There
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is a young man walking towards the
water and at the water’s edge stands
another person, a boy or a man. On
the right-hand side is a seagull400
and on the left are some posts that
are standing in the shallows of the
water401 and a great expanse of sea.
Examiner: Can you see anything in
common between these two pictures?
Examinee: Both pictures depict402
water. The first picture is fresh water
and the second is the sea so it’s salt
water. But the most interesting thing
about these two pictures is the perspective from which they are taken.
The first picture is of the waterfall
taken from above, as I said, and in the
second picture the man walking on
the beach looks enormous and the
person standing at the water’s edge
looks very, very small. So, it lends403
an unusual aspect to the picture.

uptight – stressed, nervous
waterfall –
394
a great deal of – a lot of
395
to tumble down – fall down
396
sheer – vertical
397
cliff face – rock face, precipice
392

393

seascape – panorama of the sea
beachfront – seaside, coast
400
seagull –
401
the shallows of the sea – the
part of the sea that is not
deep
402
to depict – (in this case) show
403
to lend (lend-lent-lent) – give
398

399
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1. Illustrations round-up: see if you can
identify most of the objects and actions
illustrated in the footnotes of this issue.
2. Title Tag: can you match these
alternative titles to the news, business
language news, language news and
science news articles on pp. 7-10?
3. Improvisation: a multiple-choice listening
exercise relating to audio track 10 (pp. 104-110).
4. Word Search: find advertising hyperbole
from the blog post on the Yes webpage.
5. Job phrasal verbs: fill the gaps
in this exercise for pp. 72-73.
6. ‘Job’ idioms: an exercise relating
to the article on p. 78.
7. Crossword for revision of vocabulary
from throughout the magazine.
8. Homophones: a business-related anecdote
(see p. 35) plus a prepositions exercise
based on a business joke. (p. 35, too)
9. Debates: listening comprehension
for audio tracks 1-3 (pp. 88-99).
10. Too many words: find the
unnecessary words in this extract
from the politics article on p. 17.
11. US vs UK: “translate” these terms from
this issue into the other variety of English.
12. Internet Listening: test your listening
comprehension of this fascinating talk
about inefficiency in the office.
13. Telephoning: a gap-filling
exercise for pp. 45-47.
14. Sales techniques: match the
techniques to the explanations (p. 49).
15. Word game: test your vocabulary and
understanding of English morphology.
16. Numbers and statistics: testing
your understanding of pp. 20-23.
17. Meetings: find out how much you
have retained from pp. 30-33.
18. Meetings False Friends: relating to p. 68.
19. Meetings Phrasal Verbs: fill the
gaps in this exercise for p. 74.
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20. Pronunciation: listen to and write out
these words whose phonemic script was given
in the footnotes throughout the magazine.
21. False Friends: see if you remember
the false friends marked in the footnotes
throughout the magazine.
22. Wordplay: another word game – relating
to the internet articles on pp. 12-13.
23. Negotiating: relating to pp. 42-44.
24. Negotiating idioms: test how many
idioms you remember from p. 82.
25. Advertising: can you complete these
famous euphonic advertising slogans (p. 54)?
26. Advertising False Friends: Have you
learned the false cognates from p. 70?
27. US vs. UK: can you distinguish
the British and American advertising
and other terms from p. 83?
28. Describing trends: this exercise tests your
knowledge of the vocabulary on pp. 24-26.
29. Phrasal verbs for trends: review
the multi-word verbs from p. 76.
30. Paperwork False Friends:
correct these terms from p. 69.
31. Paperwork Phrasal Verbs: relates to
the phrasal verbs you learned on p. 75.
32. Monologues: a true-false listening
comprehension on audio tracks 5-8, pp. 100-104.
33. Office jargon: match the bizwords
to their definitions (p. 59).
34. Promotion: can you use these
promotion-related terms correctly? (p. 50).
35. Animal idioms in the workplace: check
your understanding of the expressions on p. 80.
36. Agricultural idioms in
business: relates to p. 81.
37. Business spelling: find the
spelling mistakes (pp. 65-67).
38. Accounting idioms: ‘audit’
your understanding of p. 79.
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1. Illustrations Round-Up. Many of the definitions in the footnotes are illustrated. Test how well you have learned the
meanings of these words by matching the pictures to their definition. Notice that we have changed [many] of the
pictures to help you fix the concept in your mind:

bait
a bar chart
a beaver
to bounce
a branch
a chariot
a deer
112 | YES 17

a duck
a flipchart
a garland
a handshake
ink
ivy
a kettle

a kilt
a ladder
an oven
an overhead
projector
a pheasant
piano keys

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

python
seagull
seal pup
sledge
steering wheel
sword
tie

a trench
tusks
a wallet
a waterfall
a whip
wind

2. Title Tag. Read the News (pp. 7-9) and Science News (p. 10) articles. Then try to match the alternative titles given
below to the originals, without looking at the magazine. This can be one or two exercises:
1. Stereotypes
2. Pay Differential
3. Cyberspace Saves Civic Space
4. Corporate Inversion
5. Ebolanomics
6. Spelling Matters
7. Ebola or Ébola?
8. Trout Team Up with Eels
9. Pulling the Wool Over our Eyes
10. The Mother Instinct

a. Vandals Tamed by the Virtual World
b. Literacy Still Key in Job Market
c. How to Get the Drugs We Need
d. The ‘Black River’ Pandemic
e. Tag Team Kills in Coral
f. A Fully Fledged Fresh False Friend
g. Infant Distress Universally Understood
h. Faking Pregnancy for Creature Comforts
i. Beijingers Learn to Love Pekineses
j. Wages and Waging War

3. Improvisation. Listen to audio track 10 (‘The Job Interview’) and decide which option (a, b, c or d) is correct:
1.
a. This is Simon’s first contact with the company.
b. Simon has already passed one pre-selection hurdle.
c. Simon has already passed two pre-selection hurdles.
d. Simon has been offered the job and they are negotiating conditions.
2. The main purpose of their interaction today is
a. to determine how much Simon will be paid for overtime.
b. to find out how well Simon copes with pressure.
c. to verify the details on Simon’s CV.
d. to see if Simon can get on with the people he is going to be working with.
3. Each of the members of the interview panel
a. has a different function in the interview process.
b. will ask questions relating to his or her field of expertise.
c. has interviewed Simon separately beforehand.
d. has ill feelings towards Simon.
4. Simon left his previous job because
a. he was expected to do too much overtime.
b. he wasn’t given enough warning about overtime.
c. he wasn’t paid enough for the overtime he was expected to do.
d. he wasn’t paid at all for the overtime he did.
5. Simon thinks that a key skill for the job will be
a. organizational ability
c. a cool mind

b. the ability to deal with rude people
d. teamwork

6. Which of the following traits does Simon identify as a personal weakness:
a. honesty
b. an inability to concentrate
c. tactlessness

d. impunctuality

7. Simon is interviewing for the job of:
a. stock broker
b. firefighter

d. teacher

c. librarian
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4. The word box below contains 24 adjectives from this month’s blog post Advertising Copy: The Language of
Hyperbole ( www.yes-mag.com/advertising-copy ). Use the clues below to help you:
1. A product described as being
________-___________ (4-7) has
attributes that make it superior
to others of its kind.
2. The four-syllable adjective
o______________ describes
something so strong that it is
irresistible and/or very intense.
3. If you are going to be spending
a lot of time outdoors in a wet
climate you should get some
____________________ clothing.
4. ______________ items, such as
clothing and food, are only
used or available during
certain times of the year.
5. An i_______________ product is
something that has never been
designed or created ever before.
6. Something that is ____________ is
ingenious or shows inventiveness
(synonym of number 11).
7. A ___________-____________ (6-4)
product is made according to
a person’s specifications.
8. A ___________ gadget is something
that is helpful and practical.
9. Anything that is ______________ has
no defects or imperfections.
10. If we describe food as being
______________ we mean that
it is natural and no chemicals
have been used to produce it.
11. Something that is _______________
is clever or ingenious
(synonym of number 6).
12. Merchandise that is sold in large
quantities that is in turn sold
by stores (opposite = retail).
13. If something is ______________ it
shows one’s love for one’s country.
14. Something or someone
described as being ____________
is unparalleled or has no
equal (UK English).
15. A ___________-___________ cleaning
product works quickly.
16. A ____________ or authentic product
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actually has the attributes or
characteristics it claims to have.
17. ____________ or exquisite describes
items of the finest or richest kind.
18. If you want to be productive
and not wasteful you might
be attracted by something
reported to be ________________.
19. When you have little or
no money anything that is
___________ is welcome.
20. Something described as being
_______________ is very similar to or
an imitation of an older product.
21. A ____________ item is
flexible or adaptable.
22. If you have a ____________
electronic organizer it is very

L

I

I

E

R X

N G K V S A U

L A U Q E N U L

easy to carry around.
23. _______________ products give
consumers assurance of the
quality of the item being sold.
24. A _______________ product is one
that instils confidence in buyers.

Remember to write down any
new vocabulary. Moreover,
if there are any words you
don’t recognize, find them in
the article and write down the
context as an example sentence.

5. Phrasal Verbs: Read the ‘Phrasal Verbs from Jobs’ article on pp. 72-73 and study the examples given for each one.
The particles have been left in the sentences given below. Fill in the blank with the correct verb.
1. Since I didn’t have any commitments last weekend I stayed in and ______________________ about the house. I cleaned
the bathroom, did the dirty laundry and mopped the balconies.
2. The teacher was at her wit’s end with George and his practical jokes. She had told him umpteen times to stop
_________________________ around/about in class because the other students were trying to learn.
3. Paul enjoys spending his summers __________________________ with his vast collection of antique radios. However, he
never really makes any headway.
4. I am sick and tired of the way my girlfriend ________________________ me around/about like that. That’s the last straw.
I am not taking her arrogant behaviour any longer.
5. Track stars from all around the world were _______________________ for a medal position in the recent Olympic Games.
6. When James realized he was only a quarter of the way up the mountain trail, he sighed. However, he did not give in
to his physical and mental exhaustion and ___________________________ on, reaching the summit before nightfall.
7. Last night I went to the movies with a friend of mine. We arrived a few minutes late and a nice gentleman with a
torch ________________________ us in.
8.  Sandy has quite a domineering nature about her. She seems to feed from ______________________ it over the rest of
her colleagues in the department.
9. The naïve and inexperienced youths of the small village were __________________________ into heading the offensive on
the rebel troops.
10. Yesterday, after the ill-fated attack on the school had been carried out, the few doctors available on site tried their
best to _________________________ to the numerous children and parents injured.
11. At this morning’s murder trial, the defendant was ______________________________ in by the bailiff.
12. The creation of Internet and the World Wide Web __________________________ in a moment in the history of global
communication that, perhaps, will never be forgotten.
13. For the past few days, Paul has had the feeling that a man in a trench coat has been following him around. Was it
possible that the government officials had been tipped off to his whereabouts and were ____________________ on him?
6. Job Idioms: Read the article ‘Job in the Workplace’ (p. 78) and study the different uses and meanings of ‘job’. Below
you will find several of the expressions given in the article. Try to match them with their corresponding definitions:
1. ____ to make the best of a bad job

A. “Fortunately…”, “It’s just as well that…”

2. ____ job satisfaction

B. an unemployed person. (noun)

3. ____ a nose job

C. Learning at work under supervision

4. ____ jobseeker

D. unemployed (adjective)

5. ____ to be just the job

E. try to take the best from a bad situation

6. ____ job security

F. an operation of aesthetic surgery

7. ____ on-the-job training

G. degree to which you find your work gratifying

8. ____ jobless

H. be exactly what is needed

9. ____ jobs for the boys

I. degree to which you will continue to have your job

10. ____ It’s a good job that…

J. well-paid work for someone’s friends
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Crossword

1

2

3

9

Test how well you have
retained the vocabulary from
this issue of Yes by doing
the following crossword
If you find the crossword difficult,
do the easy clues (in bold) first.
This will make the rest of the
words much easier to find.

17

18

24

25

19

20

29

30

34

35

49

7

21

23

27

28
32

33

36

37

41
45

46

42

48
51

53
58

Homophone of ‘iron’
49. same as 6 ACROSS
51. number. Anagram of ‘tow’
52. preposition
53. earnings, revenue
54. approach. Homophone
of ‘cum’
56. object pronoun
58. manager, supervisor
59. like rays around a circle
60. ring, phone; solar clock.
Anagram of ‘laid’

Down
1. object, protest (v.)
2. same as 43 ACROSS
3. negative adverb.
Homophone of ‘know’
4. business
5. elapse; die
6. advertisement
(abbreviation)

38

43

47

50

52

13

16
22

31

40

8
12

15

26

44

6

11

14

Across
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5

10

39

1. opposite number
5. portion; role. Anagram of ‘rapt’
6. aesthetically pleasing
or thought-provoking
objects. Anagram of ‘tar’
9. preposition – activated?
10. conjunction –
homophone of ‘oar’
11. decorate
15. you and me – American?
16. route, method.
Homophone of ‘weigh’
17. cooperative relationship
22. sea vessel
23. projection of the pelvis
24. cooperation
26. male offspring.
Homophone of ‘sun’
27. same as 9 ACROSS
29. since; while
30. cooking utensil.
Anagram of ‘nap’
31. indefinite article
32. imprecise
34. Israel (internet address)
35. technetium (abbreviation)
36. tellurium (abbreviation)
37. brassiere (abbreviation)
38. Egyptian sun god
39. conciliation
43. same as 27 ACROSS
44. feedback, reaction
45. outer part of a bird’s
wing including the flight
feathers; immobilize
47. charged atom.

4

54

55

56

59

7. vessel with oars (6, 4)
8. snare. Anagram of 5 ACROSS
11. donkey; US bottom
12. type of music linked
to hip-hop
13. New York (initialism)
14. epoch. Anagram of ‘ear’
15. vase. Anagram of ‘run’.
Homophone of ‘earn’
17. not decorated.
Homophone of ‘plane’
18. corridor in an office,
supermarket or church
19. same as 38 ACROSS
20. excellent (3-3)
21. very long period of time (US
spelling). Anagram of ‘one’
24. past participle of ‘lie’.
Homophone of ‘lane’
25. island. Homophone
of 18 DOWN
27. same as 9 ACROSS
28. hot beverage.
Anagram of ‘eat’

57
60

31. deeds
32. reject. Anagram of ‘vote’
33. same as 15 DOWN
34. preposition. Fashionable?
35. highest part. Anagram
of ‘opt’ and ‘pot’
36. (proverbially rich) man who
repairs and makes clothes
37. small vessel
40. received, obtained
41. same as 34 DOWN
42. same as 34 DOWN
46. charged atoms.
Homophone of ‘irons’
48. objective. Anagram ‘gaol’
49. @
50. steal. anagram of ‘orb’
53. exists
55. same as 10 ACROSS
56. US mum
57. editor, Edward or
Edmund (abbreviation)

8. Anecdotes and Jokes for Meetings. Read the article on p. 35. In this anecdote we have changed 50 words for
their homophones. Change them back so that the article makes sense:
The Fragility of Business Confidence
We here a lot inn business these daze about quay performance indicators; the financially minded try to tern
microeconomics into a science defined buy quantitative data. However, economics is a social science and perhaps the
most important factor inn play is business confidence. However well yore company is operating, it can be derailed bye
a collapse inn confidence. Likewise, even if the firm is financially on the ropes, it may well be able to survive sew long
as confidence can be maintained.
An illustration of the first case was provided inn 1991 buy Gerald Ratner, won of Britain’s most successful
entrepreneurs. Inn April of that year Mr Ratner gave a speech to 6000 businessmen who had cum together for the
Institute of Directors annual meeting. Gerald gave a jokey, ironic presentation inn witch he described his company’s
jewellery as ‘total crap’ and insinuated that his customers had pore taste. This was awl that was necessary for the Cher
price of the jewellery firm to lose 90% of it’s value bye the end of the year. Inn 1990 Ratner had recorded a prophet
of £112 million; this had fallen to a £112 million loss buy the end of 1991. The Times concluded, “Never inn corporate
history have a phew foolish words dun sow much damage”.
On the other hand, tricks to maintain confidence can be miraculously successful. Inn the first half sentry of it’s
existence The Bank of England nearly collapsed twice. The first crisis was caused bye the ‘South-Sea Bubble’
investment scandal inn 1720 and the second occurred as a result of the Scottish invasion of 1745, lead buy ‘the Bonnie
Prince’, Charles Stuart. The Bank aloud anyone who chose to to withdraw his or her money. However, the bank clerks
whirr secretly tolled to work slowly, paying each customer in low-denomination coins. It was also suggested that with
awl the noise inn the bank, it would be easy for the clerks to loos count and have to start again. Friends of the bank’s
management whirr given large sums of money to ostentatiously deposit inn the bank. Members of the banks staff
whirr also given sums to deposit inn the bank again and again. This not only restored confidence but slowed down the
cues of those who wished to withdraw there money. Inn any event on both occasions the ruse worked and the Bank
was saved from collapse.
ii. Now read the following business joke. We have removed all the prepositions. See if you can replace them (in
some cases no preposition is needed):
A Cajun man, Jean Paul, moved 1_____ Louisiana 2_____ Texas and bought a donkey 3_____ a local famer 4_____ $100.
The old farmer agreed to deliver the beast 5_____ burden 6_____ the next day. However, 7_____ the following day the
farmer arrived saying, “I’m afraid the donkey died”. “Well”, said the Cajun, “just give 8_____ me my money back”. “I
can’t do that”, replied the farmer, “I already spent it”. “OK then, just unload the donkey”. “What are you going to do
9_____ him?”, asked the farmer. “I’m gonna raffle him off”. “You can’t raffle off a dead donkey!” “Sure I can”, responded
the Cajun, “I just won’t tell anyone he’s dead”.
A month later the farmer came across Jean Paul 10_____ the street and asked, “What happened with the dead
donkey?”
“I raffled him off. I sold 500 tickets 11_____ $2 each and made a profit 12_____ $898”.
“Didn’t anybody complain?” asked the surprised farmer.
“Just the guy who won. So I gave him his $2 back”.
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9. Debates: Varied Listening. Listen to the Mini-Debates (audio tracks 1-3) and answer the questions according to
what the speakers say. Obviously, this can be done as three separate exercises:
1. Debate 1: Listen to the first debate and, as you do, answer the following questions:
1. Who are the ‘clipped-wing generation’?
2. Who does the man who wrote the letter live with?
3. What four social factors have contributed to this phenomenon, according to the speakers?
i. ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
ii. ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
iii. __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
iv. __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Debate 2: Listen to the second debate and answer the questions:
1. What advantages of driverless cars are mentioned?
2. What disadvantages of driverless cars are mentioned?
3. Why will a driver who has an accident involving a driverless car be at a disadvantage?
4. What do the following numbers refer to?
a. 300,000
b. 165,000
c. 33,000
d. 1.2 million
e. 90 (two possibilities)
f. 50
3. Debate 3: Listen to the third debate and answer these questions:
1. What inventions have been claimed for India?
2. What does one of the speakers claim was invented in New Zealand?
3. Which battle is the focus of controversy between French and Russian historians?
4. How many neighbouring countries do Hindu nationalists claim should be part of a ‘greater India’?
5. Which country is cited as a model of confronting its history?
6. How many countries in the world have been invaded by Britain at one time or another?
7. What term is used to describe military history?
8. What is more important than battles in British history, according to the Englishman?
ii. Listen again, and match the half sentences together, according to what you hear:
1. Nobody ever wrote a history book

a. for patriotism in history.

2. I haven’t found one that doesn’t start

b. in the grand scheme of things?

3. And I don’t think there’s any room

c. that didn’t have some bone to pick.

4. Is that really important

d. who were actually driving the motorcars.

5. They observed the Ancient Aliens

e. with the premise of a good side and bad side.
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10. Too Many Words. Read the article on p. 17. Below we offer the beginning of the first paragraph. However, there is
an unnecessary word in each line. Identify it and write it on the right:
1. On the night of Scotland’s referendum vote, the Yes campaign was being

1____________________________________________

2. represented on the BBC by Hardeep Singh Kohli, a Sikh in a Scottish kilt.

2____________________________________________

3. In one sense it was such a startling sight, though entirely in keeping with

3____________________________________________

4. the Scottish National Party’s non-racial conception of the Scottishness.

4____________________________________________

5. This is interesting in a country which is 96% ‘White’ (much more ‘whiter’

5____________________________________________

6. than England). Scottishness is not about their ancestry. At the same time,

6____________________________________________

7. Scottishness isn’t religious: Scotland is about a third for Church of

7____________________________________________

8. Scotland (Presbyterian), 37% atheist and 19% Catholic ones with many

8____________________________________________

small religious denominations.
11. US vs. UK. Throughout the magazine we mark the differences between US and UK English in the footnotes. See if
you can complete the chart. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) reference is given:
US English
1.

grippe

2.
3.

sled

7.

have a green thumb

9.
10.

p. 23, n. 2
p. 15, n. 3

to hire sth.
to name X for Y

8.

p. 60, n. 20
p. 80, n. 21

football

6.

Page and footnote reference
p. 54, n. 4

estate agent

4.
5.

UK English

p. 78, n. 10
p. 9, n. 6

cheque
plow

p. 75, n. 5
p. 76, n. 8

take sb. on

p. 71, n. 18

12. Internet Video Listening. This exercise is based on the insightful and entertaining TED Talk by Jason Fried about
why work doesn’t happen at the office. As you watch the video – ( http://goo.gl/7dY1ec ) – answer the following
questions. If necessary listen a second time:
1. What three types of answer do you get when you ask people where they go when they really need to get work done?
2. What do people never answer?
3. What does Jason Fried say has replaced the workday?
4. What do creative workers need?
5. What do work and sleep have in common?
6. What do most of the distractions that occur when working at home have in common?
7. What are social-networking sites the modern-day equivalent of?
8. What are M-and-Ms (in Fried’s terminology)?
9. What does Jason say is the primary function of managers?
10. What’s wrong with meetings?
11. What is his first suggestion to improve work in the office?
12. What is his second suggestion to improve work in the office?
13. What is his third suggestion to improve work in the office?
14. What should bosses do?
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13. Read the article on business telephoning (pp. 78-81) and listen to audio track 9 as you do so. Then, without
looking at the article, fill the gaps in the following sentences:
1. Can I ring you ____________________ in a few minutes?
2. I’d like to make an ________________________ with Dr. Samuelson, please.
3. I’m afraid she seems to be away from her __________________________ at this moment.
4. I’m putting you ____________________________ to her now, caller.
5. I’d like to _________________________ a complaint.
6. I didn’t ________________________ that. Could you repeat what you said, please?
7. Please leave your name, number and message after the ___________________.
8. I think you’ve dialled the wrong __________________________.
14. Sales. Read the article on Sales Techniques on p. 49. Then, without looking at the article, try to match the name of
each sales technique to its description:
1. the bait-and-switch technique

a. An excellent deal is offered to you but later additional costs are revealed.

2. the camaraderie technique

b. An excellent deal is offered to you but later only a more
expensive product or an inferior product is actually available.

3. the deadline technique

c. First the salesperson asks for a completely unrealistic favour. When
this is denied, the salesperson asks for something more reasonable.

4. the door-in-the-face technique

d. The salesperson creates the impression that an opportunity is only
briefly on offer, thus rushing the customer into making a purchase.

5. the foot-in-the-door technique

e. The salesperson will establish some tenuous relationship
with the customer before the sales pitch.

6. the low-ball technique

f. You are asked to do something trivial – answer a questionnaire
or accept a free sample – and later asked to buy something.

15.  Wordplay – Class Activity. In this activity you have to find words in a box of letters. Words are formed by a series
of adjacent letters. A word can twist and turn provided that each letter is adjacent to the previous letter in the
word. You cannot use the same letter-square twice in the same word (but you can of course use the letter again in
your next word). Words must have two or more letters and be found in a Standard English dictionary. Past forms,
plurals and so on are valid. You get one point for each word you find in the word square which no other player
also has. You have three minutes to find the words.
Practice square:

P
S
S
T
F
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H
A
K
R
O

O
L
I
E
R

N
E
L
N
G

E
S
L
D
O

In this practice square you should be able to see the words STRING and
FORGE. Can you find any more? There are at least another 75 words!

16. Figures and Statistics.
i. Read the article on pp. 22-23. Then without looking back at the article, write the following numbers in digits:
1. fifteen hundred
2. Nought
3. Twelve dollars fifty
4. My phone number is: eight three seven, double-four, oh two.
5. The twenty-third
6. A billion
7. The score was five-nil.
8. Two hundred and twenty-seven thousand, eight hundred and nineteen.
9. Three-quarters
10. Thirty-love
ii. Sentence Transformation. Read the articles on pp. 20-23. Then, without looking back, complete the second
sentence so that it means the same thing as the first sentence. The word in bold must be one of the words you use
to fill the gap; do not change the form of this word. Each gap requires between two and five words:
1. It’s a flight that takes two hours.
hour
It’s a _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.
2. I respect quantitative data but I also know that people massage statistics.
liars
The figures _________________________________________________________________________ figure.
3. He accused me of tendentiously selecting data to justify my conclusions.
cherry
He accused me of _____________________________________________________________ data to justify my conclusions.
4. She has a daughter who was born three years ago.
three
She has ______________________________________________________________________ daughter.
5. The company’s losing money and prospects are bad. Figure it out for yourself.
math
The company’s losing money and prospects are bad. _______________________________________________________________.
6. In this economic climate all the boss cares about is essential financial considerations.
bottom
In this economic climate all the boss cares about is ________________________________________________________.
7. Last week she threatened to fire me and this week she’s promoting me. It makes no sense!
figure
Last week she threatened to fire me and this week she’s promoting me. _______________________________________________!
8. The Government will probably achieve a crushing victory in the next election.
landslide
The Government is likely to _________________________________________________________________________ in the next election.
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17. Meetings. Answer the following questions relating to pp. 30-33:
1. Why are meetings important above and beyond information-exchange and decision-taking, according to the article?
2. What, according to the article, is the most frequently made mistake in meetings?
3. How is a deadlock broken in a formal meeting?
ii. Substitute each of the underlined phrases with a single word from p. 33:
1. inform people that a meeting will take place at a later date.
2. stop a meeting for a short period of time.
3. direct and control a meeting.
4. participate in a meeting.
5. announce that a meeting is going to take place.
6. declare that a meeting has finished and that minutes will no longer be taken.
7. organize a meeting.
8. inform people that a meeting will not be taking place after all.
18. Meetings False Friends. Read the article on p. 68 and try to correct the following questions:
1. I hate advertisements that include the topic of a modern artist flinging paint at a canvas.
2. I apologize for the discussion we had yesterday; you didn’t need to see that but I was very upset.
3. Oh, no. I think I left my agenda on the bus! Now I don’t know who I have to call today.
4. The party’s election campaign closed with a meeting of nearly 100,000 people in the capital.
19. Meetings Phrasal Verbs. Read the article on p. 74 and fill the gaps to complete the sentences. The initial letters
have been given to help you:
1. Do you think the meeting will be o__________________ by six? I have to catch a train.
2. I’m afraid we’re going to have to p_________________ the meeting o__________. Everyone’s got the flu.
3. Jack p_________________ o_________ that such an ambitious plan would require more employees.
4. Can I b______________ i_________, please? Aren’t you assuming a favourable economic climate?
5. I didn’t manage to g____________ a________________ the nuance I wanted to make.
6. I hope this meeting doesn’t d_____________ o________ too long.
7. OK, let’s agree to disagree and m_______________ o________ to the next topic.
8. I think we should g___________ o____________ the current staffing problem first.
9. I’m glad you b_______________________ that question u_________. We need to come to a decision on that.
10. The rapidly developing circumstances meant that they c________________ the meeting o___________.
11. Can I just p_____________ f______________________ my solution to this problem?
12. We’re getting off-topic. Can we try to s____________________ t_________ the agenda, please?
13. Haven’t you heard? The meeting is ________________. They cancelled it yesterday evening.
14. We need to c________________ u__________ w_____________ a solution everyone can sign off on.
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20. Pronunciation Round-up. Throughout the issue you have been given the phonemic transcription of 40 words
that are difficult to pronounce. Listen to track 4 on the audio files and fill the gaps below. Where two answers are
possible, we have given the homophone:
		
1.
(p. 7, n. 4) _______________/ soared 15. (p. 32, n. 9) _______________________ 29. (p. 69) _____________________________
2. (p. 9, n. 13) ______________________
16. (p. 34, n. 16) ______________________ 30. (p. 69, n. 3) ________________________
3. (p. 9, n. 15) ______________________
17. (p. 35, n. 1) ________________________ 31. (p. 69, n. 5) ________________________
4. (p. 10, n. 1) ______________________
18. (p. 35, n. 5) _______________________ 32. (p. 69, n. 7) ________________________
5. (p. 14, n. 4) __________________/air
19. (p. 36, n. 3) _______________________ 33. (p. 69, n. 8) ________________________
6. (p. 14, n. 6) ______________________
20. (p. 41, n. 10) _______________________ 34. (p. 69, n. 10) _______________________
7. (p. 16, n. 4) _______________/ mare
21. (p. 45, n. 1) ________________________ 35. (p. 72, n. 3) ________________________
8. (p. 19) ___________________________
22. (p. 46, n. 8) _______________________ 36. (p. 72, n. 9) ________________________
9. (p. 19) ___________________________
23. (p. 65, n. 12) ______________________ 37. (p. 73) _____________________________
10. (p. 21, n. 10) _____________________
24. (p. 69) ____________________________ 38. (p. 77) _____________________________
11. (p. 25) _____________________/sore
25. (p. 69) ____________________________ 39. (p. 80, n. 15) _______________________
12. (p. 26) ___________________________ 26. (p. 69) ____________________________ 40. (p. 83, n. 4) ________________________
13. (p. 26, n. 9) ______________________ 27. (p. 69) ____________________________
14. (p. 26, n. 9) _______________/ threw 28. (p. 69) ____________________________
21. False Friends. Throughout the magazine false friends are identified and explained in the footnotes. The following
sentences contain false friends from Yes 17 that are incorrectly used here. Correct the underlined words in the
following sentences so that they make sense. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) reference is given:
1. When I was a scholar I had to wear shorts and a tie to class. (p. 7, n. 6)
2. These successes are likely to alarm ordinary voters. (p. 15, n. 26)
3. His clerical ideas aren’t popular in our materialistic world. (p. 19, n. 10)
4. I don’t use a physical agenda; I just jot down my appointments in Google Calendar. (p. 33, n. 10)
5. People were much more sympathetic when they found out he was rich. (p. 35, n. 14)
6. This plant is rude and easy to grow on a balcony. (p. 47, n. 3)
7. He gave a conference on the Burmese economy at the convention. (p. 48, n. 8)
8. Is it compulsory for children to go to college in your country? (p. 90, n. 47)
22. Wordplay. Read the Internet articles on p. 12-13. Then, without looking at the articles, find five words from the
articles. Use the clues and the numbers; each number represents a letter:
1

2

3

4
snail-like creature with no shell

5

6

1

7

8

1

7
illness

8

9

8

10

7

11

7

1

1
consciousness

12

8

10

13

6

14

15

2

8

10
specific

1

13

10

8

16

4

7

10

1
people that don’t know each other
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23. Negotiating. Read the article on pp. 42-44. And answer the following questions:
1. Which website is recommended for finding out about the person you are going to be dealing with?
2. What characterizes the language of a good negotiator?
3. How are Irish negotiators different from US ones?
ii. Match each expression on the left with its correct meaning on the right.
1. fulfil a deal to the letter

a. questions that are still pending

2. give ground

b. minimums, limits

3. opposite number

c. make concessions

4. outstanding matters

d. counterpart

5. sticking points

e. do everything as promised

24. Negotiating Idioms. Read the article on p. 82 and then fill the gaps in the following sentences:
1. If you resort to b_________________________ you have to accept that sometimes negotiations will collapse acrimoniously.
2. There is no way we can compete with the C__________________ price, so if that is your final offer, I’m afraid we have
nothing to discuss here.
3. If we can get round this point I think we can c_______________________ the deal.
4. You’re talking about it as if it were a d___________________ deal but there are many issues we still need to agree on.
5. They drove a h__________ bargain and in the end we had to accept a unit cost of $2.50 and a 60-day payment period.
6. OK, that’s enough chitchat. Let’s get down to b_____________________ tacks.
7. Yes, you’re right. We need to get down to the n__________________-gritty. Let’s talk prices.
8. To get the b____________ rolling why don’t you outline the ideal deal you’re looking for and we’ll negotiate from there?
9. After several hours h________________-trading we managed to hammer out a deal that was acceptable to both parties.
10. Even if they appear to open the k_________________________, don’t trust what they say.
11. Wow, that guy really plays his cards close to his c______________________. Is he a negotiator or a poker player?!
12. We didn’t expect the negotiations to be so p__________________________.
13. Don’t expect us to go any further. That’s our r__________________-bottom offer – take it or leave it.
14. We’ve got bogged down on this detail. We need to focus on the b_______________ picture.
15. An experienced negotiator knows not to s____________________ the small stuff but to focus on the overall deal.
16. The inexperienced US negotiator found the prolonged s_______________________ talk very frustrating.
17. I’m not interested in their honeyed words. I prefer to deal with people who talk t________________________.
18. So much for ‘the w___________-w___________ deal’ – when our lawyers took a look at the contract they had presented
us with, they said it was full of legal traps and loopholes.
19. The deal isn’t the best we’ve ever done but at least it wipes its f__________________________.
20. That’s our best offer. Accept it and we can get wrapped u_________________ and get out of here.
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25. Advertising Slogans. Read the article on p. 53. Each of the following famous slogans contains a figure of sound;
use this fact to fill the gaps and complete the slogan:
1. F__nger l__ckin’ good. (KFC)
2. The qu________ picker-upper. (Bounty Bar)
3. Your __lexible __riend. (Access)
4. Th__nk d__fferent. (Apple)
5. My __oodness, my Guinness! (Guinness)
6. If you want to get ___ead, get a hat. (The Hat Council)
7. Gr_____... sp_____... pace. (Jaguar)
8. N__thing r__ns like a Deere (John Deere)
9. We all ad_____ a Kia-Ora. (Kia-Ora)
10. A n______________, not a snoozepaper.” (The Mail on Sunday)
11. Milk’s gotta l________ bottle. (The Milk Marketing Board)
12. It takes a __ough man to make a __ender chicken. (Perdue)
13. If it’s o__, it’s i___. (The Radio Times)
14. It’s a lot less bovver than a h_______. (Qualcast Concord)
15. Don’t just b______ it. Thomas Cook it. (Thomas Cook)
16. ____t we _____nt is Watney’s. (Watney’s)
26. Read the article on False Friends in Advertising on p. 70. Then, without looking back, correct the underlined
words in the following sentences:
1. John has been working as a commercial but his long-term goal is to be a creative in an advertising company.
2. Oh I hate it when I come back from a holiday to find my mailbox full of propaganda – it’s such a waste of paper.
3. What’s the name of the publicity company that made that TV commercial? It’s brilliant – we need to work with those
people.
4. They’re running a campaign to announce their new line of cosmetic products.
5. I advertised you not to do it but you didn’t listen and now look at the predicament you’re in!
6. They’ve covered the entire building in a huge announcement for the latest Tom Cruise film.
7. The publicity spot at 11.55pm on New Year’s Eve is the most expensive one in the entire year.
27. Read the article on US vs. UK English (p. 83). Without looking at the article, mark the US English option in each
case:
A

B

1

an ad

an advert

2

/ədˈvɜ:tismənt/

/ædvərˈtaizmənt/

3

a billboard

a hoarding

4

/ˈbrouʃə/

/brouˈʃuər/

5

a noticeboard

a bulletin board
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28. Describing Trends. Read the article on pp. 24-26. Then, without looking at the article, give the noun for the
following verbs:
1. improve
2. slow
3. grow
4. recover
5. contract
6. shrink
29. Describing Trends: If necessary re-read the article on pp. 24-26 and read the article on p. 76. Use words from the
articles, in their correct form, to complete this economic review. The first letter of each word is given, with arrows
indicating the direction of the movement. There may be different possibilities in some cases:
Annual Results
At the close in London, the FTSE 100 index ended the year with a modest 1. g________ (ì) on its last day of trading
on Wednesday. It had 2. g_______ u_____ (ì) 0.9% to 4,434 points, 3. b_______________ b________ (îì) after Tuesday’s
losses. However, for the year as a whole the index 4. l___________ (î) 31.3% of its value, the worst 5. l__________ in its
24-year history.
In Frankfurt, the Dax-30 6. d________________ (î) 40% during this year, which was the index’s second-worst annual
performance in its 26-year history. The index had 7. r____________ (ì) 22% in 2013. Technology firm Merkelica was the
Dax’s biggest loser in 2014, down 88.1%, followed by Bizmarckbank, which 8. p_____________________ (îî) 74.7%.
Shanghai’s fall 9. w_____________ nearly $3 trillion 10. o________ (î) share values. Shanghai had 11. s____________ (ìì)
more than 300% in the last two years.
Japanese shares also 12. d_______________ (î), with the Nikkei 13. d_______________ (î) 42% as the world’s secondlargest economy 14. s__________________ (î) into recession.
As a meltdown of the US healthcare market led to a global 15. s________________ (îî) in consumer spending and
industrial production, investment 16. sh_________________ (î).
As demand in overseas markets 17. sl_____________ (î), Asia’s export-driven economies were hard hit. In Hong Kong,
which is in recession, the Hang Seng 18. n______________________ (îî), closing the year 48% lower, its second-biggest
19. dr_______________ (î) to date and its worst since the beginning of the global financial crisis in 2008.
India’s has seen more than half of the value of its main index in Mumbai 20. w_____________ o________ (î).
ii. Phrasal verbs for describing trends: combine a verb on the left with a noun of the right to form a natural
collocation:
1. close down
2. plough back

a. a company

3. set up

b. profits

4. take over
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30. Paperwork false friends. Read the article on p. 69. Then, without looking back, find and correct the false friend
in each of the following sentences:
1. The gangsters took out a wad of billets, threw a $100 tip onto the table and walked out of the bar.
2. He carefully stowed the contract in a carpet and then got up to leave.
3. Can I borrow a paper? I forgot to bring my notebook to class.
4. We can’t refund you the money you spent on your trip unless you produce recipes for what you say you spent.
5. Have you heard the latest notice from Iraq? Isn’t it terrible?
6. Don’t forget your ticket, madam – without it you won’t be able to return the dress if your daughter doesn’t like it.
7. I’ve heard that the police have an archive on him.
ii. Now, fill the gaps in the following sentences with an appropriate word:
1. The shirt was too small for me but I couldn’t exchange it because I hadn’t kept the ____________________.
2. The English use five pound ____________s, while Americans talk of dollar ___________________s.
3. Could you pass me a _________________________ I want to take some _____________ about the grammar from this lesson.
4. I put all of the photocopies about vocabulary in a separate ________________ to make it easier to revise for the exam.
5. John looked in his family _______________________ to find out about the lives of his great grandparents.
31. Paperwork phrasal verbs. Read the article on p. 75. Then, without looking back, fill the gaps with an
appropriate word:
1. The important thing in this course is not to allow work to _____________________ up.
2. Wait a moment. I’m just going to jot ____________________ her email address.
3. Once you’ve _____________________ out the form, hand it in at the reception desk, please.
4. I got __________________________ the work faster than expected and was able to go home early.
5. Always read ______________________ your work emails before pressing ‘send’.
6. Please _____________________ to it that I get all such memos in future.
32. Monologues. Listen to audio tracks 5-8 and decide whether these statements are true (T) or false (F):
1. The first speaker says that he feels equally European and American.
2. Neither religion nor politics form a significant part of his identity.
3. For the second speaker gender is central to her identity.
4. She feels that she has reached a point in her life in which her identity is fixed.
5. The third speaker identifies more with left-handers than Caucasians.
6. He says that identifying with so wide a group is the equivalent of being an individualist.
7. The fourth speaker identifies strongly with his family’s community.
8. Most people have trouble identifying him from his accent.
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33. Bizwords. Read the article on pp. 58-59. Then, without looking back match the terms in the left-hand column to
their definitions in the right-hand column:
Business Buzzword

Definitions

1. a game-changer

a. a group of variables that measure progress

2. a paradigm shift

b. a method or technique that delivers superior results to those of other
methods and techniques.

3. a solution

c. a mutually advantageous situation; a situation in which you benefit
whatever the outcome

4. a win-win situation

d. a new approach

5. at the end of the day

e. a product or service

6. at this point in time

f. a revolutionary new product or service

7. be between a rock and a hard place

g. be out of the office

8. be out of pocket

h. be where everyone else is in a process

9. bleeding-edge (adj.)

i. customer-focused

10. blue-chip (adj.)

j. get organized

11. customer-centric

k. have a positive impact from the very start

12. get on the same page

l. have an optimistic or pessimistic viewpoint

13. get one’s ducks in a row

m. have two unattractive alternatives

14. going forward

n. in the end, in the final analysis

15. hit the ground running

o. in the end, in the final analysis

16. in a challenging environment

p. in the future, as we proceed

17. it’s not rocket science

q. in unfavourable circumstances

18. key performance indicators

r. it isn’t difficult to understand

19. one’s buy-in

s. looking for new and unconventional ideas

20. one’s core competency

t. most technologically advanced, vanguard

21. see the glass half full or half empty

u. now

22. singing from the same hymn sheet

v. one’s agreement on a course of action

23. The bottom line is that

w. one’s main functions; one’s fundamental strengths

24. thinking outside the box

x. top quality

25. world’s best practice

y. working for the same purpose

34. Promotion. Read the article on p. 50. Without looking back, choose the best answer:
1. I hope to (ascend/climb) the ladder and reach the board of directors one day.
2. Judith is in (consideration/line) for promotion.
3. You can expect (an ascent/a preferment) within the next year or so.
4. There are two internal candidates and one external one who are up (for/to) promotion.
5. When do you expect to start (climbing/moving) up the ladder.
6. When the CEO showed the first signs of senility he was (carried/kicked) upstairs and declared ‘honorary president’.
7. Surely Patterson is due (for/to) promotion.
8. What are my (promotion/promotional) prospects in this company?
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35. Animal-related Business Idioms. Read the article on p. 80. Then, without looking back, write the name of one of
the animals below (in singular or plural) into each gap to make correct English business idioms:
bee

cat

chimp

cow

dog

gorilla

hamster

horse

monkey

pig

puppy

python

rat

salmon

wolf

wombat

1. I’m going to shoot the _________________. From now on the company will close on Fridays and everyone will work
intensively from Monday through Thursday.
2. In a few years’ time when the baby boomers begin to retire our range of holidays for pensions should expand
exponentially. To mix metaphors: when the ________ in the ________ is in the right place our grey geese will really take off.
3. We spent all our time worrying about the ___________________ nearest the sledge and didn’t notice the fundamental
changes in market conditions.
4. They’ve decided to opt out of the __________________ race and have bought a little place in the country where they
can grow their own food and make their own clothes.
5. We thought that customer was bluffing until we received a letter from his killer _____________ threatening to sue us.
6. Quentin doesn’t have an official job description. He’s just the ideas ________________ but the boss relies on him for
future projects that will keep the company ahead of the game.
7. What did you think? That as a trainee you’d be running the company? No, I’m afraid you’re just a ____________sbody
for the next six months.
8. The government should introduce legislation to curb the power of the fat __________________ who risk nothing but
earn seven figure salaries.
9. The former state-owned company is the 800lb ___________ in our sector. All the other companies are struggling to
find a niche.
10. Don’t worry, Andy’s a stress _____________________. If he’s not worrying about some deadline or other he’s not happy.
11. I don’t mind you employing an assistant to help you with your workload but make sure you don’t hire a
_______________________ who you’re going to have to spend your whole time supervising.
12. Once our CEOs have finished their little lovefest we can get down to the ___________________-trading.
13. I’ve been trying to get through to our Korean office all day to confirm those figures. Then, at ten to six Jeff
commented as he past my desk that it was a national holiday in Korea. Yup, it’s been a real __________________ day.
14. Sure, some dinosaurs went to the wall in the dot-com revolution. But the clever old __________________ survived and
in many cases are stronger than ever.
15. I know you have to make cuts, Mr Gecko, but don’t sack one of the managers. We’ve been with you since the
beginning. Fire some of the ________________________ downstairs.
16. It seems he’s been up to some ________________________ business; selling state companies substandard coal at the
price of the good stuff.
17. Trying to get those apprentices to work together is like herding _______________________.
18. We thought the economy was going to recover but it was just a dead-_________________ bounce.
36. Agricultural Business Idioms. Read the article on p. 81. Without looking at the article, pair up these words to
form six expressions:
chicken

feed

fruit

green

low-hanging

money

pay

peanuts

profits

seed

shoots

windfall
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37. Spelling. Read the article on ‘The Business of Spelling’ on pp. 65-67. Then without looking back, decide whether
the words are correctly spelt. Correct those that are not:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

absence
accesible
accomodate
accumulate
achieve
administration
advantageous
advertise
agressive
analyze
apparent
appearance
appropiate
argument
background
bankrupcy
basically
before
beginning
believe
benefit
bussines
calendar
category
character
comittee
controversial
corroborate
definitely
dependent
description
develop
dilema

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

disappear
disapoint
dissipate
effect
elligible
embarassing
environment
exaggerate
exercise
existence
experience
finally
flexible
fourty
friend
gauge
harrass
immitate
immediately
independent
interest
liason		
millenium
minuscule
necessary
negligence
negotiable
noticeable
occasion
ocurrence
omission
parallel
perseverance

67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.

piece
precede
priviledge
proceed
pronunciation
publicly
questionaire
receive
recommend
relieve
reknown
repetition
rescind
rhythm
ridiculous
secretary
sieze
sentence
separate
sincerely
successful
supercede
surprise
their
threshhold
through
tomorrow
truely
whether
withhold
writing

ii. Now decide which of the two spellings is correct in US English:
1. forego/forgo
4. salable/saleable

2. judgement/judgment
5. skilful/skillful

3. licence/license

38. Accountancy. Read the business article on pp. 8-9. Without looking at the article, complete the following
sentences:
1. The BMW slid off the bridge and crashed into the river below. It was a complete w________________________.
2. The tax authorities accused them of c________________________ the books.
3. They replied that they had just practised c_________________________ accounting.
4. Don’t tell me all the details, what’s the b_________________________ line?
5. Jim’s been chosen as the new Department Head? That’s a t____________-________ for the books!
6. If only they would stop looking to s____________________ old scores and concentrate on rebuilding the country.
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ANSWERS

7.

1. Check your answers against the footnotes
2.
1i, 2j, 3a, 4f, 5c, 6b, 7d, 8e, 9h, 10g
3.
1c, 2b, 3a, 4b, 5c, 6a, 7c.
4.

C O M P A C

T

R

E

L

A

E

G R A N P

E

V

I

T

A V O N N

I

N

A B H T N E

C

S

I

N

I

M E

G

T

E

T

C A D

I

P A R G H E

A

T N O

D D C
A

I

S

E

R

E M E O U C

E

L

T

E

I

I

G

T

T

E

D H V

M E

T

C

E

C U

F O O R

P

M T O F

S

E

I

J

P

O N

I

I

S

F

E H Q S
I

U A

R

E

T

A W

I

R N E

L

S

L

L
S

C

L

F

R

E

E

G K C

R

I

T

A R

E N E

I

I

L

T

L

R A

C

T U

S

R

G

T

A N H A N D Y O

T

F

R U

C

L O H W

T

A N A

U A A O M E N

I

R A W M A

C U P M T O T

S

U Y

N G

F

H T

K A R

O V

E

A

U M T

S

U

S

A N D
F

N B

N B H T

R W H E

1. HIGH-QUALITY
4. SEASONAL
7. CUSTOM-MADE
10. ORGANIC
13. PATRIOTIC
16. GENUINE
19. FREE
22. COMPACT

L

Y D

S
E

T
E

I

O

I

L M G M C

R

R

E

L

I

E

S

B K U
I

R X

S

A U

L M

I

N G K V

E

L

A U Q E N U

L

2. OVERWHELMING
5. INNOVATIVE
8. HANDY
11. SMART
14. UNEQUALLED
17. LUXURIOUS
20. REMINISCENT
23. GUARANTEED

5.
1. pottered/puttered about
2. clowning around/about
3. tinkering with
4. bosses me around/about
5. jockeying for
6. soldiered on
7. ushered us in
8. lording it over
9. dragooned into
10. minister to
11. shepherded in
12. ushered in
13. spying on
6.
1. E, 2. G, 3. F, 4. B, 5. H, 6. I, 7. C, 8. D, 9. J, 10. A,

L

3. WATERPROOF
6. CLEVER
9. FLAWLESS
12. WHOLESALE
15. RAPID-ACTION
18. EFFICIENT
21. VERSATILE
24. TRUSTED

COUNT E RPART
ON OR
ADORN
M E A US WAY
PART NERSH I P
L I A I SON
N T
AS PAN VAGUE
I L T C T E BRA
N E GOT I A T I ON
OP I N I ON A G
ART O L
T WO
T O I N C OM E
A
B OS S RAD I A L
8.
We hear a lot in business these days about key performance indicators; the financially minded try to turn microeconomics into a science defined by quantitative data. ... the most important factor in
play is business confidence. However well your company is operating, it can be derailed by a collapse in confidence. ... it may well be
able to survive so long as...
An illustration of the first case was provided in 1991 by Gerald
Ratner, one of Britain’s most successful entrepreneurs. In April of
that year Mr Ratner gave a speech to 6000 businessmen who had
come together.... Gerald gave a jokey, ironic presentation in which
he described... his customers had poor taste. This was all that was
necessary for the share price of the jewellery firm to lose 90% of its
value by the end of the year. In 1990 Ratner... had recorded a profit
of £112 million; this had fallen to a £112 million loss by the end of 1991.
... “Never in corporate history have a few foolish words done so
much damage”.
On the other hand, tricks to maintain confidence can be miraculously successful. In the first half century of its existence The Bank
of England nearly collapsed twice. The first crisis was caused by
the ‘South Sea Bubble’ investment scandal in 1720 and the second
occurred as a result of the Scottish invasion of 1745, led by ‘the
Bonnie Prince’, Charles Stuart. The Bank allowed anyone who chose
to to withdraw his or her money. However, the bank clerks were
secretly told to work slowly, paying each customer in low-denomination coins. It was also suggested that with all the noise in the bank,
it would be easy for the clerks to lose count and have to start again.
Friends of the bank’s management were given large sums of money
to ostentatiously deposit in the bank. Members of the banks staff
were also given sums to deposit in the bank again and again. This
not only restored confidence but slowed down the queues of those
who wished to withdraw their money. In any event...
ii.
1 from, 2 to, 3 from, 4 for, 5 of, 6 -, 7 -, 8 -, 9 with, 10 in (UK)/ on (US),
11 at, 12 of.
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9.
1.
1. Adults who live with their parents.
2. His father and his brother.
3. Smaller families, increasing property prices, student loans, high
levels of graduate unemployment and unemployment
2.
1. safer, cleaner, fewer parking problems, less congestion
2. they may end up limiting people’s right to drive, the cars collect
information about our habits
3. because the driverless car has all the information about what
happened.
4.
a. the distance in miles that driverless cars have travelled without an
accident.
b. the average distance in miles between accidents in a driven car.
c. the number of people killed each year on US roads.
d. yearly traffic deaths worldwide
e. percentage of traffic accidents attributed to human error or Steve
Mahan’s percentage of blindness
f. percentage of plane accidents attributed to human error.
3.
1. the car, the TV and stem-cell research
2. the aeroplane
3. Borodino
4. 8
5. Germany
6. 167
7. trumpet-and-drum history
8. the price of wool
ii. 1c, 2e, 3a, 4b, 5d.
10.
1. being
4. the
7. for
11.
1. flu
4. soccer
7. to name X after Y
10. hire sb.

2. Scottish
5. more
8. ones

2. realtor
5. have green fingers
8. check

3. such
6. their
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2. appointment
5. make
8. number

15.
ale, ales, ash, ask, asp, ass, do, dog, don, eel, else, end, foe, for, fore,
forego, forgo, fork, fort, go, god, gone, grot, hail, hake, hale, halo, has,
hole, hone, ilk, ill, kale, kill, kin, kind, king, lake, lap, laps, lash, lass, lie,
lies, like, lone, on, one, ore, pail, pale, pass, past, phone, rind, ring, roe,
rot, sake, sail, sale, sales, see, seen, sell, shake, shall, shoal, skill, store,
stork, to, toe, trek, trend.
16.
i.
1. 1,500
4. 837 4402
7. 5-0
10. 30-0
ii.
1. two-hour flight
3. cherry-picking
5. Do the math
7. Go figure!

3. sledge
6. to rent sth.
9. plough

19.
1. over
4. butt in
7. move on
10. called... off
13. off

20.
1. sword
5. heir
9. malingerer
13. tough
17. liven
21. sweat
25. receipt
29. billet
33. reminder
37. persevere

3. desk
6. catch

2. 0
5. 23rd
8. 227,819

3. $12.50
6. 1,000,000,000
9. ¾

2. don’t lie but liars
4. a three-year-old
6. the bottom line
8. win by a landslide

17.
1. Because they are an opportunity for others to appraise your work.
2. Not listening effectively
3. Through the chair(person)’s casting vote
ii.
1. postpone
2. adjourn
3. chair/conduct
4. attend
5. convene/call
6. close
7. hold
8. cancel
18.
1. cliché
4. rally

12.
1. a location, a means of transport or a time
2. the office
3. a series of work moments
4. long periods of uninterrupted time
5. They are both phase-based activities.
6. They are voluntary distractions
7. smoking breaks
8. Managers and meetings
9. to interrupt people
10. They interrupt work, they procreate, they are
expensive and they involve too many people.
11. No-talk Thursday
12. Switch from face-to-face interaction to
passive forms of communication
13. Cancel your next meeting
14. Lay off a bit and let employees work.
13.
1. back
4. through
7. tone

14.
1b, 2e, 3d, 4c, 5f, 6a.

21.
1. schoolboy
4. diary
7. paper/talk

2. argument

3. diary

2. put... off
5. get across
8. go over
11. put forward
14. come up with

3. pointed out
6. drag on
9. brought...up
12. stick to

2. ivory
6. tinge
10. oven
14. through
18. wallet
22. estimate
26. target
30. item
34. recipe
38. assets

3. gauge
7. mayor
11. soar
15. sneak
19. completion
23. signal
27. carpet
31. kind
35. butcher
39. python

2. incidents
5. friendlier
8. school

22.
slug, disease, awareness, particular, strangers

4. trout
8. skiver
12. troughs
16. soften
20. rapport
24. ticket
28. archive
32. lading
36. suit		
40. menial

3. priestly
6. sturdy

23.
1. LinkedIn
2. It is simple and repetitive
3. The Irish negotiator will open with an initial offer much closer to
the price s/he expects to achieve.
ii. 1e, 2c, 3d, 4a, 5b.

31.
1. build
4. through

24.
1. brinkmanship
4. done
7. nitty
10. kimono
13. rock
16. small
19. face

2. China
5. hard
8. ball
11. chest
14. big(ger)
17. turkey
20. up

33.
1f, 2d, 3e, 4c, 5n/o, 6u, 7m, 8g, 9t, 10x, 11i, 12h, 13j, 14p, 15k, 16q, 17r, 18a,
19v, 20w, 21l, 22y, 23n/o, 24s, 25b.

25.
1. Finger lickin
3. flexible friend
5. goodness
7. Grace... space
9. adore
11. lotta
13. on... in
15. book

2. quicker
4. Think different
6. ahead
8. Nothing runs
10. newspaper
12. tough... tender
14. hover
16. What... want

3. close/clinch
6. brass
9. horse
12. protracted
15. sweat
18. win-win

27.
1a, 2b, 3a, 4b, 5b

2. a slowdown
5. a contraction

3. growth
6. a shrinkage

29.
1. gain, 2. gone up, 3. bouncing back, 4. lost, 5. loss,
6. dropped/declined, 7. risen, 8. plummeted/plunged, 9. wiped,
10. off, 11. soared, 12. declined, 13. dropping, 14. slid / slipped,
15. slump/slowdown, 16. shrank, 17. slowed/slumped,
18. nose-dived, 19. drop, 20. wiped off.
ii. 1a, 2b, 3a, 4a.
30.
1. (bank)notes/bills (billets)
2. folder (carpet)
3. some paper/a piece of paper (a paper)
4. receipts/bills (recipes)
5. news (notice)
6. receipt (ticket)
7. a file (an archive)
ii.
1. receipt
2. coins/bills
3. piece of paper/notes
4. folder

3. filled
6. see

32.
1F, 2T, 3T, 4F, 5T, 6T, 7F, 8T.

34.
1. climb
4. for
7. for

2. line
5. moving
8. promotion

3. a preferment
6. kicked

35.
1. puppy
4. rat
7. dog
10. puppy
13. salmon
16. monkey

2. pig... python
5. bee
8. cats
11. wombat
14. dogs
17. cats

3. wolf
6. hamster
9. gorilla
12. horse
15. chimps
18. cat

36.
chicken feed, green shoots, low-hanging fruit,
pay peanuts, seed money, windfall profits

26.
1. salesman (commercial)… copywriter (creative)
2. junk-mail or flyers (propaganda)
3. advertising (publicity)
4. advertise (announce)
5. warned (advertised)
6. ad(vert[isement]) (announcement)
7. advertising slot or commercial (publicity spot)

28.
1. an improvement
4. a recovery

2. down
5. through

5. archive

37.
All are correct except for the following, which should be:
2. accessible
3. accommodate
9. aggressive
10. analyse
13. appropriate
16. bankruptcy
22. business
26. committee
33. dilemma
35. disappoint
38. eligible
39. embarrassing
47. forty
50. harass
51. imitate
55. liaison
56. millennium
63. occurrence
69. privilege
73. questionnaire
77. renown
83. seize
88. supersede
91. threshold
94. truly
ii.
1. forgo
2. judgment
3. license
4. salable
5. skillful
38.
1. write-off
4. bottom

2. cooking
5. turn-up

3. creative
6. settle
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